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Foreword
Ever since its foundation in 1999, CISCL (Centro Interdipartimentale di Studi
Cognitivi sul Linguaggio) has offered a research environment for the linguists of the
University of Siena, for visiting professors and scholars, for local and visiting doctoral
students. The main research directions which have been pursued concern various
aspects of the study of language as a cognitive capacity: theoretical and comparative
syntax, the interfaces with semantics and phonology, computational linguistics,
psycholinguistics, the study of first and second language acquisition, the study of
language pathologies. A unifying dimension underlying this variety of topics is the
use of precise theoretical models of the principles/parameters and minimalist kind, and
the attention to the fine structural details of syntactic configurations, a research
endeavor sometimes identified under the label of “cartography of syntactic
structures”.
The wealth of research activities pursued at CISCL gives rise to contributions
disseminated into a variety of scholarly journals and other forms of publications,
along the channels of normal diffusion of research. Nevertheless, we thought it would
be useful to create a space where the research conceived, pursued, somehow
connected to the Center through collaborations, or even simply discussed at CISCL
during sojourns of external guests could be presented and made available in an easily
accessible unitary format. The regular publication of CISCL working papers,
accessible both electronically and in the printed version, seemed a natural possibility.
We thank the guests of CISCL who kindly made available their work for the Working
Papers, and hope that this initiative will give a contribution, however modest, to the
diffusion of linguistic ideas and results.
Luigi Rizzi
Director of CISCL
Siena, December 2007
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The Alison’s cat sleep in the kitchen:
On the acquisition of English ’s Genitive
Constructions by native speakers of Italian∗
ELISA DI DOMENICO
University of Siena
didomenico@unisi.it

ELISA BENNATI
University of Siena
elisabennati@unisi.it

This work deals with the acquisition of L2 English ’s
Genitive Constructions with Bare Proper Name possessors
by native speakers of Italian. We investigated original L2
English data collected through a written elicitation test from
a group of 94 Italian teen-agers learning L2 English in a
formal environment.
Results indicate that both Universal Grammar and transfer
from the L1 are implied in the acquisition of these structures.
In Section 1 we compare Italian and English Possessive
Constructions in the light of a model of possessive DPs; in
Section 2 we present the experimental design and the results,
which will be discussed in Section 3.

1. ’s Genitive Constructions and their acquisition
1.1 Possessive Constructions in English and Italian
This section is devoted to the analysis of ’s Genitive Constructions and to their
comparison with other possessive constructions attested in English and Italian.
First of all let us compare English and Italian Possessive Constructions:
∗

This work was presented among the CISCL Research Seminars (Siena, Italy, 28 November 2006), at
IGG XXXIII (Bologna, Italy, 1-3 March 2007) and at the IV Encuentro de Gramática Generativa
(Mendoza, Argentina, 26-28 July 2007). We thank the organizers and the audience. In particular, we
thank Adriana Alvarez, Adriana Belletti, Valentina Bianchi, José Camacho, Giuliana Giusti, Andrea
Gualmini, Luigi Rizzi and Marit Westergaard for helpful comments. Special thanks are due to Simona
Matteini and to the Scuola Media ‘B.Bonfigli’ of Corciano (Italy). All errors and omissions are of
course our own. For the specific concerns of the Italian Academy, Elisa Di Domenico is responsible for
Section 1 and 3, Elisa Bennati for Section 2. This work is dedicated to the memory of Marica De
Vincenzi.
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(1) a. Peter’s friend
b. My friend
c. * A/the Peter’s friend
d. * A/ the my friend
English ’s Genitive Constructions are illustrated in (1.a). The possessor (in this case
the Bare Proper Name Peter) precedes the head noun, i.e. the possessee (friend) and
is marked with ’s. In case of a pronominal possessor, as shown in (1.b), we have a
similar situation as far as the relative position of the head noun and the possessor is
concerned: the possessor precedes the head noun; in this case, however, the possessor
is not marked with ’s. Another similarity between nominal and pronominal possessors
in English is that they are both incompatible with the head noun determiner, be it
definite or indefinite, as shown in (1.c) and (1.d).
The interpretation of the structures in (1.a) and (1.b) is only definite. If an
indefinite meaning is to be conveyed, the available structures in English are the so
called Elliptical Constructions shown in (2.a) and (2.b):
(2) a. A friend of Peter ’s
b. A friend of mine
In Italian, Bare Proper Name Possessors do not precede the possessee, as shown in
(3.a). They only occur post-nominally introduced by the preposition di (of), in the so
called Analytic Construction. Possessive pronouns, on the contrary, can occur pre- or
post-nominally, as shown in (3.b) and (3.c):
(3) a. Un/l’ amico di Peter
a/the friend of Peter
b.

Un/il mio amico
a/the my friend

c.

Un/l’amico mio
a/the friend my

Both pronominal and nominal possessors in Italian are compatible with the
possessee’s determiner, which can be either definite or indefinite, as shown in (3)
above.
Analytic Constructions are attested in English in the cases illustrated in (4), i.e. with
an inanimate possessor (4.a) or when an animate possessor is to be modified, e.g. by a
relative clause (4.b ):1

1

(4.b) is taken from Fodor (2007). In this work the author investigates cross-linguistic attachment
preferences of relative clauses in complex NPs such as Possessive Constructions. From our point of
view it is interesting to note that, as far as Analytic Constructions are concerned, while in Italian
attachment of the relative clause to the possessee is favoured, in English attachment of the relative
clause to the possessor is favoured. This is probably due, according to Fodor, to the fact that in ’s
Genitive Construction only attachment to the possessee is possible:
(i) The actress’ servant who was on the balcony
In a construction like (i), the relative clause can only modify the servant and not the actress. We
conclude therefore that when the possessor is to be modified, by e.g. a relative clause, the Analytic
Construction is the only possible structure in English.
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(4)

a. The leg of the table
b. The servant of the actress who was on the balcony

1.2 Possessive Constructions and the internal structure of Determiner Phrases
We now analyze possessive constructions in English and Italian in the light of recent
work on the internal structure of Determiner Phrases. Drawing on work by Abney
(1987), Szabolcsi (1987) and (1992), Delsing (1998) and Haegeman (2004), we adopt
for Determiner Phrases a structure like (5):
DP Layer Inflectional Layer
Lexical Layer
(5) [SpecDP [ D° [SpecAgrP [Agr°[ SpecFP [F° [ SpecNP [ N° ….]]]]]
Poss3
Poss2
Poss1
As shown in (5), possessors may occur in three distinct positions: Poss1 in the Lexical
Layer, Poss2 in the Inflectional Layer and Poss3 in the DP Layer. Following a number
of proposals, we assume that possessors are always generated in Poss1 as arguments
of the head noun. Poss1 is also the position where possessors surface in the so called
Analytic Constructions2:
(6) [SpecDP [D Un/l’ [SpecAgr [Agr [SpecFP [F amicoi [NP ti [PP di Peter] ]]]]]]]
Poss3
Poss2
Poss1
(7) [SpecDP [D the [SpecAgr [Agr [SpecFP [F legi [NP ti [PP of the table] ]]]]]]]
Poss3
Poss2
Poss1
Poss2 is the position where pronominal possessors may surface in Italian3:
(8) [SpecDP [D Un/il [SpecAgr mioj [Agr [SpecFP [F amicoi [NP ti tj ] ]]]]]]
Poss3
Poss2
Poss1
Poss2 is also the position where pronominal and non- pronominal possessors may
surface in Hungarian:
(9) a. [SpecDP [D a [SpecAgr Marii [Agr kalap-jaj [NP tj ti]]]]]
the
MariNOM hat-POSS.3sg
“Mari’s hat”
b. [SpecDP [D az [SpecAgr éni [Agr vendég-e-mj [NP tj ti]]]]]
the
I
guest-POSS-1sg
“my guest”

2

(Hungarian; Szabolcsi 1994)

(Hungarian; Szabolcsi 1994)

According to Cinque (1995) possessors are subjects, hence generated in Spec, NP. The order N Poss
observed in Analytic Constructions is derived though movement of the possessee to the left of Poss, to
a layer of positions which we have called FP (see (6) and (7)). Although not relevant here, we have to
assume that the possessee moves higher in Italian than in English, given its position with respect to
adjectives ( Cfr. Una penna rossa vs. A red pen).
3
We assume that post-nominal pronominal possessors in Italian, as in (3.c), occupy Poss1.
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We assume, following Delsing (1998), that the ’s Genitive marker is generated in the
head position of Poss2 and then moved to (the head position of) Poss3 for definiteness
checking requirements.4
Finally, Poss3 is the position where possessors surface in English ’s Genitive
Constructions (10) as well as in other languages such as for instance Hungarian (11):
(10) [SpecDP Peter i [D ’sj [SpecAgr ti [Agr tj [SpecFP [F [NP friend ti ] ]]]]]]
Poss3
Poss2
Poss1
(11) [SpecDP Mari-naki [D a [SpecAgr [Agr kalap-jaj [NP tj ti]]]]] (Hungarian; Szabolcsi 1994)
Mari-DAT the
hat-POSS.3sg
“Mari’s hat”
English pronominal possessors also surface in Poss3:
(12) [SpecDP Myj [D [SpecAgr tj [Agr [SpecFP [F friendi [NP tj t i ] ]]]]]]
Poss3
Poss2
Poss1
1.3 Some considerations on the acquisition of English ’s Genitive Constructions by
native speakers of Italian
The different Possessive Constructions attested in English and Italian illustrated in 1.1
and 1.2 can be now discussed in the light of theories of L2 acquisition. The most
crucial points of debate concern the role of Universal Grammar (UG) and the presence
of transfer from the L1 (see White, 2003). According to the Full Access/ Full Transfer
Hypothesis (Schwartz and Sprouse 1996; White 1996) an L2 learner starts with the
parametric values of her/his L1 which are changed to the L2 values using her /his UG
on the basis of the L2 data which the learner is exposed to.
Assuming this model, in order to acquire English ’s genitive constructions with BPN
possessors, a native speaker of Italian will start with the possibilities instantiated in
her/his L1, namely Analytic Constructions (see 3.a). As we have seen, in these
constructions the possessor does not move and both a definite and an indefinite
interpretation are possible. In the acquisition of the parametric values of English this
learner should:
a) discover that BPN possessors move
b) discover where they move
c) discover that ’s is the morphological realization of both genitive Case and
definiteness, generated in the head position of Poss2 and then moved to the head
position of Poss3
If the Full Access/ Full Transfer Hypothesis is correct, we predict that the most
problematic areas will be related to the points in a), b) and c) above.

4

One striking reason to treat ’s as a head and not as a suffix is that it follows the so called Group
Genitives as shown below:
(i) Peter and John’s book
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2. The L2 acquisition of ’s Genitive Constructions by native speakers of Italian:
some experimental data
2.1 The experiment: subjects materials and procedure
We designed an experiment to examine the acquisition of English ’s Genitive
Constructions with BPN possessors by a group of 94 Italian speakers aged 11-14
learning English only in a formal environment, Scuola Media.
Subjects belonged to three levels: 1st Graders (30), 2nd Graders(25) and 3rd Graders
(39) according to their grade of school attendance.
Subjects had to accomplish two written tasks: an Error Detection Task and a
Translation Task. In the Error Detection Task (henceforth EDT), subjects were asked
to detect items containing error of various kinds and eventually provide their correct
counterpart.5 In the Translation Task (henceforth TT) subjects had to translate in
English sentences given in Italian.6 The EDT was preceded by a pre-test consisting of
three sentences: two wrong (one corrected for exemplification) and one right.
The EDT was accomplished by 1st, 2nd and 3rd Graders, while the TT by 2nd and 3rd
Graders only. EDT consisted of 16 sentences: 8 experimental sentences and 8 fillers.
The experimental sentences consisted of two correct ’s genitive constructions and six
’s Genitive Constructions containing errors of various types: lack of possessor
movement with or without ’s genitive marker (House Peter is near the railway
station; Car Mary’s is red), presence of a definite determiner preceding the possessee
in various environments (I like Laura’s the bag; The book Steven’s has a blue cover).
The fillers consisted of 4 right sentences ( e.g. I like those lovely blue jeans) and 4
wrong sentences containing various kinds or errors: number agreement, a vs. an,
double past (did and –ed).
The TT included 8 experimental sentences containing possessive constructions. All
sentences except one (containing a family name preceded by a possessive pronoun)
contained BPN possessors and were of course Analytic Constructions. The eight
fillers were sentences of various types.
2.2 Results
2.2.1 Error Detection Task
2nd and 3rd Graders were significantly more successful in the detection of errors than
1st Graders, as illustrated in Table 1 (81% 2nd Graders and 83% 3rd Graders vs. 64%
1st Graders; 1st Graders vs. 2nd Graders. χ2=11,4548; p=0.0007, and 1st Graders vs. 3rd
Graders χ2=18,4454 p=0.0000):
Table 1. Detection vs. Non Detection
Occurrences of error detection
1st Graders (30) 115/180 (64%)
2nd Graders (25) 122/150 (81%)
3rd Graders (39) 194/234 (83%)

5

Occurrences of non detection
65/180 (36%)
28/150 (19%)
40/234 (17%)

A complete list of experimental materials is included in the Appendix.
We chose to administer two different tasks in order to verify whether results were task- dependent. In
particular, in the Translation Task we expected more transfer effects given that the source was our
subjects’ L1.
6
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We performed an analysis per sentence, the results of which are summarized in Figure
1:
Figure 1. Error Detection per sentence in the three groups

7
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Interestingly, we find an analogous pattern in the three groups. Sentence 1 is
recognized as wrong at the highest rate (90% 1st Graders; 95% 2nd and 3rd Graders)
and the difference in the detection of wrongness between S1 and the other items is
statistically significant, except for S12 (which is recognized as wrong at a high rate as
well. 80% 1st Graders; 92% 2nd and 3rd Graders).
Among detected items, the patterns emerged are summarized in Table 2 and Figure 2:
8

Table 2. Patterns in detected items
Experimental
Error detection without
subjects
corrections
1st Graders
29/115 (25%)
2nd Graders
29/122 (24%)
3rd Graders
23/194 (12%)

Right pattern

L2 creations

Non target

44/115 (38%)
48/122 (39%)
108/194 (56%)

20/115 (18%)
38/122 (31%)
55/194 (28%)

22/115 (19%)
7/122 (6%)
8/194 (4%)

7

S1= I like Laura’s the bag ; S5= I love cat’s John; S10= House Peter is near the railway station; S12=
Car Mary’s is red; S14= The dog Robert barks a lot; S16= The book Steven’s has a blue cover
8
We included in ‘Non Target’ productions all patterns which were not possessive constructions, as in
(i):
(i) I like Laura in the bag

7
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Figure 2. Patterns in detected items in the three groups
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3rd Graders made significantly more corrections than 1st and 2nd Graders: sentences
detected but not corrected were 25% for 1st Graders and 24% for 2nd Graders vs. 12%
for 3rd Graders; the grouping this time is thus 1st and 2nd Graders vs. 3rd Graders, and
the difference is statistically significant, χ2=10.3157 p=0.0013; 3rd Graders produced a
significantly higher number of right patterns than 1st and 2nd Graders (56% 3rd Graders
vs. 38% 1st Graders and 39% 2nd Graders). Taking again 1st and 2nd Graders vs. 3rd
Graders, the difference is statistically significant : χ2=11.5123; p=0.0007.
2nd and 3rd Graders dared in producing L2 creations significantly more than 1st
Graders (31% 2nd Graders and 28% 3rd Graders vs. 18% 1st Graders). This time thus
the grouping is 2nd and 3rd Graders vs. 1st Graders, and the difference is statistically
significant: χ2=5.7104; p=0.0169.
Non target answers decreased robustly in 2nd and 3rd Graders (6% 2nd Graders and 4%
3rd Graders vs. 19% 1st Graders. As for the previous point, the grouping is 2nd and 3rd
Graders vs. 1st Graders and the difference is statistically significant: χ2=20.4329;
p=0.0000.
Among L2 Creations we found the following patterns:
Table 3. L2 Creations in EDT
1. D-Poss ’s-N ( the Steven’s book)
2. D-Poss-N (the Steven book)
3. Poss-N (Steven book)
4. N-Poss (book Steven)
5. of constructions ( the book of Steven)
6. Attempts of of constructions ( the book de Steven)

1st Graders
8/20(40%)
3/20(15%)
4/20(20%)
2/20(10%)
2/20(10%)
1/20(5%)

2nd Graders
27/38(71%)
2/38(5%)
6/38(16%)
3/38(8%)
0/38(0%)
0/38(0%)

3rd Graders
34/55(62%)
3/55(5%)
6/55(11%)
2/55(4%)
6/55(11%)
4/55(7%)

The cases in which possessors occur pre-nominally are numerous in all groups ((75%
in 1st Graders, 92% in 2nd Graders and 78% in 3rd Graders).

8
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Table 4. Pre- nominal Possessors among L2 creations in EDT
Pre-nominal Possessors Post-nominal Possessors
1st Graders 15/20(75%)
5/20(25%)
2nd Graders 35/38(92%)
3/38(8%)
3rd Graders 43/55(78%)
12/55(22%)

Within the cases of pre-nominal possessors we found an interesting interaction with
the presence of the ’s marker (which, on the contrary, is totally absent in the case of
post-nominal possessor).
The correlation between the pre-nominal position of the possessor and ’s insertion, is
near the chance level for 1st Graders (53%). Interestingly 2nd and 3rd Graders’
performance, on the contrary, shows an association between pre-nominal possessor
and ’s on the possessor: the difference between pre-nominal possessors with or
without ’s is statistically significant (χ2=17.0000; p=0.0000 in 2nd Graders and
χ2=26.7907; p=0.0000 in 3rd Graders).
Table 5. Patterns with Pre-nominal Possessors in EDT
1st Graders 2nd Graders
3rd Graders
D-Poss ’s-N 8/15 (53%) 27/35 (77%) 34/43 (79%)
D-Poss-N
3/15 (20%) 2/35 (6%)
3/43 (7%)
Poss-N
4/15 (27%) 6/35 (17%)
6/43 (14%)

Another statistically significant fact noted is the presence of a determiner with a prenominal possessor:( 73%, χ2=4.8000 p=0.0285 in 1st Graders; 83%, χ2= 26.6571
p=0.0000 in 2nd Graders and 86%, χ2=41.8605 p=0.0000 in 3rd Graders).
Table 6. Determiner insertion with pre-nominal possessor patterns in EDT
1st Graders
2nd Graders
3rd Graders
Determiner insertion
11/15 (73%) 29/35 (83%) 37/43 (86%)
No determiner insertion 4/15 (27%)
6/35 (17%)
6/43 (14%)

As we said, part of the experimental material consisted of right sentences. In all
Graders right sentences were mostly recognized as right, with no statistically
significant difference per sentence.
2.2.2 Translation Task (TT)
As we said, TT was administered only to 2nd and 3rd Graders.
Results show that subjects were mostly able to accomplish the test: the percentage of
non accomplished items is very low both in 2nd and 3rd Graders with no significant
difference between the two groups:
Table 7. Accomplished vs. non accomplished
Accomplished
Non accomplished
2nd Graders (25) 188/200 (94 %) 12/200 (6%)
3rd Graders (39) 301/312(96%)
11/312 (4%)

9
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Among accomplished items, the patterns found are summarized in Table 8 and Figure
3:
Table 8. Patterns in accomplished items in TT
Right pattern Poss ’s-N
L2 creations
2nd graders 34/188 (18%)
128/188 (68%)
3rd graders 99/301 (33%)
175/301 (58%)

Non target
26/188 (14%)
27/301 (9%)

Figure 3. Patterns in accomplished items in the two groups
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3rd Graders produced a higher percentage of Right patterns than 2nd Graders. The
difference between the two groups is statistically significant (33% vs. 18%;
χ2=12.3306; p=0.0004).
2nd Graders resorted to L2 creations significantly more than 3rd Graders (68% vs. 58%;
χ2=4.0229; p=0.0449).The number of Non Target productions is quite low (14% vs.
9%) and the difference between the two groups is not statistically significant.
Among L2 Creations subjects produced a variety of interlanguage patterns analogous
(although not numerically) to the one found in EDT as shown in Table 9:
Table 9. L2 Creations in TT
1. D-Poss ’s-N (the Alison’s cat)
2. D-Poss-N (the Alison cat)
3. Poss-N (Alison cat)
4. N-Poss (cat Alison)
5. of constructions (the cat of Alison)
6. Attempts of of constructions (the cat de Alison)

2nd Graders
44/128 (34%)
10/128 (8%)
8/128 (6%)
16/128 (13%)
32/128 (25%)
18/128 (14%)

3rd Graders
47/175 (27%)
13/175 (7%)
4/175 (2%)
17/175 (10%)
54/175 (31%)
40/175 (23%)

Pre-nominal possessors are again widespread ( 48% in 2nd Graders and 36% in 3rd
Graders).
Table 10. Pre- nominal Possessors among L2 creations in TT
Pre-nominal Possessors Post- nominal Possessors
2nd Graders 62/128 (48%)
66/128(52%)
3rd Graders 64/175 (36%)
111/175(64%)

10
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Among the cases of pre- nominal possessors, we found an interaction with the
presence of the ’s marker and of the determiner the as in EDT:
Table 11. Patterns with pre- nominal possessors in TT
2nd Graders
3rd Graders
D-Poss ’s-N 44/62 (70%) 47/64 (73%)
D-Poss-N
10/62 (17%) 13/64 (21%)
Poss-N
8/62 (13%)
4/64 (6%)

Both in 2nd and 3rd Graders the correlation between pre- nominal possessors and ’s
marker is statistically significant (70%, χ2=18.8852; p=0.0000 in 2nd Graders; 73%,
χ2=26.2813; p=0.0000 in 3rd Graders.
Table 12. Determiner insertion with pre- nominal possessors in TT
2nd Graders
3rd Graders
Determiner insertion
54/62 (87%) 60/64 (94%)
No determiner insertion 8/62 (13%)
4/64 (6%)

Both in 2nd and 3rd Graders the correlation between pre-nominal possessors and
presence of the determiner is robust (87% in 2nd Graders and 94% in 3rd Graders).
As a final remark, we observed that the ’s genitive marker is present in a high
percentage of cases where the 3rd Person Singular Present –s marker is absent, as
shown in Table 13:
Table 13. ’s Genitive and –s Simple Present
’s genitive; no –s simple present marker
2nd graders
13/17 (76%)
3rd graders
27/28 (96%)

’s genitive; + –s simple present marker
4/17 (24%)
1/28 (4%)

There were two experimental sentences able to show the correlation 3rd Person
Singular simple present/ ’s Genitive Constructions, as shown in the Appendix.9 When
the ’s Genitive marker is present the –s simple present marker is often omitted (76%
for 2nd Graders; 96% for 3rd Graders, the difference between 2nd and 3rd Graders not
statistically significant). When the ’s Genitive marker is omitted, the –s simple present
marker is always omitted.
2.2.3 L2 creations in EDT and TT
As already observed, the general pattern in the variety of L2 Creations is analogous in
the two tasks. However, in TT, as opposed to EDT, a widespread production of ‘of
Constructions’ emerged. Considering 2nd and 3rd Graders only ( since 1st Graders did
not perform TT), in both groups the difference between the occurrences of ‘of
Constructions’ in EDT and TT is statistically significant; χ2=10.2169; p=0.0014 2nd
Graders, and χ2=7.6328; p=0.0057 3rd Graders):

9

Sentence 4 = Il gatto di Alison dorme in cucina ; Sentence 12 = La cugina di Mary scrive poesie
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Table 14. L2 Creations in EDT and TT
2nd Graders
EDT
D-Poss ’s-N
27/38 (71%)
D-Poss-N
2/38 (5%)
Poss-N
6/38 (16%)
N-Poss
3/38 (8%)
of constructions
0/38 (0%)
Attempts of of constructions 0/38 (0%)

TT
44/128 (34%)
10/128 (8%)
8/128 (6%)
16/128 (13%)
32/128 (25%)
18/128 (14%)

3rd Graders
EDT
34/55 (62%)
3/55 (5%)
6/55 (11%)
2/55 (4%)
6/55 (11%)
4/55 (7%)

TT
47/175 (27%)
13/175 (7%)
4/175 (2%)
17/175 (10%)
54/175 (31%)
40/175 (23%)

As a consequence, the percentage of occurrences of pre- nominal possessors is inferior
in TT (48% in 2nd Graders; 36% in 3rd Graders) than in EDT ( 92% in 2nd Graders;
78% in 3rd Graders).
Table 15. Pre- nominal Possessors in EDT and TT
EDT TT
2nd graders 92% 48%
3rd graders 78% 36%

Finally, in both groups, no statistically significant difference per task is found with
respect to presence of the ’s marker and presence of the determiner with pre-nominal
possessors:
Table 16. Presence vs. absence of ’s in pre- nominal possessors in EDT and TT
With ’s
Without ’s
EDT
TT
EDT
TT
2nd graders 26/34 (76%) 43/61 (70%) 8/34(24%) 18/61(30%)
3rd graders 34/43 (79%) 47/64 (73%) 9/43 (21%) 17/64 (27%)

Table 17. Determiner insertion in pre- nominal possessor patterns in EDT and TT
EDT
TT
2nd graders 28/34 (82%) 53/61 (87%)
3rd graders 37/43 (86%) 60/64 (94%)

3. Discussion and conclusions
Among theories of L2 acquisition, two main issues are currently under debate: the
involvement of Universal Grammar (UG) and the existence of transfer from the L1.
Our data are consistent with the idea that both UG and transfer from the L1 are
involved in the acquisition of English ’s Genitive Constructions by native speakers of
Italian.
First of all, subjects move gradually towards the acquisition of ’s Genitive
Constructions (see Table 1 and Figure 1 for EDT, Table 8 for TT ), even though they
are intensively trained on ’s Genitive Constructions only in the first year of Scuola
Media. It is therefore reasonable to assume that the gradual achievement of the nativelike structure is due to a personal elaboration/process in our subjects’ mind and not the
direct reflex of intensive training or of mechanical learning.
This suggests in principle an involvement of UG which is confirmed more directly by
our subjects’ L2 creations: subjects do not produce any kind of construction, but their
attempts can be brought back to a limited range of variation, namely 6 patterns, which
are the same in both tasks (see Tables 3, 9 and 14). Interestingly, we never find a post-
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nominal possessor with ’s, nor a possessor with ’s preceding it, while we find,
although not substantially, the pattern N Poss. This suggests that ’s is correctly
analyzed as an independent head and not as a suffix by our subjects. This analysis is
confirmed by the fact that the most ‘Detected as wrong’ sentence is Sentence 1 (I like
Laura’s the bag, see Figure 1 ) which would be possible with ‘s analyzed as a suffix,
as the Hungarian example (11 ). Furthermore, the second most ‘Detected as wrong’
sentence is Sentence 12 ( Car Mary’s is red), an example of post- nominal possessor
with ’s, which again would be possible with ’s analysed as a suffix.
In both tasks there is a substantial amount of pre-nominal possessors.10 This fact is
surely remarkable given that in Italian non pronominal possessors only occur postnominally. In L2 Creations, we also found a statistically significant correlation
between pre-nominal possessors and presence of ’s, but only for 2nd and 3rd Graders.11
Taken together these facts suggest that pre-nominal possessors are to be analysed as
moved possessors, in a position to the left of the one where ’s is generated, which we
assume to be Poss2 along the lines of Delsing (1998). It is possible that 1st Graders
have not yet acquired the relevant morphology to express the agreement relation
between the moved possessor and the agreement head: this is why in 1st Graders the
correlation between pre-nominal possessors and presence of ’s is not statistically
significant. But in order to see where exactly possessors are moved, we have to take
into account another finding, namely that when the possessor is pre-nominal, we often
see the presence of the head noun determiner. In L2 Creations, the correlation prenominal possessors/determiner insertion is statistically significant in all graders (see
Tables 3, 9 and 14 ). 12
The presence of an overt definite determiner of the possessee shows on one side that
the intrinsic definiteness of English ’s Genitive Constructions is not acquired by our
subjects.13 Furthermore, it suggests that possessors are not moved to Poss3, but to
Poss 2:
(13) [SpecDP [D the [SpecAgr Alisoni [Agr ’s [NP cat ti]]]]]
Poss2 is a position where some possessors move in Italian, namely pronominal
possessors. Subjects use as a landing site for moved possessors the position which is
active in their language, namely Poss2. In this case, so, we see the effect of transfer
from the L1. A study concerning the acquisition of German possessive constructions
10

In order to evaluate the total amount of pre-nominal possessors we should not only consider those
found in L2 creations, but also those consisting in the Right pattern. The total amount of pre-nominal
possessors is thus the following: in EDT, 59 in 1st Graders, 83 in 2nd Graders, 151 in 3rd Graders; in TT,
96 in 2nd Graders and 163 in 3rd Graders.
11
Van de Craats et al. (2000) report that native speakers of Moroccan and Turkish in the acquisition of
Dutch Genitive Constructions show a significant correlation between pre- nominal possessors and
presence of ’s.
12
As for the case of ‘s with pre-nominal possessors, in this case as well it is interesting to evaluate the
phenomenon in all cases of pre-nominal possessors. Items with the determiner of the possessee amount
to 19% in 1st Graders ( EDT only), to 35% and 56% in 2nd Graders ( EDT and TT respectively) and to
25% and 37% in 3rd Graders ( EDT and TT respectively). As far the difference between the two tasks is
concerned we interpret it as a task complexity effect. The fact that determiners are inserted in 19% of
the cases of pre- nominal possessors in 1st Graders can be interpreted as follows. 1st Graders produce a
very low number of L2 Creations, so with respect to the baseline the Right Pattern occurrences are
more consistent than for the other groups.
13
As they produce The Alison’s cat they are expected to be able to produce An Alison’s cat.
Unfortunately our test did not contain items able to induce such productions. We leave the matter to
future research. Similarly, we expect our subjects to be able to produce The/A my cat.
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by adult native speakers of Italian (Matteini 2007) reports similar results: learners
systematically resort to determiner insertion with a pre-posed non pronominal
possessor:
(14) Mario ruft die Giselas Lehrerin an

(L2 German, Matteini, 2007)

Movement to Poss2 seems thus a process activated by native speakers of Italian.
Movement to Poss2 also shows that there is not a single stage in the acquisition of
English ’s Genitive Constructions but rather there is a dissociation in the checking of
two different features, case and definiteness.
Interestingly, the effect of transfer does not lead to a wild output, since in Uralic
languages, Poss2 is used as a landing site for both pronominal and non-pronominal
possessors, as we saw in (9.a-b) for Hungarian.
Even though transfer is active, our subjects’ choices are UG constrained.
Finally, we have observed that the ’s genitive marker is present in a high percentage
of cases where the 3rd Person Singular Present –s marker is absent. This is a
restatement of a fact noted in early studies on the order of acquisition of grammatical
morphemes (Brown 1973 for L1 English; Dulay-Burt 1974 for L2 English), namely
that the acquisition of the ’s genitive marker precedes the acquisition of the 3rd Person
Singular Present –s marker.
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Appendix
1. Error Detection Task: Materials
Pre-test
a) My cousin lives at New York
b) Jackie goes to school by bus
c) Paul don’t like sweets
Test
1) I like Laura’s the bag
2) A gentleman never runs
3) I like those lovely blue jeans
4) Please bring us a orange juice and an tea
5) I love cat’s John
6) The pupils didn’t listened to the teacher
7) Liz play the cello and Fred play the guitar
8) Speak slowly, please!
9) Mum baked a delicious apple pie
10) House Peter is near the railway station
11) Jack’s trousers are black and white
12) Car Mary’s is red
13) The doctor examined the X-rays carefully
14) The dog Robert barks a lot
15) Paul’s newspaper is on the table
16) The book Steven’s has a blue cover
2. Translation task: Materials
1) I biscotti di mia nonna sono squisiti
2) Mi piacciono le scarpe di Susy
3) I negozi sono aperti dalle 9 alle 17
4) Il gatto di Alison dorme in cucina
5) La macchina di John è nuova
6) L’orologio di Sophie è molto piccolo
7) Potresti chiudere la finestra per favore?
8) Spero di rivederti presto
9) Ho trascorso il week-end con la mia famiglia
10) Ho comprato dei fiori al mercato
11) Il treno parte fra un’ora
12) La cugina di Mary scrive poesie
13) Il cane di John è marrone
14) Questo ristorante è molto caro
15) Paul non è ancora arrivato
16) Jack è il cugino di Louis
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In this paper, we critically re-examine the two algorithms
that govern phrase structure building according to
Chomsky (2005). We accept the algorithm that dictates
that a lexical item transmits its label when it is merged
with another object (the Head Algorithm) but reject the
second algorithm proposed by Chomsky and replace it
with the Probing Algorithm, which states that the probe of
any kind of Merge is the label. In addition to capturing
core cases of phrase structure building, these two
algorithms shed light on Principle C effects and the
syntax of wh constructions, which we analyze as cases of
conflict between them. In these two configurations a
lexical item (which should become the label in
compliance with the Head Algorithm) is merged with a
syntactic object that, being the probe of the operation,
should become the label in compliance with the Probing
Algorithm. In one case, this conflict produces two
alternative outputs (a question or a free relative) that are
both acceptable. In Principle C configurations, one of the
resulting output (the one determined by the Head
Algorithm) produces an object that is not interpretable.
This way, Principle C effects are reduced to cases of
mislabeling, with no need to postulate a specific condition
to rule them out.

1. Introduction
One important assumption in the minimalist program, initially formulated by
Chomsky (1995), is the Inclusiveness Condition, according to which narrow syntax
merely operates on lexical items and cannot “add” interpretative material. This is
usually interpreted as meaning that semantically active material such as indices, bar
levels or labels cannot be inserted in the course of a derivation.
Still, there is an important theoretical notion that does not seem to de dispensable,
namely that Merge yields labeled syntactic objects: when Merge forms a syntactic
object, the features associated with one and only one of the assembled items are
visible for further computation1. If the inclusiveness condition is to be taken seriously,
1

Collins (2002) sketches a theory of syntax in which labels can be completely dispensed with.
However his polemical objective is the notion of label as an extra object distinct from the two items that
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this cannot be captured through the insertion of a new object distinct from the items
that are merged, such as a label in standard X-bar theory. Rather, we shall define label
as a subset of features, as in (1).
(1)

Label: features of a syntactic object (SO) which are visible to further
computation

Therefore syntax should have a simple, automatic way to calculate the label of any
syntactic object (namely, a relevant subset of its features). Following Chomsky
(2005), we shall call this the labeling algorithm(s). In this paper we discuss how these
algorithms should be defined, keeping with the Inclusiveness Condition and taking
seriously the unification of syntactic operations put forward in recent works, reducing
movement to a special instance of Merge.
The paper is organized as follows: section 2 is focused on the issue of labeling from a
theoretical point of view: we first discuss the two algorithms proposed in Chomsky
(2005) providing a criticism and then propose a new pair of algorithms and show how
they work both for External and for Internal Merge. Involving two different labeling
algorithms, the system crucially predicts that cases of conflicts between them could
arise. Two such case studies are discussed in the remnant of the paper: the first is
discussed in section 3 and concerns a conflict arising with External Merge: a case
where the tension between the two algorithms derives what is standardly known as
Principle C; the second is discussed in section 4 and illustrates the same kind of
conflict in connection to Internal Merge: interrogatives and free relatives are the case
in point. Section 5 concludes the paper.

2. The Labeling Algorithms
Chomsky (2005) proposes that the two algorithms in (2) and (3) are necessary and
sufficient to yield labeled syntactic objects in most derivations:
(2)
(3)

In {H, α}, H a lexical item (LI), H is the label
If α is internally merged to β forming {α,β}, then the label of β is the label of
{α,β}.

The status of these two principles is very different, as is their likelihood as syntactic
primitives. Let us discuss them briefly in turn.
The concept of LI which is implicit in the algorithm in (2) is minimally simple: an LI
is an item listed in the lexicon as such. Rephrased in standard X-bar terms, (2) claims
are merged, as was in Chomsky’s (1995) version of bare phrase structure theory. In that early version of
the theory, the output of merging of X and Y was not the minimally simple object {X,Y}, but was
either {X,{X,Y}} or {Y,{X,Y}}, depending on which category projects. We believe that once a label is
defined as a subset of the features of one of the two merging objects, the quest for simplification argued
for by Collins can be satisfied. Still, differences between Collins’s approach and the one based on
labelling algorithms remain. They do not arise so much in the area of phrase structure theory, since the
notion of label is replaced by the closely related notion of Locus, as Collins himself notice (p. 48), nor
in the theory of subcategorization, for Collins assumes that lexical features like +/- V, +/- N do exist,
although they do not project at the phrasal level. The area in which differences arise is the theory of
locality, since a label-less theory à la Collins requires a reformulation of the Minimal Link Condition,
with potentially different empirical predictions. We cannot make a complete comparison between our
approach and Collins’, due to reason of space.
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that it is always a head that projects. Under minimal assumptions on the relation of
syntax and lexicon, (2) is a very likely candidate of a syntactic primitive, and we shall
adopt it as such2. To illustrate how (2) works, consider the derivation in (4), a case of
External Merge of an LI to an SO: by virtue of (2), the SO generated by merging the
LI with the SO gets the label of the LI (i.e., recall, a subset of its features: see (1)).
(4)

read
read

read the book
the

the

book

However, labeling is an issue concerning any kind of merge. If by merge we mean not
only External Merge but also Internal Merge (i.e. movement), then we expect the
algorithm in (1) to work indistinguishably in cases like (4) and in cases where
movement is involved. Consider for example the abstract derivation in (5), where a
simple lexical item is internally merged to a syntactic object.
(5)

X
X

Y
Y

…X

By (2), X provides the label. As such, (5) illustrates an interesting consequence of the
algorithm (2) when applied to Internal Merge: (2) predicts that what is traditionally
called head movement has the property of modifying the label of its target. The
algorithm in (3) is exactly meant to avoid such a consequence, and ensure that “in all
movement operations it is always the target that projects”: (3) explicitly sets apart
External Merge, basically stipulating a residual of a “movement theory”. This
stipulation goes against the unification of syntactic operations explicit in the reduction
of movement to Internal Merge. As such, (3) is a severe departure from the minimalist
assumptions and ideally should be discarded. However, the algorithm in (2) alone is
not enough to provide the computational system with an automatic device for labeling
the core cases of syntactic objects created by merge. While we might expect labeling
to be not always univocal, leaving some work to the interfaces, with (2) alone we
would have too much indeterminacy, many suspicious and even wrong predictions.
Let us see some of them in detail.
First of all, a system working with one an only one algorithm as (2) would have
nothing to say about the very first step of any derivation, when two lexical items get
merged, as in (6).
(6)

{saw, John}

This would give us a weird grammar, in which any computation automatically runs at
least two parallel derivations given any pair of lexical items, depending on which
provides the label. In fact, this problem also arises if one assumes the pair of
2

Chomsky (2006) actually derives (2) from simple economy considerations: if the label is the lexical
item, and by definition the label is the probe, then the search space for a probe is simplified w.r.t. ccommand: simply reduced to the complement domain of a lexical item.
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algorithms (2) and (3) proposed by Chomsky (2005). Chomsky acknowledges it but
claims that a multiple spell out system like the theory of phases ensures that the
“wrong” derivation will crash early enough. Still, the system would introduce the
computational burden of maintaining two parallel derivations up to the next higher
phase even in trivial cases like (6) that are not temporarily ambiguous in any
reasonable sense.
More problematic cases systematically arising in a system containing only (2) are
illustrated in (7) and (8), for External Merge and Internal Merge, respectively.
(7)

the boys read the book
the
the

read

boys read the book

(8)

which book did you read
which
which

did

book

did

you read which book

Both in (7) and (8) two objects are merged none of which is a lexical item: (2) might
be taken to mean that they don’t have any label: a clearly unwanted result3.
Alternatively, a system that has (2) as its only labeling algorithm might be taken to
mean that labeling cannot be decided in such cases and this is equally unsatisfactory.
Finally, the system yields wrong or at least very suspicious results in a number of
contexts where a lexical item gets merged with a syntactic object, as illustrated in (9)
and (10) for External Merge and Internal Merge, respectively.
(9)
he likes John
he

likes
likes

John

(10)

what you read
what

C
C

you read what

3

However an interesting consequence of such a system would be that structures like (7), being
unlabelable, are not tolerated and highly instable: this might provide a promising explanation for the
systematic tendency to disrupt small clauses analyzed by Moro (2000).
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Both in (9) and (10) the algorithm in (2) predicts that the label should be provided by
the lexical head: a clearly wrong result in the case of (9), which is interpreted as a
clause, not as a DP; a very suspicious result in (10), which can be interpreted as
clausal in nature, not (necessarily) as a DP. Notice that the case in (10) is the reason
why Chomsky (2005) stipulates the algorithm (3), in order to ensure that movement
never changes the label of its target. In addition of being an unjustified stipulation, as
already discussed above, the algorithm (3) does not solve the problem of (9), which
does not involve movement.
This quick review of some representative cases of merge clearly shows that a system
that contains only (2) as a labeling algorithm is clearly unsatisfactory. A closer look
to the problematic cases can however give us a simple solution, though. Consider for
example the cases of ‘first merge’. It is very clear in (6) that the two lexical items
selected from the numeration are not playing the same role in the computation: to put
it very simple, a transitive verb like “saw” needs a direct object like “John”, while
“John” does not (necessarily) need “saw.” A classical way to describe this asymmetry
is to say that “John” saturates “saw”, and not vice-versa. Given the strong unification
thesis, it becomes very appealing to frame this asymmetric relation between the two
members of a merging pair in terms of a Probe-Goal relation: in this spirit we might
say that “saw” has an unvalued feature (a selectional feature, or, in Chomsky 2005’s
terms, an edge feature) — a Probe — which gets valued by some feature of “John”,
the Goal. Capitalizing on this asymmetry, we might propose the following algorithm,
which should replace the stipulation in (3) and complement the labeling algorithm (2).
(11) In {α, β}, α the probe of Merge between α and β, α is the label
What (11) basically says is that merge is always asymmetrically triggered and is
governed by the features of the items involved. We shall call (11) Probing
Algorithm, while we might call (2) Head Algorithm for ease of reference, since it
basically replaces the definition of head in X-bar theory. To illustrate, in (6) “saw”
provides the label because both algorithms converge: “saw” is the probe referred to in
(11) and is a lexical item, in compliance with (2)4.
Let us go back now to the other problematic cases. Suppose we (externally) merge a
syntactic object with another syntactic object (case 7): the Head Algorithm (2) has
nothing to say since no LI is involved. But there will always be one (and by
hypothesis only one) of the two syntactic objects that has triggered the operation
needing the valuation of its edge feature: this one (“read”) will label the output. No
difference arises when the same configuration is given by Internal Merge (i.e.
movement): in (8) the operation is triggered by the edge feature of the clause, and the
output ends up being itself clausal.
An interesting consequence of this system is that, since it contains two labeling
algorithms, it predicts that there might exist cases of conflict. The problematic cases
discussed above (9 and 10) can be usefully analyzed as such. In both cases an LI
(which should become the label in compliance with the Head Algorithm 2) is merged
with an SO that, being the probe of the operation, should become the label in
compliance with the Probing Algorithm (11). The remnant of the paper will be
devoted to discussing these two cases in great detail.

4

The alternative derivation, in which John is the label of {saw, John}, obeys the Head Algorithm (2)
but violates the Probing Algorithm (11).
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3. Principle C as a case of mislabeling
In this section we shall show that standard cases of Principle C can be reduced to
symptoms of a mislabeling, dispensing with the canonical definition of Principle C,
which is incompatible with the inclusiveness condition and is not minimally rooted as
a syntactic primitive. For the purposes of this paper we will refer to the formulation in
(12) as the canonical definition of Principle C.
(12) An R-expression cannot be c-commanded by a coindexed category
(12) is a negative condition on the distribution of indexes. The tacit assumption is that
NPs can be freely assigned identical indexes unless this is explicitly blocked. Principle
C introduces one such blocking condition. Apart from the dubious status of indexes in
the minimalist program (see above), another possible concern with the canonical
formulation of Principle C is that it is conceived as a primitive of the theory (whence
the label Principle C), which is codified as such in UG. Although this is not
unreasonable, since Principle C is likely to be a language universal, if Principle C
were deducible from more primitive elements of UG, we would have an important
simplification of the theory. In the same minimalist spirit, various attempts have been
made to dispense with binding-theoretical principles. Kayne (2005) and Schlenker
(2006) try to reduce Principle C from more primitive conditions5, while Chomsky
(1993), Hornstein (2006) and Reuland (2001), among others, offer minimalist
reformulation of Principle A and Principle B. We will be concerned uniquely with
Principle C and propose that its empirical coverage can be made to follow from to the
interaction between the Head and the Probing Algorithms. This, as we will show, in
addition to being conceptually desirable, is also preferable on empirical ground.
3.1 Principle C reduced to the labeling algorithms
In order to deduce Principle C from the labeling algorithms we introduce a new
notion, namely “referential valuation”. The intuition that we would like to build on is
that grammatical relations are asymmetric. For example, a DP values the agreement
morpheme of the verb (and not vice versa). Similarly, a DP values the ϕ-features of an
adjectival expression and a noun values the edge feature of a determiner. We propose
that something like that happens in a different domain, namely referential properties
of DPs. For example, if a referential expression like a proper name and a pronoun
have the same semantic value (i.e. they pick out the same individual), this relation is
asymmetric in the sense that it is the semantic value of the proper name which
determines the semantic value of the pronoun (and not vice versa). Trying to be
slightly more formal we will assume that a category A has an intrinsic semantic value,
namely it is a referential expression, if and only if its semantic value is independent
from the function that assigns a value to free variables. It follows from this that, for
example, a proper name has an intrinsic semantic value, while a pronoun does not.
5

In Kayne’s (2005) theory every case in which a pronoun and its antecedent have the same semantic
value is reduced to an instance of movement out of a clitic doubling configuration. Principle C effects
are then reduced to illicit cases of movement. See footnote 13 for a specific observation on Kayne’s
system. In Schlenker’s (2006) approach Principle C (as well as the other binding-theoretic principles)
follow from a non-standard interpretive procedure, which can mimic the relation of c-command in the
semantic component. The basic condition that replaces Principle C is an interpretative filter which
prevents any given object from appearing twice in any sequence of evaluation for a given sentence. See
footnote 8 for a specific observation on Schlenker’s system.
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We will define the notion of referential valuation as follows: A referentially values B
if the semantic component receives an instruction from narrow syntax which has the
effect that all the assignment functions that do not assign the individual that is the
intrinsic semantic value of A to B are disregarded. This way the semantic value of B is
intrinsically determined by the semantic value of A.
Given the similarities with other asymmetric relations, we assume that referential
valuation is just another case of Probe-Goal matching, in which the Probe (a
pronominal expression) searches for the Goal (a referential expression). As a result,
we are widening the notion of Probe with respect to the way it is standardly
conceived: Probe-Goal matching does not involve only valuation of ϕ-features, whfeatures etc. but also edge features and referential valuation: pretty much in the spirit
of the strong unification we are trying to comply with in this paper.
Having introduced the notion of referential valuation, we are ready to discuss a
standard case of Principle C violation like (13), in which “he” and “John” have the
same semantic value (for the reader’s convenience, we will continue to indicate that
two categories have the same semantic value by coindexing them).
(13) *Hei likes Johni
The sentence in (13) is a clear case of conflict between the two algorithms discussed
above: according to the Head Algorithm (2), “he”, being an LI, should provide the
label. According to the Probing Algorithm (11), T, being the Probe of the Merging
operation, should do so. The definition of label in (1) determines that only the label
can access further computation. So, “he” can probe “John” for its referential valuation
only if “he” is the label (in compliance with Head Algorithm 2). However, the
derivation in which the Head Algorithm “wins” makes (13) uninterpretable under the
relevant reading, because (13) would receive a nominal label, but it is not a DP. Given
this “wrong” label, (13) cannot be interpreted as a clausal constituent, under the
plausible assumption that syntax-semantics mapping rules dictates that CPs, and
possibly TPs, but not DPs, have the semantic type of sentences6. This way the
Principle C effect in (13) is reduced to a case of mislabeling.
On the other hand, if the Probing Algorithm “wins”, T unproblematically provides the
label but “he” cannot probe “John” (as indicated by the lack of coindexing in 14).
(14) Hei likes Johnj
Notice that the acceptability of (14) indicates that a pronoun is not forced to probe its
sister node to get referentially valued by a matching Goal. Arguably, this introduces a
difference with other cases of Probe-Goal relations. For example, T must (as opposed
to can) search its sister for a matching DP category that values its ϕ-features.
However, it is easy to see what is the basis for this difference between referential
valuation and other cases of Probe-Goal matching. If a pronoun is not referentially
valued by Probe-Goal matching, nothing goes wrong in the semantic component,
6

In this paper, we cannot develop a comprehensive theory of the role of labeling at the syntaxsemantics interface. However, it is a standard assumption that syntactic categories are mapped to a
restricted set of semantic types. Although there is no rigid one-to-one mapping (i.e. CPs have different
semantic types when they are independent sentences and when they are relative clauses), it is not
normally assumed that anything goes. In particular, DPs don’t have the semantic type t of sentences,
banning special cases of propositional DPs (i.e. “He knows the time”, which means “He knows what
time it is”). Since propositional DPs are marked cases, we leave them for future research.
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since this contains an independent procedure to assign a value to it, namely
assignment functions to free variables. This mechanism is independently required for
the many cases in which a pronoun does not receive a semantic value from the
linguistic context. Therefore, it is so only natural that it applies whenever Probe-Goal
matching does not take place and the pronoun is not valued in narrow syntax.
The next step is to show that this account does not extend inappropriately. Take (15)
or (16) as representatives.
(15) Hei likes hisi friends
(16) Johni likes hisi friends
If “he” and “his” were in a Probe-Goal relation in (15), the reading in which “he” and
“his” have the same semantic value should be ruled out by the same reasoning that
rules (13) out (namely, 15 should be another case of mislabeling). A similar problem
would arise with (16), if “John” and “his” were in a Probe-Goal relation.
However, this problem does not arise, because the Probe-Goal relation is asymmetric.
In every cases of Probe-Goal matching, intrinsic features of the Goal value those of
the Probe. A referential expression like a proper name has intrinsic referential features
(it has an assignment independent value), while a pronoun is not intrinsically
referential (it has an assignment dependent value). So, “John” can be a Goal in (13)
but “his” cannot be a Goal in either (15) or (16). Therefore, the mislabeling problem
does not arise in (15) and (16). Of course, a legitimate question is how the relevant
reading arises in (15) and (16). The importance of this question may not be completely
apparent, because in a framework that assumes that indexes are freely distributed there
is nothing special to say about (15) and (16). What happens is that “he” and “his” (or
“John” and “his”) receive the same indexes and this is the end of the story. But we are
trying to avoid using indexes, in compliance with the Inclusiveness Condition. So, we
must explain why the relevant reading arises in (15) and (16). We will do that in
section 3.3.
3.2. When the canonical definition of Principle C and the definition in terms of
mislabeling diverge
Up to now, we have been arguing that the approach to Principle C in terms of
mislabeling is to be preferred on conceptual grounds, because Principle C would not
be a primitive anymore and because any use of referential indexes would be avoided.
In this paragraph, we try to make a case for the formulation of Principle C in terms of
mislabeling to be empirically superior. We could identify two areas in which the two
alternative approaches to Principle C make clearly divergent predictions.
The first domain is identity sentences like (17)7. The canonical formulation of
Principle C make an embarrassingly wrong prediction, since (17) should be a patent
violation of Principle C. In fact, it is perfectly OK.
(17) Hei is Johni

7

We use the term “identity sentences” as a shortcut for sentences of the form [DP is DP]. Our analysis
is orthogonal to the issue whether identity sentences are structurally distinct from other types of copular
sentences.
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Sentences like (17) are conveniently ignored in most discussions about Principle C8.
The natural question is if the formulation of Principle C in terms of mislabeling fares
any better than more canonical approaches. We will now show that it does. To see
this, we have to focus on the initial step of the derivation of (17), when “he” and
“John” are first merged. We will assume that, at least in the case of identity
statements, the copula selects a headless small clause. Given this structure, both ‘he’
and ‘John’ can provide the label. Let us focus on the derivation in which ‘he’ does
that. If ‘he’ “projects”, it can search its sister node for a Goal that can value its
unvalued feature. This Goal is ‘John’. Given this derivation, the syntactic object
created by merging ‘he’ and ‘John’ is a DP. Assuming that “he” later raises to T, (17)
has the following structure:
(18)
is
he

is
is

he
he

John

The label at each step of the derivation is determined by algorithms (2) and (11) as
follows:
(i) Label of {he, John} = label of “he” (by algorithm (2)) = D
(ii) Label of {is, {he, John}} = label of “is” (by algorithm (2) and (11) ) = T
(iii) Label of {he, {is, {he, John}}}= label of “is” (by algorithm (11)) = T

8

Heim and Kratzer (1998): 269-274 claim that identity sentences are in the same boat with “accidental
coreference” cases like (i).
(i) Everyone likes John. Bill likes John, Mary likes John, Robert likes John. Hei likes Johni, too.
However, it is very dubious that (17) and (i) exemplify the same phenomenon. Rather special discourse
contexts must be set-up to bring out the judgments that coreference is possible in (i) and similar cases
but no special discourse context is required to make the same reading perspicuous in (17). Heim (1998)
contains a related discussion. She elaborates on the well-known distinction (due to Frege 1892),
between the proposition expressed by an identity statement and its cognitive value. For example, (17)
has two reading. The first one is the tautological reading that states that John is identical to himself
(a=a). The second reading (a=b) is more informative. Assuming that John can be associated to
different guises (the guise “Bill’s best friend”, the guise “the guy I talked to you about”, the guise “the
person who is standing in front of me” etc.), the informative reading of (17) identify two different
guises as being associated to the same person. Namely (17) says that the person of whom the
interlocutor has a current visual impression is the same person (called “John”) of whom the interlocutor
carry in his/her memory an entry with various pieces of information. Schlenker (2006) elaborates on
Heim’s proposal to explain why the informative reading of (17) is not ruled out by Principle C.
However, even if Heim’s approach could be extended to the informative reading, it would have nothing
to say about the tautological reading of identity sentences, which is not ruled out, contrary to what the
standard formulation of Principle C predicts. Furthermore, as acknowledged by Schlenker, this
approach runs into the risk of opening a Pandora’s box. If we introduces guises to explain the absence
of binding violations in identity sentences – why couldn’t we always introduce different implicit
descriptions to refer to a given individual, thus circumventing any kind of binding-theoretic violation?
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The critical step is (iii). The crucial observation is that the unvalued referential feature
of ‘he’ has already been valued in its base position. So “he” does not need to probe
“John” at stage (iii) of the derivation and the algorithm (11) correctly dictates that the
root gets a T label. Assuming that the copy of “he” in its base position is not
interpreted, the structure in (18) reflects the fact that the copula identifies two
categories which both have a DP label. As such, the structure in (18) is compatible
with the semantic analysis of copular sentences proposed by Partee (1987), who
proposes that in identity sentences an entity of type e is mapped onto the singleton set
of entities identical with the individual. Thus, “John” is mapped onto the set of
individuals who are identical with John.
Let us move to other cases of copular sentences, to double check if the approach that
we are pursuing can account for them as well. First, let us focus on (19), in which “he”
and “John” cannot have the same semantic value.
(19) *Hei is [the friend of Johni]
In order for the relevant reading to arise, “he” has to probe “John”. This can either
happen when “he” is first merged or when “he” raises to the Spec,T. No matter when
“he” probes, a problem will arise, though. In fact, if probing is constrained by a
locality requirement, the reading in which “he” and “John” have the same semantic
value is blocked by an intervention effect, because the closest DP that “he” can probe
is the DP “the friend of John”, instead of the DP “John”9. This also explains why “he”
and “the friend of John” can (in fact must, given the semantics of copular sentences)
have the same semantic value (cf. 20).
(20) Hei is [the friend of Johnj]i
We think that the explanation in terms of intervention for the pattern in (19) and (20)
is very intuitive. However, the concept of intervention is syntactic in nature.
Therefore, this simple explanation can only be maintained if the referential valuation
of the pronoun is the result of a syntactic operation, like Probing is. In this sense, the
pattern in (19) and (20) is strong evidence for the approach that claims that referential
valuation takes place as a result of a syntactic operation.
Finally, let us focus on a predicative copular sentence like (21). In these copular
constructions, the obviation of Principle C effects observed with identity copular
sentences is not observed.
(21) *Hei is [envious of Johni]
This can be explained in our approach as follows. In order for the relevant reading to
arise, “he” has to probe “John”. If this happens when “he” raises to the Spec,T, the
familiar mislabeling problem, illustrated by sentence (13), arises since the sentence
incorrectly got a D label. If “he” probes when it is first merged, a different mislabeling

9

The fact that “he” and “John” cannot have the same semantic value can be reduced to a Relativized
Minimality effect, if intervention is defined in terms of containment (in addition to the classical
definition in terms of c-command, due to Rizzi 1990). Alternatively, the intervention effect exemplified
by (19) can be expressed in terms of a violation of the i-within-i filter.
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problem will arise, because the small clause formed when “he” is merged with
“envious of John” will get a D label, rather than being an adjectival category10.
Let us now move to the second area in which the approach to Principle C in terms of
mislabeling and the traditional one make divergent predictions. This is exemplified by
sentences like (22) and (23):
(22) My father voted for my father
(23) *Hei voted for [my father]i
The canonical definition of Principle C rules out both (22) and (23). On the other
hand, our approach excludes (23) as a case of mislabeling but does not preclude (22).
In fact, (22) does not contain any pronominal expression, therefore the reasoning
based on referential valuation simply cannot apply to this case. We would like to
argue that this consequence of our approach is welcome. It is certain that (22) is odd,
probably because a grammaticalized way to express the relevant information exists,
namely the sentence “my father has voted for himself”. Still, the status of (22) cannot
be equated to the status of (23). This becomes particularly clear in contexts that
remove the oddity of (22) but cannot rescue the ungrammaticality of (23):
(24) In this election, each person voted for himself. This means for example that…
a. √ My father voted for my father
b. * He voted for my father
In this section, we have shown that there are at least two areas in which the canonical
definition of Principle C is problematic, while our approach fares better.
3.3. Referential valuation, semantic binding and accidental coreference
We have introduced the notion of referential valuation, which we propose to be the
result of the syntactic configuration of Probe-Goal matching. At the semantic
interface, referential valuation is read as an instruction to exclude one class of
assignment functions, namely those that do not assign the same individual to the
category that evaluates (the Goal) and to the one that gets evaluated (the Probe).
We will now discuss how the notion of referential valuation relates with the notions of
semantic binding and accidental coreference. Let us start from the previous one: A
semantically binds B if A reduces the assignment dependency of B. Following
Reinhart (2000), we will say that binding is the procedure of closing a property, which
can be implemented as binding a free variable to a λ-operator, namely:
(25) A binds B iff A is the sister of a λ-predicate whose operator binds B.

10

There is an interesting difference between Principle A and Principle C effects, as pointed out to us by
Andrea Moro. “He” and “the friend of John” cannot have the same semantic value in (i), due to
intervention, but an anaphor is licensed in a structurally similar configuration, cf. (ii).
(i) *Hei is an [admirer of Johni]j
(ii) Hei is an [admirer of himselfi]
Although we cannot offer a comprehensive analysis of Principle A effects, this pattern is not a direct
problem for our proposal, since we assume that Probe-Goal matching (which is sensitive to
intervention) takes place only in (i), in which the proper name “John” is a suitable Goal. In (ii) no Goal
is present, so Probe-Goal matching cannot take place.
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In section 3.1, we left the question open of how “John” and “his” can have the same
semantic value in sentence (16), repeated as (26), in absence of indexes that can be
freely assigned to each of the two categories. The answer is that this reading arises if
“John” semantically binds “his”11:
(26) John likes his friends
John (λx (x likes x’s friends))
Of course, the same binding operation takes place in sentences like (27), in which the
binder is a quantificational expression:
(27) [Every boy]i thinks that hei can win the competition
With this in mind, we have to go back to paradigmatic cases of Principle C effects like
(13) because a serious problem for our theory seems to arise. Couldn’t the illicit
reading that we have excluded as a case of mislabeling when Probe-Goal matching
takes place result from semantic binding, in absence of Probe-Goal matching? The
standard assumption is that the binder must c-command the bindee and in Principle C
configuration this does not happen, at least at Spell-Out. However, the proper name in
(13) or the quantification expression in (28) in principle should be able to undergo QR
and reach a position from which they c-command (and bind) the pronoun.
(28) *Hei likes [every boy]i
So, the question remains open of why semantic binding is impossible in (13) and (28).
Of course, we are dealing with a well known problem, namely strong crossover. In the
Government and Binding framework (cf. Chomsky 1981), strong crossover cases were
reduced to Principle C violations, because the trace left by the binder was equated to a
referential expression. However, we are not assuming Principle C as a primitive, so
we cannot take the easy way to reduce strong crossover to Principle C. A natural
explanation in terms of intervention is available, though. In fact, one can argue that
what is wrong with (28) is that, after QR, the pronoun in the subject position creates
an intervention effect for the chain that relates the quantificational expression and its
copy12:
(29) *[Every boy]i
Binder

hei
likes every boy
intervener
bindee

Let us close this section by briefly discussing (accidental) coreference. Two categories
A and B corefer when they accidentally denote the same individual as a consequence
of the value that the assignment function assigns to free variables.
11

By treating (26) as a case of semantic binding, we assume that proper names can undergo QR. See
Heim and Kratzer (1998), chapter 8 for motivation.
12
The approach based on the intervention effects recasts the intuition underlying the Bijection Principle
(cf. Koopman and Sportiche 1982), which states that what is wrong with strong (and weak) crossover
configurations is that there is just one binder for two categories that need to be bound. However, a
literal version of the Bijection Principle is problematic, for there are cases, like (i), in which an operator
unproblematically binds two variables:
(i) [Every boy]i said that hei hates hisi brother
The approach based on intervention effects can distinguish between (i) and (29), since only in the latter
case a chain created by movement (Internal Merge) gets disrupted by an intervention effect.
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Every theory has to limit the occurrence of accidental coreference, because, if
accidental coreference could occur totally freely, it would not be possible to formulate
any constraint on referential dependencies. In the literature, two ways have been
proposed to block accidental coreference13. The first one is Lasnik’s (1976). In fact,
Lasnik’s early formulation of Principle C, unlike the standard GB formulation in (12),
prevents coreference rather than coindexing. We cannot follow Lasnik, because we
want to dispense with Principle C altogether. However, we can assume the approach
proposed by Reinhart (1983), based on Rule-I.
(30) Rule-I
NP A cannot corefer with NP B if replacing A, at LF, with a variable A-bound by
B, yields an indistinguishable interpretation.
As discussed in the literature, Rule-I has the effect of blocking accidental coreference
in canonical cases of Principle C violation like (13). This is all we need to assume.
Let us summarize. Principle C effects might be reduced to cases of mislabeling. If this
proposal is on the right track, the status of Principle C changes. Instead of being a
primitive (arguably, with a universal import), Principle C would be the result of the
interaction between the two fundamental algorithms that govern phrase structure
building. We argued that this reformulation of Principle C can be shown to be
empirically superior to canonical formulations, most notably in the area of copular
constructions.

4. Labels and movement
In the previous section we have discussed a case of conflict between the two labeling
algorithms where only one of the two possible outputs is interpretable, and the other is
excluded as a mislabeling at the interface. However another type of situation might in
principle hold as well: one where, given a conflict, both possible outputs are
acceptable and interpreted as (different) syntactic/semantic objects. This is what we
shall discuss in the next section of the paper.
4.1 Does “Head Movement” exist in syntax?
Recall we have been assuming the strong unification thesis that the operation
responsible for movement and for structure expansion is the same: Merge, simply
defined as an operation putting together lexical items or syntactic objects. One
consequence that has been implicit throughout the paper is that any of the following
sets should be available, both for Internal and for External Merge.

13

Kayne (2005) explicitly assumes that there is nothing like accidental coreference. In this system, a
pronoun must receive its semantic value from a (possibly null) antecedent and no space is left for
pronouns in isolation. Coherently, for example, Kayne takes a sentence like “He is smart” with an
unstressed he to be unacceptable in isolation, since he cannot receive a semantic value in his system. If
we understand it correctly, Kayne’s theory denies the existence of the mechanism of assignment
function to free variables. We won’t follow Kayne in such a radical departures from standard semantic
assumptions since it opens various problems that are not explicitly addressed, i.e. the way in which
bound variables are interpreted in absence of assignment functions.
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(31) {LI, LI}14 (order irrelevant assuming that the linear dimension
{SO, LI}
falls within the phonological component)
{SO, SO}
On the ‘movement’ side, this implies that what is traditionally called head movement
and what is traditionally called phrasal movement should both be available to
computation, contra recent attempts to ban head movement from syntax (e.g.
Chomsky (2001)15. These approaches crucially rest on the assumption that head
movement is not to be considered as syntactic in nature because it lacks the essential
cyclic character of syntactic operations. This is certainly true of the standard headadjunction configuration given in (32).
(32)
XP
X
Y

YP
X
Y

The traditional motivation for this configuration is that in core cases of head
movement considered in the literature (V-to-T movement or V-to-C movement) the
two heads conflate and behave as a single constituent, hence the assumption that they
form a sort of a “derived lexical item” represented in the head adjunction
configuration above. But this is not the only configuration head movement can in
principle produce. Suppose we have an SO X endowed with an edge feature that needs
to be valued. Nothing prevents in principle to internally merge (a copy of) a head
(=LI) Y endowed with a matching feature to the root of the structure, as in (33).
(33)

Y

XP
X

YP

Y
The configuration in (33) is a structure obtained by merging a new item to the root of
14

Actually this is not available to Internal Merge by definition: a lexical item cannot contain another
lexical item to be internally merged to it.
15
See Matushanski 2006 and Donati 2006 for a detailed criticism of this position showing that it holds
on wrong assumptions, both theoretical and empirical, that it is incompatible with other aspects of
Chomsky’s theory (e.g. phases) and that it brings undesirable consequences.
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the tree, hence complying with the extension condition. Given (33), the head
conflation effect correlated with many cases of head movement can be the result of an
independent process, perhaps phonological, call it affixation, which has nothing to do
in principle with head movement: affixation is something that can happen to two
adjacent heads independently from how and why they ended up being adjacent. (33) is
the kind of head movement that is predicted by the definition of movement in terms of
Internal Merge, and this is the kind of head movement we shall be considering here.
4.2. Labeling properties of head and phrasal movement
If we have two options available, head movement and phrasal movement, the question
of what triggers the choice between the two becomes an interesting one. What we
want to propose here is that it is the labeling algorithms that provide the relevant
mechanism. But let us proceed step by step.
The most standard proposal for discriminating between the two movement options and
accounting for their complementary distribution relies on locality differences: in a
nutshell, head movement is claimed to be constrained by a specific locality condition
(the Head Movement Constraint (Travis 1984)), and thus available only in a very
restricted set of cases, namely when the Goal is a feature of the head of the
complement of the Probe. However this account, which has been challenged on
empirical grounds by many (Lema & Rivero 1990; Borsley et al 1996; Carnie 1995;
Roberts 1994; Manzini 1994 a.o.) is really not an option given the minimalist
approach to movement we are adopting. Recall that locality is a condition on the
search procedure establishing Probe-Goal relations, which is only defined in terms of
features: it is an unvalued feature the one which acts as a Probe, and it is a matching
feature the one which gets searched as a Goal. Internal Merge is not part of this
searching procedure, but really a separate though parasitic operation triggered by
some extra mechanism (generalized pied-piping: Chomsky 2003, i.e. the need for the
target to get its Edge feature valued: Chomsky 2005). As a consequence, the phrasal
status of what is internally merged cannot be determined by the search procedure, nor
by its locality constraints.
The solution to this problem lies in the labeling algorithms we have been discussing so
far: while head movement and phrasal movement cannot be distinguished on the basis
of the Probe-Goal relation they establish, they have very different effects on labeling.
Consider again the labeling conflict (10), repeated here as (34), from which our
discussion began:
(34)

what you read
what

C
C

you read what

(34) is derived by internally merging a single lexical item “what” (head movement) to
the edge of a clause, an option, as we have seen, that we have no reasons to exclude.
The result is a conflict between the two algorithms we have been considering: by the
Head Algorithm (2), “what”, being a lexical item, should provide the label. By the
Probing Algorithm (11), “C”, being the probe of the merging operation, should do so.
This kind of conflict never arises when a phrase is internally merged, as in (35).
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(35)

what book you read
C
what

what

C

book C

you read what book

Here Merge holds between two SOs, and the Head Algorithm (2) is not relevant: by
(11), it will be “C”, the probe of the merging, which labels the entire construction.
The prediction is that the minimal difference between (34) and (35) should be
reflected in the distribution and interpretation of the two structures: more precisely,
(34) is predicted to have two possible labels, illustrated in (36), while the only labeling
available to (35) has been given in the corresponding diagram.
(36) a.

b.
D

what

C
C

C

what
you read what

C

C
you read what

This prediction is reflected by the systematic ambiguity of a phrase like “what you
read”: it can be interpreted as a free relative and be embedded under a verb selecting a
DP: (37).
(37) a. I read what you read/a book
b. I read the thing that you read
However, it can also be interpreted as an indirect interrogative clause, and be
embedded under verbs selecting for clausal complements: (38).
(38) a. I wonder what you read/ if the sun will shine tomorrow
b. I wonder what book you read
These two readings and distributions correspond to the two labeling possibilities: in
(36a) the clause gets the D category of ‘what’ and the structure of a (free) relative
clause à la Kayne (1994) and Bianchi (1999); in (36b) the clause gets the C category
of C and the structure of an interrogative clause.
Crucially, no ambiguity at all, neither in interpretation nor in distribution, arises when
phrasal movement is involved: a clause corresponding to (35) can only occur in
environments for clauses, and can only be interpreted as a simple interrogative, as
shown in (39).
(39) a. I wonder what book you read
b. *I read what book you read
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We are now in the position of answering the question we raised at the beginning of the
paragraph: what is the difference between the two movements available to syntax?
What we have been claiming here is that this difference has to do with their labeling
consequences: while phrasal movement had no effect on the label of its target (by
algorithm 11), head movement systematically gives rise to an extra labeling possibility
(activating algorithm 2), in which the moved head “relabels” the target16.

4.3 On the distribution of head and phrasal movement
We showed that in our system it is possible to distinguish between what is
traditionally called head movement and what is traditionally called phrasal movement.
However, we have not yet derived the complementary distribution of the two
movement options. In particular, if what head movement does is generating more
labeling possibilities, why isn’t it always selected in any derivation, especially given
its more minimal status? Let us try to answer this important question.
First of all, by what we have seen in the preceding section the alleged complementary
distribution of the two types of movements is not that systematic: much of it is an
illusion due to how phrase structure worked in pre-minimalist terms. In standard Xbar theory accounts, the head movement cases discussed above would be analyzed as
phrasal movement cases, under the assumption that a simple lexical item cannot
occupy a position where a phrase can sit. This way of looking at things is completely
incompatible with the inclusiveness condition we have tried to adhere to in the paper.
There is no way under this strict condition to assume an ambiguity in the phrase
structure status of a head: a head is a lexical item, namely an element listed in the
lexicon as such. The idea of a single lexical item being a phrase simply makes no
sense, if phrases are defined as the syntactic objects obtained by merging two things17.
This implies that each time we see a lexical item being displaced we will have to
analyze it as head (=LI) movement.
We can illustrate this way of looking at things by reflecting on the distribution of
clitics in Romance languages: while standardly analyzed as instances of phrasal
movement18, clitics are typically heads being displaced from their thematic position to
an inflection-related position, as illustrated in (40). There is no reason (and no way) in
the present approach not to analyze clitic movement as head movement.
(40) Maria lo conosce lo.
Maria him knows him
‘Maria knows him’
16

Or better ‘apparently relabels’ the target: what we have been claiming here is that head movement
simply expands the structure, adding an extra label to the label it merges with.
17
Chomsky (1995) assumed that a head with the distribution of a phrase is an ambiguous element,
being both minimal, since it is an LI, and maximal (he assumes a relational definition according to
which a maximal projection is a category that does not project any further). Our system is simpler in
that it dispenses with the relational definition of maximal projection.
18
Clitics in Romance have always been a problem. Given standard assumptions on phrase structure,
clitics are clearly ‘maximal projections’ in the position where they are generated, but they end up being
afffixed to an inflectional head. This tension is at the root of standard and influential analyses such as
Kayne (1989)’s, where the clitic starts up as a phrase but moves and adjoins as a head, changing its
phrase structure status in the course of the derivation (violating a condition like that of the uniformity of
chains, Chomsky 1995). A head movement analysis is by far more minimal.
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Given this important proviso, we can just say that in canonical cases of wh-movement
both head movement and phrasal movement can be displayed, in a distribution that is
not complementary at all. On the other hand, only head movement of a wh-element is
able to yield free relatives as the one discussed in relation to (34)19.
However we still need to explain why head movement is not the only option in any
environment, and in interrogatives in particular. More precisely, we need to explain
why (41) is an impossible derivation.
(41)

* what you read book
C/D
what
C

C
you read what book

In (41) the lexical item “what” is extracted from the phrase it labels/heads, and
internally merged to the root. By algorithm (11), “C”, the probe, should provide the
label and the result should be an interrogative clause. By algorithm (2), “what”, an LI,
should also provide the label and the result might also be a relative clause. The
configuration should be ambiguous, but it is not. As shown in (42), it can neither be
embedded under a context selecting for an interrogative clause nor under a context
selecting for a relative clause: plainly, it is ungrammatical.
(42) a. *I wonder what you read book.
b. *I read what you read book.
There are at least two possible approaches to explain this restriction. One is to claim
that (41) is an improper movement in that it extracts a subconstituent out of a
constituent20. This would amount to exclude any instance of head movement that does
not involve an intransitive head, in any context. This approach appears however to be
too strong in the light of familiar cases of verb movement: V-to-T or T to C
19

There is an (apparent) exception to this generalization: a class of free relatives which appear to allow
phrasal Wh- movement, illustrated in (i) and (ii), respectively for English and Italian:
(i) Mangerò [qualunque pane] vorrai [t]
I-will-eat whatever bread you-will-want
(ii) I shall visit [whatever town] you will visit [t]
The fact that this movement pattern correlates with the presence of some extra-material in the head of
the clause, the suffix-ever/-unque, suggests an obvious solution, namely that these relatives are only
apparently “ free”, i.e. defective, but rather correspond to full relative clauses. As such, they are
generated as the complement of an external determiner (Kayne 1994, Bianchi 1999) , the universal
quantifier -ever/-unque.
(iii) I shall visit [DP [D ever] [CP [DP what town] […… ..] ] ]
For some reason due to its universal value (Larson 1987), unque/ever triggers the raising and head
adjunction of the wh-determiner, yielding (iv).
(iv) [DP [D what [D ever]] [CP [DP [what] town] […… ..] ] ]
See Battye 1989 for a series of empirical arguments demonstrating that these relatives ought to be
treated as “pseudo free relatives”. See also Kayne 1994:154n for a similar analysis proposed on totally
different grounds. The same analysis extends naturally to other ‘maximalizing relatives’ (Grosu 2002)
like (v), whose interpretation is only compatible with the presence of a silent ever-type determiner.
(v) I will read what books you will tell me.
20
This sub-extraction might be an illicit case of intervention, if intervention is defined as containment:
see footnote 8.
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movements are exactly extractions of a head out of its constituent, at least under
standard accounts21. From this point of view, (43) provides a very interesting contrast.
(43) a. *I wonder what you read what book
b. Did you did read that book?
Observing the contrast in (43) we might elaborate an alternative capitalizing on what
makes the difference, namely the environment of head extraction: in (43a) the head is
extracted from a DP, while in (43b) it is extracted from TP. There must be something
special in DP that makes it difficult to extract its head. Notice in fact that such
extraction, although difficult, is not completely impossible: the literature on Whmovement is full of cases like the ones illustrated by French sentence (44) and by
German sentence (45c):
(44) Combien as-tu
lu de livres
How-NEUT have-you read of books
‘How many books have you read?’
(45) a. Welche Bucher hat Johann gelesen?
Which-PL books has Johann read
b. *Welche has Johann Bucher gelesen?
Which-PL has Johann bokks read
c. Was hat Johann fur Bucher gelesen?
What-NEUT has Johann for books read
‘Which books has Johann read?’
These data have been analyzed in a number of different ways in the literature, all
assuming phrasal wh-movement given the standard X bar theory restrictions we
discussed above. In our system, we shall analyze all these cases as instances of licit
head movement of a wh-determiner out of its DP. From this point of view the data
above suggest that only some determiners are disallowed to move out of their DP, and
the relevant factor appears to be agreement: to illustrate, in German the only case
when a wh-head can move out of its constituent is when it does not agree with its
associate: in (45a-b) ‘whelche’ agrees with its NP and moving it as a bare head is
impossible; in (45c) ‘was’ does not and head extraction is OK. A similar contrast is
visible in Italian (46).
(46) a. Quanto sono alti?
How-NEUT-SING are tall-MASC-PL.
‘How tall are they’?
b. Quanti libri hai letto?
How-MASC-PL books have.2SG read

21

An alternative is the remnant movement approach, by which what really moves is the entire VP only
containing the verb because all other constituents are extracted: see Koopman (1995), Mueller (1998),
a.o.
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c. *Quanti hai letto libri?
How-MASC-PL have.2SG read books
‘How many books have you read?’
In (46a) ‘quanto’ does not agree with the AP ‘alti’ and moving it as a bare head is the
only option (quanto alti sono is deviant) possible. In (46b-c) the same head does agree
with its complement and its extraction is disallowed.
Why should agreement have this freezing effect? Suppose agreement in DP is a local
Probe-Goal relation between the D (its unvalued phi-features) and the N. If it is so, the
pattern in (44)-(46) might be described by saying that when Probe-Goal matching (in
agreement features) takes place in the base configuration, it cannot be destroyed by
moving the Probe. A weaker alternative is to derive this freezing effect from a spell
out condition in the spirit of D’Alessandro and Roberts (2007), who assume that
members of an agreement chain must be spelled-out in the same phase.
Exploring all the consequences of this approach in details goes far beyond the scope
of this paragraph and requires further research. However, no matter which technical
implementation turns out to be more optimal, it is clear that head movement of the D
head out of the DP is possible in principle (although it is sometimes blocked by an
interfering factor). This makes movement of the D head out of the DP parallel to more
familiar cases of “head” movement (say, T out of TP and v out of vP). In turn, this
reinforces the conclusion that the distribution of “head” movement is much less
limited than it is usually assumed, a conclusion that allows a unified theory of phrasal
and head movement operations.
Summarizing, the ambiguity of sentences involving bare wh-words, which are
compatible with both the distribution of interrogatives and with the distribution of free
relatives, can be reduced to cases of conflicts between the two labeling algorithms
proposed here. Since they arise only when head movement in involved, this way of
looking at things provide a new understanding of the very nature of this typology of
movement as opposed to phrasal movement.

5. General conclusion
One persistent goal of the research in syntax in the last fifteen years has been the
attempt to simplify phrase structure building rules. The aim was to preserve the
empirical coverage of X-bar theory by dispensing with its rich apparatus. A first step
has been Kayne’s (1994) approach, in which much of X-bar theory was reduced to a
single axiom (Linear Corresponding Axiom). A further step was Bare Phrase
Structure theory, which starting from the version in Chomsky’s (1995) has
undergone various reformulations until Chomsky’s (2005) version, in which only two
algorithms govern phrase structure building. In this paper, we critically re-examined
these two algorithms and claimed that the algorithm that dictates that a lexical item
transmits its label when it is merged with another object (we called it the Head
Algorithm) conforms to minimalist assumptions. A second algorithm proposed by
Chomsky (2005) does not obey minimalist requirements because it is specifically
restricted to movement configuration and, by doing so, it does not allow reduction of
movement to (Internal) Merge. Therefore, we replaced the second algorithm with
what we called the Probing Algorithm, which holds equally for Internal and External
Merge. In addition to capturing core cases of phrase structure building, the Head and
the Probing Algorithms allowed us to shed light on two distinct areas, namely
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Principle C effects and the syntax of wh constructions, which we analyzed as cases of
conflict between the two algorithms. What unifies these two configurations is the fact
that a lexical item (which should become the label in compliance with the Head
Algorithm) is merged with a syntactic object that, being the probe of the operation,
should become the label in compliance with the Probing Algorithm. In one case, this
conflict produces two alternative outputs (a question or a free relative) that are both
legible at the syntax/semantics interface. In Principle C configurations, one of the
resulting output (the one determined by the Head Algorithm, in which the pronoun
and the referential expression have the same semantic value) produces an object that
is not interpretable at the syntax/semantics interface. This way, Principle C effects
are reduced to cases of mislabeling, with no need to postulate a specific condition to
rule them out.
We hope to have shown that the simplification of the apparatus, in addition to
complying to minimalist assumptions, can reinforce the deductive power of the
theory. In particular, in this paper we carried out a simplification of phrase structure
theory rules that allowed us to adopt the very same explanation for two apparently
unrelated phenomena, such as constraints on the interpretation of pronouns and the
categorial status of wh constructions.
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This paper is an introduction to a grammatical formalism
(Phase-based Minimalist Grammar, elaboration of Stabler’s
1997 Minimalist Grammar) that includes a revised version
of the standard minimalist structure building operations
merge, move and the notion of derivation by phase
(Chomsky 1999-2005). The main difference with respect to
the standard theory is that these devices strictly operate TopDown and from Left-to-Right. In these pages I will argue
that long distance dependencies, such as successive cyclic
A'-movement, are better understood within this
unconventional (at least within the Minimalist Program)
phase-based directional perspective1.

1. Introduction
The Government and Binding approach (Chomsky 1981) broke with the
Transformational Grammar tradition (Chomsky 1957) by shifting the focus of inquiry
from the generative procedure of phrase structure building to the configurational
patterns apt to discard/license bad/well-formed sentences given their underlying
Structural Description(s). Within the Minimalist Program (Chomsky 1995), structure
building operations (such as merge and move) re-gain a prominent position but certain
well know problems of directionality of application of these operations, with respect
to specific formal tasks such as generation and recognition (Aho and Ullman 1972)
and their performance counterpart, production and parsing (in the sense of Berwick
and Weinberg 1986), are only marginally discussed within the standard framework
(Phillips 1996, 2003). This is essentially because the definition of these structure
building operations implicitly includes a directionality assumption without discussion.
In this paper I will tackle this assumption and argue that the directionality issue
is crucial for understanding certain aspects of the grammar, especially long distance
dependencies such as A'-movement: if we assume that a long-distance dependency
necessarily includes a unique base thematic position and a unique topmost criterial
position (e.g. operator, subject or topic, Rizzi 2004a), from a purely formal viewpoint
we might expect that the order of computation of these positions be irrelevant, that is,
1

This work is a distilled version of the ideas discussed in my Ph.D. thesis defended at the University of
Siena (January 2005). I am especially grateful to Valentina Bianchi for the careful discussion of every
aspect of this paper. Parts of this work have been discussed at CISCL (2001-07), MIT (2001, 2004),
Harvard (February 2006), UPENN (February 2006), University of Geneva (March 2005, 2006),
University of Nanzan (February 2007), University of Gerona (June 2007). Thanks to all these audiences
for their precious suggestions and remarks.
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the computation might equally well start from the bottom position (foot) or from the
topmost position of the syntactic chain. However, even though this representational
approach correctly characterizes the structural constraints on the form of the chain, it
does not guarantee that an algorithm exists to build such a chain and that it is
computable. The problem lies on the fact that in between the basic/thematic position
and the topmost criterial one, there might be a potentially infinite number of
intermediate positions which are required to satisfy locality constraints, and which
must be created by a recursive procedure. Computationally speaking, when we deal
with recursive procedures we need some special care: the grammatical formalism,
Phase-based Minimalist Grammar (PMG)2, outlined in these pages allows for an
explicit formalization of a class of computationally tractable minimalist grammars3. In
particular I will provide an algorithmic definition of the movement operation that is
computationally tractable, mainly deterministic and potentially cognitively motivated.
In particular, to achieve these results, I will focus on three important properties:
1. structure building operations can be included in the grammar but only if they
apply Top-Down, from Left-to-Right;
2. using a Linearization Principle (inspired by Kayne 1994’s LCA) and fixing the
functional structure by means of a universal hierarchy (cartographic
approach4) makes the algorithm mostly deterministic;
3. the adoption of the notion of phase (Chomsky 1999) allows us to achieve
computational tractability in the computation of a relevant subset of long
distance relations.
2. Formalizing grammars
In standard generative approaches, we are used to thinking of a sentence as a
bidimensional structure bearing information on both precedence and dominance
relations among lexical items and categorial features, where precedence is a total
order among the pronounced elements (namely words, which are groups of morphophonological features) while dominance expresses the constituency/dependency
relations among pronounced and other (abstract/categorial) elements. These two kinds
of information are represented by tree structures5 such as the following one:
(1)

X

dominance:
X dominates A, Y, B, C
Y dominates B, C

Y

A
B

C

precedence:
<A, B, C>
A language can be extensionally characterized as an infinite set of grammatical
expressions each associated with at least one structural description. We assume that an
intentional procedure characterizes this set by productively restricting the theoretically
2

Based on Stabler 1997; see Chesi 2004 for a full preliminary discussion of this approach.
The notion of “grammatical formalism” is thus the formally explicit counterpart of the informal notion
of “framework” which has wide currency in syntactic theorizing.
4
Belletti ed. 2002, Cinque 1999, ed. 2002, Rizzi 1997, ed. 2004b and related works.
5
Rooted, labeled, oriented trees, in fact (McCawley 1968).
3
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possible precedence/dominance relations that can co-occur within the same
sentence/structural description. We refer to this intensional procedure as speaker’s
competence (or I-language, Chomsky 1986).
Formally speaking, this competence is represented by a grammar: this includes
by standard hypothesis6, at least a specification of a lexicon (a finite set of
words/morphological units, built from an alphabet, with associated specific
abstract/semantic features) plus some universal properties (usually encoded as
principles/rules) and language specific options (parameters) to derive the
combinatorial/recursive potentiality of any natural language. Within this framework,
the specification of the Structure Building Operations and their order of application is
controversial: namely, it could be impossible7 or at least superfluous8 to specify once
and for all one precise algorithm that recursively defines the procedure for assembling
bigger and bigger meaningful units, starting from the lexicon and its properties.
Recent minimalist inquiries pay serious attention to this problem, and provide
interesting solutions but also raise puzzling problems that need heedful discussion.
In order to do that, we need to make fully explicit assumptions: a complete
formalization is a necessary step since it forces us to specify everything we need to
describe a language. On the other hand, when choosing a specific formalization (§2.1)
we must consider to which extent it transparently encodes linguistic intuitions (§2.2)
and at which (computational) cost it does (§2.3, §3).
2.1. A simple formalism: Minimalist Grammars
Stabler (1997) proposes a simple formalization of a Minimalist Grammar (MG) as
outlined in Chomsky 1995. Following his work, a MG can be defined as a 4-tuple {V,
Cat, Lex, F} such that:
(2)

6

Minimalist Grammar (MG, from Stabler 1997)
V is a finite set of non-syntactic features, (P ∪ I) where
P are phonetic features and I are semantic ones;
Cat is a finite set of syntactic features, Cat = (base ∪ select ∪ licensors ∪
licensees) where
base are standard categories {complementizer, tense, verb, noun ...},
select specify selection requirements {=x | x ∈ base} where =x means
base-driven selection of an x phrase;
licensees specify requirements forcing phrasal movement {-wh, -case
...}, -x triggers covert movement,
-X
triggers
overt
movement;
licensors are the features that can satisfy licensee requirements {+wh,
+case ...}
Lex is a finite set of expressions built from V and Cat (the lexicon);
F is a set of the two partial functions from tuples of expressions to
expressions{merge, move};

I will assume by “standard hypothesis” the Principle and Parameter framework presented in Chomsky
1981.
7
In a transformational grammar (Chomsky 1957), rewriting rules have to be applied in a precise order,
crucially different depending on the sentence to be processed.
8
As shown by Fong (1991), principles can be applied as filters/generators in many orders and all of
them will lead to the same structural representation. The difference would be made in terms of the
number of states the algorithm should evaluate before reaching the correct result.
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The language defined by such a grammar is the closure of the lexicon (Lex) under the
structure building operations (F). (3) is an example of MG able to deal with simple
(i.e. not cyclic) wh- movement9:
(3)

MG example
V =
P = {/what/, /did/, /you/, /see/}, I = {[what], [did], [you], [see]}
Cat =
base = {D, N, V, T, C}, select = {=D, =N, =V, =T, =C},
licensors {+wh}, licensees {-wh}
Lex =
[-wh D what], [=V T did], [D you], [=D =D V see], [=T +wh C ∅] 10
F =
{merge, move} such that:
merge (X, Y) = is a function that takes two adjacent nodes X and Y and returns
a modified node X if and only if X has as a first selecting feature, =F,
and Y has the selected base feature F11. This operation deletes, by
pairing them, =F on X and F on Y and linearize X and Y as <X, Y> iff
=F triggers the first merge operation, <Y, X> otherwise.12
move (X, Y) = is a function taking a tree [+g X X] and a proper subtree of X of
the form [-g Y] such that <[+g X X [ W [-g Y] ] ]> (where W can be any
possible subtree, even null, with no selecting/selector feature g on it)
and creates a modified X of the form [[X Y X [ W [ tY] ] ]

Following Chomsky, a derivation proceeds from bottom to top and licensees trigger
movement as shown in (4)13:
(4)

1. merge ([=D =D V see], [-wh D what]) → [=D V see [-wh what]]
2. merge ([D you], [=D V see [-wh what]]) → [V [you] [see [-wh what]]]
3. merge ([=V T did], [V [you] [see [-wh what]]]) →
[T did [[you] [see [-wh what]]]]
4. merge ([=T +wh C ∅], [T did [[you] [see [-wh what]]]]) →
[+wh C ∅ [T did [[you] [see [-wh what]]]]]
5. move ([+wh C ∅ [T did [[you] [see [-wh what]]]]], [-wh what])→
[C [what] ∅ [T did [[you] [see [twhat]]]]]

It has been shown that the generative power of such a grammar is weakly equivalent
to Multiple Context-Free Grammars (thus MGs are included in the Mildly ContextSensitive class, Michaelis 1998, Harkema 2001), even though it is more powerful than
Tree Adjoining Grammars (Stabler 1997), and that several recognizer algorithm can
be defined (moreover guaranteeing a polynomial time recognition, Harkema 2001).
These results should guarantee that this formalism is powerful enough to express
natural language and that an algorithmic way to use it to generate/recognize a
language exists and it is computationally decidable. However, it is difficult to draw
9

For the sake of simplicity, I ignored the options, proposed by Stabler, to distinguish simple merge Vs.
incorporation (=x Vs. =X) and covert Vs. overt movement (-f Vs -F).
10
Whatever P and I features will be, they are simplified/collapsed in this notation on the same lexical
string. The single lexical item is conventionally represented as follows: [=select* (+licensors) =select* (base) –
* *
licensees* P /I ],
11
Notice that the history of the derivation is a subtree, in this case of the form [X X Y].
12
This straightforwardly creates a right-branching tree.
13
This is a very simplified derivation for the purpose of exemplification. It would clearly be possible to
include subject movement too, but this would have been required extra steps in the derivation.
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any empirical conclusion from these results, because they are based either on a
deductive parsing perspective (Shieber and al. 1995) or on a weak equivalence
between MGs and other formalisms: namely, such grammatical formalisms can
produce the very same set of strings MGs will produce, but either they fail to associate
the same structure to these strings14 or they encode lexical items, features and
structure building operations in a non transparent way with respect to the linguistic
intuitions that introduced them. In these pages I will argue that these two factors are
indeed crucial both in computational and empirical terms. Especially concerning the
empirical argument, very little can be said about V and Lex, which are largely
underspecified within the Minimalist Program: Stabler’s formalization of these makes
the simplest possible assumptions, worth to be kept the way he defined them. On the
contrary, the organization of Cat in four subclasses of features can be further refined:
base and select, the sets of standard categories, mesh together functional and lexical
features (Tense, V, D, N...), but there are strong empirical reasons to believe that this
distinction is both theoretically (Belletti, Rizzi 1996) and cognitively justified
(Leonard 1998). For instance, the Cartographic approach (Belletti ed. 2002, Cinque
1999, ed. 2002, Rizzi 1997, ed. 2004b and related works) suggests a rich and cross
linguistically robust hierarchy of functional projections that redefine the CP, IP and
DP geometry adding many levels of projection (§4.2). Moreover a single-level
categorization would not be able to predict the correct locality constraints in
movement (§5.2). Then I will propose a modification that will lead to a more precise
definition of the structure building operations of merge and move (§4.2 and §5.3
respectively).
Before tackling these issues, I will discuss the relevant relations defined on a
Structural Description (SD) that will be used in the rest of the paper.
2.2. Structural Descriptions (SDs)
As sketched in (1), we assume that a sentence is structurally described in terms of
dominance and precedence. In a label free system15 the labels X and Y should be
replaced by the projecting head, as shown below:
(5)

B
B

A
B

C

In such a tree the following strictly local relations can be defined: first, immediate
dominance16 encodes in a transparent way the result of merge: B Y A means that B
merged with A and projected over A (namely B is the head of the constituent resulting
from merge):
14

From a strict derivational perspective, deriving different intermediate structures at some point of the
computation is a signature of weak equivalence, even thought the resulting tree will be the same in the
end (cf. Phillips 1996 for a discussion of the relevance of intermediate structures).
15
Namely in a representational system that only uses lexical items to describe phrase structures,
complying then with a strict version of the inclusiveness condition (Chomsky 1995) as discussed in
Collins (2001).
16
This notion of “immediate dominance” corresponds to Stabler’s notion of “project over”. Henceforth
I will use the notation “X Y Y” to express the relation “X immediately dominates / projects over Y”.
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(6)

B Y A ≡ merge(A, B) = [B A B]

Second, immediate precedence is a restricted version of the classical total strict order
(precedence) which is defined only between two adjacent nodes: in (5) A immediately
precedes B, henceforth A ≺ B, but no immediate precedence relation is defined
between A and C. If we consider the classical precedence order as a temporal
sequence, immediate precedence could underline the instant at which a certain lexical
item is linearized. It is clear that the two relations are not redundant since, as shown in
(5), given two arbitrary nodes the two relations can either “diverge” (e.g. A ≺ B; B Y
A) or “converge” (e.g. B ≺ C; B Y C): so one does not trivially subsume the other17.
Obviously these two relations do not exhaust all the empirically relevant relations:
since we need to describe phrase structures also in terms of discontinuous
constituency groups18, we will use the notion of movement (Chomsky 1995-2005) to
capture the idea that (a part of) an element is present in more than one position in the
phrase structure, even if it is (fully) pronounced only in one of these positions (usually
the structurally highest one). In the next section, I will give a simple definition of
movement based on the interplay between immediate dominance and immediate
precedence.
2.3. Movement as a Long Distance Dependency
Given a precise formalization of grammar (§2.1) and the two relevant local relations
(§2.2), we can define discontinuous constituency relations as follows:
(7)

Long Distance Dependency (definition)
two non-empty elements enter a long distance dependency (thus forming a
discontinuous constituency relation) when an immediate dominance relation but
no immediate precedence relation is defined between them.

Note that a phonologically null element is not necessarily an empty element (since σ
and other formal features can be present). For instance, given the information in (8), A
and C are linked by Long Distance Relation since C Y A is defined but neither A ≺ C
nor C ≺ A are present:
(8)
(immediate)
(immediate)

L(exical items)
P(recedence)
D(ominance)

{A, B, C}
{A ≺ B, B ≺ C}
{B Y A, B Y C, C Y A}

Marking as (A) the non linearized copy of A, the SD we want to represent can be
visually depicted with the tree in (9):

17

Among other interesting formal properties, notice that both relations are partial, binary, intransitive
and asymmetric.
18
This is both because of the “dual semantics property of the conceptual-intentional system”, Chomsky
(2005:7), and because of the necessity of establishing binding/scope relations.
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(9)

B
B

A
B

C
C

(A)

The Long Distance Relation represented in (8)-(9) is essentially an instance of
movement (the directionality of the arrow indicates that the highest element provides
feature values for interpreting the underspecified features of the lowest one)19. The
relation between A and (A) is identical to the relation between a moved element and
its trace. Note, however, that the information in (8) is ambiguous between the right
branching structure given in (9) and other structures such as the ones shown below20:
B

(10) a.

B

C

B

A

C

B
A

B

b.

(A)

B

C
(A)

C

It is possible to rule out the unwanted representations by posing universal constraints
on the occurrence of long distance relations and/or on the general shape of the SD; the
Linear Correspondence Axiom (Kayne 1994), for instance, does the right job by
providing a deterministic mapping between dominance and precedence. Following the
spirit of the LCA I assume the following principle:
(11) Linearization Principle (LP)
if A Y B, then either
a.
A ≺ B if B is a complement of A (that is, A selects B), or
b.
B ≺ A if B is a functional projection21 of A
19

Notice that, formally speaking, this definition is general enough to capture any kind of long distance
dependency (e.g. binding, raising and control) whenever we conclude that these relations require a local
evaluation, namely a re-merge of some distal element (see Kayne 2002, Hornstein 1999 and Boeckx &
Hornstein 2004 for such minimalist proposals; but see also Landau 2003 for a serious critical analysis
of any naive attempt to subsume control under movement). From this perspective the relation of Agree,
as discussed in Chomsky 2005, is not formally distinct from this specific notion of long-distance
relation.
20
The SD in (8) does not exclude multi-dominance relations, thus the nontangling condition (Partee
and al. 1993: 440) has to be stipulated (or derived) independently (if needed).
21
Assume functional projection to be synonym both of specifier and of functional projection, following
Starke 2002.
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This principle is weaker than the LCA22 since it does not automatically predict the
leftward position of the specifier with respect to its head. On the other hand, if we
reject the head-specifier distinction, following Starke’s (2002) intuition, there is no
clear necessity for this antisymmetric prediction. Notice that both the LCA and the LP
predict the very same asymmetric relations among syntactic nodes (antisymmetric Ccommand in LCA-based theories corresponds to standard dominance, namely
immediate dominance plus transitivity, in LP-based theories). In fact, by using the
notion of merge, here subsumed by the immediate dominance relation as suggested in
(6), we can define a (potentially useful) asymmetric relation among the nodes of a
tree:
(12)

Asymmetric C-command (definition)
When two elements A and B merge, each one asymmetrically C-commands the
internal constituents of the other.

This definition is sufficient to discard (10.a) under a relatively standard constraint on
movement:
(13) C-command constraint on movement (definition)
A moved element always asymmetrically C-commands its trace(s)
On the other hand, assuming that the lower position(s) in a chain is(/are) always
selected, (11.a) would discard (10.b)23.
3. Phases and complexity
In the current Minimalist Framework, the operation Move is understood in terms of
probe-goal relation between a functional head and an element within its (C-command)
domain endowed with “active” features (Chomsky 2005). But the search of a goal can
be extremely “expensive” in computational terms. In order to appreciate this point, it
is worth making a digression on complexity theory.
3.1. Phases as chunks
Since Miller 1956, it is common to consider relevant portion of information (chunks)
instead of unstructured input tokens to account for a reduction of the overall
complexity of a cognitive process (e.g. remembering objects). The idea of using
phases in linguistic computation (Chomsky 1999-2005) is coherent with this intuition.
This is at least the abstract motivation for the adoption of the derivation by phase, but
the absence of a precise computational specification of this notion makes it difficult to
explicitly calculate the actual complexity reduction we could attain, and thus to
appreciate the real advantages of this insight.
Recall that the complexity of a problem is an expression of the resources
(essentially time and memory) that are needed to solve it. More precisely, it is a
function of the size of the problem, determined by at least three factors:

22
23

Thanks to Valentina Bianchi for discussions on this point.
But see §5 for a thorough discussion of this point
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(14) complexity factors:
a. the length of the input (n);
b. the space of the problem (all the states the system can reach by correctly
applying any legal rule);
c. the algorithm used to explore this space.
While (14.a) is largely independent from the grammar, (14.b) and (14.c) are strictly
determined by the linguistic theory. Considering MGs, (14.b) is mostly determined by
the lexicon and by the structure building operations Merge and Move; (14.c) is usually
assumed to be a bottom-to-top algorithm (namely an algorithm that starts building
structures from the inner most constituent, adding piecemeal more peripheral
elements24) constrained by some economy conditions (shortest move/attract closer,
earliness Vs. procrastinate, Merge preempts Move etc.). For example, establishing a
long distance dependency by successive cyclic A'-movement is a “complex” problem,
because it is necessary to evaluate many (potentially infinite) structural positions (this
creates a big space of the problem, (14.b)) and to decide whether or not to stop in each
of these position (if the algorithm, (14.c), allows for both options, then it is nondeterministic). The aim of using phases is to reduce non-determinism: more precisely,
by chunking the derivation in phases we can reduce the space of most problems by
reducing the number of states to be explored, then the options to be considered.
Let us consider successive cyclic A'-movement as a simple combinatorial
problem: minimally speaking, any movement operation introduces at least an extra
immediate dominance relation25 (i.e. “C Y A” in the example repeated below):
(9)

B
B

A
B

C
C

(A)

Combinatorially speaking, exploring which dominance relations have to be associated
to a given set of precedence relations has, at least, the complexity order of O(2n-1),
where n is the length of the totally ordered sequence (namely the number of words in
the processed sentence): this is because among n items we should define n-1 relations
at best (the minimum number of relations that would make a tree of n leafs fully
connected) and every relation could be ambiguous as to which element projects (e.g.
A Y B or B Y A). Even if we limit ourselves to the discussion of simple movements26
the complexity increases significantly: at worse, any item could have been potentially
24

This is different from Bottom-Up, which technically means processing a rewriting rule (Chomsky
1957) from right to left.
25
This is, again, largely independent from the specific characterization of the movement operation.
26
Also without considering successive cyclic movements the argument is sound and significant.
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moved from/to any lower (licensed/selected)
position, so that the complexity order of
(n 2 − n)/2
the problem increases up to O( 2
): this is because, potentially, any element could
establish a dominance relation with any other element that follows it: e.g. with 4
elements {A, B, C, D} we could have 6 possible dominance relations {A-B, A-C, AD, B-C, B-D, C-D}; with 5 elements {A, B, C, D, E} we could have 10 possible
dominance relations {A-B, A-C, A-D, A-E, B-C, B-D, B-E, C-D, C-E, D-E} and so
on. Then (((n-1)+1)⋅(n-1))/2. This is clearly not a satisfactory result, since the growing
rate of any of these functions would make the evaluation problem quickly
intractable27.
Interestingly enough, intractability can be tackled by adopting the idea of phase:
following Chomsky (2001), let us assume that if movement takes place, it is limited
within the phase boundaries: then, given a limited context, either we introduce an
extra dominance relation and we license the moved element within the current
phase28, or we put it aside and consider this element within the next phase to be
processed. This procedure can be reiterated recursively (and it is potentially nondirectional). Only when an extra dominance relation is introduced within the currently
processed phase, the element is frozen in place and cannot move further. This
mechanism produces a remarkable reduction of complexity: for any moved element,
we would have only two possible “landing site” positions within a phase (one criterial
position and one selected position, Rizzi 2004a)29. Assuming k to be the fixed
maximal size of the phase, then for any phase the number of dominance relations
required would be, at worst, 22k (in case anything would have been moved30). The
complexity order of the problem, considering any dominance as ambiguous, would be
O(22k).
Interestingly, if we assume that we can process phases “in parallel”, we obtain
an asymmetry in complexity growth: processing a phase before having closed the
previous one leads to a duplication of the number of possible dominance relations and
so on as long as new phases are opened. The order of the problem is then O(2p2k) with
p representing the number of open phases at the same time. The relation between the
length of the input (n) and this function is expressed in terms of phases, since any
phase represents a non-overlapping partition of the input; in particular, the number of
lexical items in n would determine the number of phases (which could be n, at worst).

27

We do not need to argue that complexity is, in fact, even worse than that, since unpronounced
elements can enter dominance relations (possibly without being linearized) and there is no way to
determine how many empty elements could be present, in principle, in a sentence of length n.
28
For the present discussion the actual position/status of this dominance relation is irrelevant.
29
It has been sometimes assumed that moved constituents stop by intermediate positions which are
different from the “base position” and from the “edge” of each phase (see Sportiche 1988 for a
discussion on floating quantifiers). Despite the fact that in order to account for these positions we need
to consider a weakening of some stronger assumptions about movement, as long as the number of
landing site within a phase is finite, these considerations do not affect the soundness of the reasoning.
30
Phases are non-overlapping partitions of the input since every node univocally belongs to a single
phase and a lexical item is fully inserted/lexicalized in a single (subset of strictly adjacent) node(s).
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Functions:
Any2 option
2

(n -n)
2

Nested Phases
2p2k
Sequential
Phases p · 22k

N° of relations to be evaluated
n=6
n=9
(p=2, k=3)
(p=3, k=3) 31
≅ 32K

≅ 68.000M

≅ 4K

≅ 262K

128

192

Note that long distance dependencies within a phase would not produce any
remarkable effect on the complexity of the problem; discontinuous constituency
relations among phases would increase the complexity of the problem in a linear way
if each phase is completed before the next one starts (sequential phases), whereas
there is an exponential increase of complexity whenever we open a phase before
having closed the previous one (nested phases). We will see in §5 that this expected
increase of the complexity, caused by the movement of elements across open phases
allows for an account of the notion of (strong) islands (Huang 1982).
3.2. Formalizing phases
In more formal terms, what we need from a computational point of view, is a finite
structural context within which to calculate the relevant syntactic relations such as
movement. As far as I can tell, standard phase theory does not provide any explicit
characterization of this point32.
Let us start from the minimal assumption: the main lexical categories (N(ouns)
and V(erbs)) are phase heads33: according to the cartographic approach, a finite set of
functional categories is rigidly projected above VP and NP (Belletti 2002, Cinque
1997, 2002 and Rizzi 2004b). The left-periphery (in the sense of Rizzi 1997) can be
included in this set with one proviso: positions such as Topic cannot be recursive; if
we had a recursive category within a phase, we would loose the computational
advantages we discussed in the previous paragraph. Then we can only include a finite
number of non recursive functional categories34.
Following Grimshaw (1991), let us assume that functional projections are
structured as extended projections of a lexical head; let us consider complement
projections as larsonian VP-shells. We obtain the following schematic structure for a
phase projected by a lexical V head:15)

31

p is the number of phases in the input, k is the maximum size of the set of items per phase. Both
numbers can be arbitrarily fixed to any finite natural number.
32
Matushansky 2005 argues for the opposite conclusion, namely that phases are arbitrarily bigger. This
conclusion is completely legitimate but it makes the notion of phase irrelevant with respect to the
complexity problem (which it was originally meant to solve).
33
From a formal point of view, nothing prevent us from including Adjectives and other categories in
the list of phase heads; the argument is still sound also assuming one single phase-head.
34
Notice that this way we do not discard the possibility that a single topic position can be filled with
complex ph(r)ases each composed by an indefinite number of DPs for instance.
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(15)
V
V

Force

V

...
Rizzi’s
left periphery
(“complementizer
field”)

V

Mood

V

...
Asp

Cinque’s functional
projections
(“inflectional field”)

Larsonian
VP-shells
(“thematic
field”)

V
V

V-head
Agent

V
Patient

...

The verbal head projects upward, dominating (in a label-free grammar, Collins 2001)
every functional projection that precedes it, and downward, dominating its
complements35. This seems to be a step back with respect to Abney’s influential work
(Abney 1987), but in fact, assuming standard selection among functional projections
would obscure the intuition that they are all part of the same phase-projection and they
are related to one and the same lexical head.
As for the thematic field, according to Pesetsky (1998) heads can take at most
three arguments. This guarantees a maximum finite number of elements per phase: let
us say at most k functional elements plus at most three complements36.
It is clear that every element of such a phase can be constituted by another
phase: for instance, a DP in a preverbal argumental position would be a nominal phase
embedded within a verbal phase; the same holds for PP adjuncts which should be
attached/related to a precise functional specification: they are nominal phases within
verbal phases37 (and so on, in a potentially recursive fashion). Then a phase is the
minimal computational space defined as follows:
(16) Phase
(first preliminary definition)
a phase is the minimal set of structural positions that includes:
i. the phase head obligatory filled by a nominal or a verbal lexical category;
ii. a finite (not bigger than k, the number of possible functional categories)
set of functional specifications of this head;
iii. the minimal (finite, potentially not bigger than three set of argumental
positions satisfying the selectional requirements of the phase head.
35

Larsonian shells are projected in accordance with selectional requirements that should be encoded on
the verbal head in the lexicon. Mutatis mutandis, we can assume that nominals project a parallel
structure. For an attempt to draw some parallelism between nominal and verbal functional domains see
Ogawa 2001, Grohmann 2003 and Laenzlinger 2005 among others.
36
If we accept Borgonovo and Neeleman’s idea (2000), namely that the predicated event can take
arguments too, the number of arguments in a phase can be bigger, yet crucially finite.
37
From this perspective, the preposition is a case marker that take a case peripheral position above the
classic DP (e.g. K position discussed in Ogawa 2001).
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We will say that a phase is complete/saturate when all the mandatory selectional
requirements of this head are satisfied, that is, when the relevant set of structural
positions (i.e. dominance relations) are introduced in the Structural Description.
Before exploring how phases are introduced/evaluated in the derivation, it is
important to consider the logical ways we could have to combine/explore phases
within a tree. Ignoring movement, we can take a very simple sentence such as the one
in (17) and examine the fourth main strategies of phases composition summarized
below:
(17)

John

A

saw

the picture
of Mary

C

B

3

4

D

1

4

2

3
1

a. Bottom-to-top, from right to left
(standard minimalist assumption)

2

2

b. Bottom-to-top, from left to right

4

1

1
2

3

3

4

c. Top-Down, from left to right

d. Top-Down, from right to left

Triangles within the tree, tagged from A to D (depending on the order in which their
elements are linearized in the sentence), correspond to nominal and verbal phases as
defined in (16); the numbers within the triangles represent some logically possible
sequences of computation. In principle, in the example above, every strategy is
potentially equivalent since complete (every phase can be enumerated then processed
at some point) and sound (given a SD, there are no ambiguities in determining
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dominance and precedence relations among phases, so that every strategy is
computable and deterministic). But this is not a general property:
(17') Probably John suddenly saw the picture of Mary
[B Probably [A John ] suddenly saw [C the picture [D of Mary]]]
In (17') the adverbial probably belongs to the verbal matrix phase B which dominates
the nominal phase John (A). The set of (immediate) dominance relations is unchanged
from (17) to (17') (i.e. B Y A, B Y C, C Y D) but since dominance is a partial order
(e.g. no dominance relation can be defined between A and C), dominance, per se, is
not sufficient to disambiguate the processing sequence (e.g. choosing between
processing phase A or phase C first is totally arbitrary). While in (17) precedence is
sufficient to unambiguously order the four phases, in (17') this relation is less clear:
certain lexical items of phase B both precede (probably) and follow (suddenly, saw)
certain lexical items of phase A (John); then, precedence among elements belonging
to different phases can not be independently used to disambiguate the processing
sequence.
Hence we need to specify a principled way to order our sequence. The
recursive nature of certain tree branches require a careful examination: in the SD (17),
if we assume that any phase/subtree can be recursive, the only way to obtain an
effective phase numeration would be to proceed top-down: this is because the Single
Root Condition38 which guarantees an unique (unambiguous) starting point39; then,
ply by ply we can enumerate the phases to be expanded at the next step. Notice that
since phases are finite domains, at every level the number of phases to be processed
are at worst c·p (where c is the maximum finite number of elements that can be
expanded within a phase, p is the number of phases at the processed ply). On the other
hand, it is impossible to enumerate phases from-bottom-to-top since the nth ply, which
would be our starting point from bottom to top, is arbitrarily large, potentially infinite:
hence we cannot guarantee that the numeration will ever start to produce elements at
level n-1. On the other hand, there are no formal arguments to prefer Left-to-Right or
Right-to-Left directionality, there is however an empirical one40: center embeddings,
or better, counting/mirror recursion (corresponding to recursion in the position of the
phase A in (17)) is highly marginal in natural language41; for instance, recursive
complementation/relativization is highly restricted within a subject phase42 but quite
free within the last selected object43:

38

In every well-formed constituent structure tree there is exactly one node that dominates every node
(Partee and al. 1993:439).
39
Cf. Kayne 1994.
40
Besides the intuitive one: humans produce and parse strings sequentially from Left-to-Right.
41
Even more restricted/marginal than identity recursion (i.e. cross-serial dependencies), which require
more powerful grammars such as context sensitive ones (counting/mirror recursion simply needs
context-free grammars). See Christiansen & Charter (1999) for discussion of these data.
42
This is true for VO languages. Something needs to be said for OV languages, but the discussion of
this point goes behind the goal of this paper.
43
It may be objected that the contrast between (18.a) and (18.b) is merely matter of performance. A full
discussion of the distinction between competence and performance would exceed the limits of this short
paper (cf. Chesi 2004). This has nothing to do with relativization preferences discussed in Keenan 1975
(see Hawkins 1994 for some relevant data on extraposition and heavy NP-shift supporting this point).
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(18)

a. ??[venne l’acqua [che il fuoco [che il bastone [che il cane [che il gatto [che
it came the water, that the fire, that the stick, that the dog, that the cat, that
il topo [...]] mangiò] morse ] picchiò ] bruciò ] spense ]
the rat
ate,
bit,
hit,
burnt, extinguished
b. ... [venne l'acqua [che spense il fuoco [che bruciò il bastone [che picchiò il
cane [che morse il gatto [che si mangiò il topo [che ... ] ] ] ] ] ]
“it came the water, that extinguished the fire, that burnt the stick, that hit the
dog that bit the cat that ate the rat that...”

This would suggest that (at least in SVO languages) the last object is a privileged
branch in recursive terms. Then, as a first approximation, we will formalize a very
restrictive grammar which only allows for right-recursion (i.e. within the C / D phases
of (17)). This would allow us to capture only right-recursive languages (i.e. languages
that are generable by simple Regular Grammars, Chomsky 1956). In order to process
recursive nodes at last, enumerating phases from Left-to-Right is the easiest way to
reconcile precedence and dominance in a consistent and complete phase-based
processing strategy.
Once we have fixed the “horizontal” dimension of phase processing, we can
encode in our grammar the intuition that phases are generated/processed top-down by
exploiting the selection properties of lexical items (discussed in (2)) as follows:
(19) Phase Projection
(definition)
a lexical head projects the minimal SD (that is the minimal set of necessary
immediate dominance relations) based on its select features.
For instance, as soon as we process a verbal head with a select feature requiring a
determined nominal (i.e. [+D N]), we add to the SD the minimal set of dominance
relations that satisfy this requirement, e.g. V Y N, N Y D, or, more explicitly44:
(20)

...
V

...
V
buy

N
D
(a)

44

N
(book)

Notice that specifying the set of precedence relation would be redundant, since this is implied by LP
and by (15).
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The notion of phase in (16) can be formally refined as follows:
(21) Phase
(second preliminary definition)
a phase is a complete derivation involving:
• a Phase Projection of a potential SD,
• a set ip of lexical/functional items such that any item is either the head of
the phase, a complement or a functional specification of the head of the
phase.
How this set of items is actually chosen is an independent problem which I cannot
discuss here45. I would like to discuss instead some interesting consequences of the
definition in (21):
(22) Consequences of the phase definition:
a. completeness
a phase is complete if the head of the phase is saturated, namely if all the
mandatory selectional requirements (agent, patient etc.) are satisfied/
projected. The last Phase Projection closes the phase generating this
expectation;
b. phase selection/licensing requirement
a phase is always licensed/selected (exceptional default selection licenses the
first projected phase); unselected phases can be introduced in the
computation before their selection point to comply with a functional
specification of the superordinate phase (according to LP and to 15).
(22.a) tells us when the processing procedure can abandon, once and for all, the
processed phase46, obtaining the computational advantages discussed in §3.1: once the
algorithm has processed the head (N or V) of the phase, it will process the ordered list
of selectional requirements which are projected as independent phases. We should
stress that the last selected complement projection is the last operation triggered by the
previous phase; then its processing can be considered a sequential phase47. On the
other hand (22.b) guarantees that any phase is part of the tree and that it is connected
to a previously processed phase by a dominance relation that complies with either a
functional or a selectional requirement.
3.3. Including phases in a Minimalist Grammar
We can now include the phase idea in our grammar48. As we saw in §3.2, there are at
least two things we need to guarantee: first, the number of elements within a phase
should be finite; second, we need to encode in a precise way the ordered set of
functional elements. One way to avoid problems with the arbitrary introduction of
(unordered, infinite) functional elements within the phrase structure would be to
45

Exactly the same “problem” underlies the numeration idea (Chomsky 1995).
Complying with the no tampering condition (Chomsky 1995).
47
See Bianchi and Chesi (2005) for a discussion of right hand modifiers, and Chesi (in progress) for a
discussion of extraposition and heavy NP-shift.
48
I will not discuss in these pages the similarity of this proposal with respect to other influential
frameworks (such as Dynamic Syntax, Cann and al. 2005) nor the resemblance of the notion of Phase
Projection to the elementary trees discussed in TAG approach (Joshi 1985, Frank 2002); notice
however that these assumptions are not completely original. Refer to Chesi ed. (in progress) for a
comparison of these frameworks.
46
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import into Stabler’s formalization a stipulation on the universal order of functional
projections, as discussed in (15). This specification can easily be incorporated by
imposing an order on the licensor features (notice that this order is implicitly both
linear and hierarchical); the licensors subset (which I will call functional, following
the standard minimalist terminology) can be defined as an ordered set as follows:
(23)

licensors/functional features:
V49: <Force, Top, Int, Top, Focus, Mod, Top, Fin, Mood speech act, Mood
evaluative, Mood evidential, Mood epistemic, T past, T future, Mood irrealis, Mood necessity,
Mood possibility, Mood volitional, Mood obligation, Mood permission, Asp habitual, Asp
repetitive I, Asp frequentative I, Asp celerative I, Asp perfect, Asp retrospective I, Asp
proximatives, Asp durative, Asp generic/progressive, Asp prospective, Asp sg completive I, Asp pl
completive I , Voice, Asp celerative II, Asp repetitive II, Asp completive II, T anterior, Asp
terminative, Asp continuative, Asp frequentative II>
N50: <K(case), D, ordinal number, cardinal number, subjective comment,
?evidential, size, length, height, speed, ?depth, width, weight, temperature,
wetness, age, shape, colour, nationality/origin, material, compound
element>

Given this restrictive structural skeleton, the most natural way to accommodate
functional projections and the phase environment as part of the grammatical
formalism is to define phases as structure building operations F: Phase Projection can
be thought of as a finite set of partial functions from tuples of expressions to
expressions such that for any select feature inspected, they add the minimal (precompiled) SD to comply with the relevant selectional requirements. Selection
requirements can be expressed simply in terms of dominance relations as follows:
(24) declarative:
{V Y S(ubject) nom(inative), V Y T}

minimal SD projected:
V

(Snom = N-phase of the kind: {N Y D,
N Y Knom}; subscripts (Snom, Knom) express
feature value/subclass)

+Snom
( [ +Knom+D N] )

V
V

+T
V

minimal SD projected:

Wh- question:
{V Y Cwh, V Y Snom, V Y T}
(as before, S and C are N-phases;
subscripts (Cwh, Dwh) express
value/subclass)

V

feature

+Cwh
( [+Dwh N] )

V

+ Snom
( [+Knom +D N] )

V
V

+T
V
49

Feature hierarchy based on Rizzi (1997, 2004b) and on Cinque (1999). See Cardinaletti (2002) on
subject positions and Zanuttini (1997) on negation positions.
50
Based on Scott (1998).
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For every phase, every node will be processed/expanded from Left-to-Right in
compliance with the LP and the order imposed to licensors/functional projections by
means of the other structure building operations Merge and Move, which are defined
in the following sections.
4. Merge as unification
A standard assumption within the minimalist mainstream is that merge is the first
source of recursion in natural language:
(25) merge (Y , merge (X, ... merge (C, merge (A, B))...))
A, B, C, X and Y are either lexical elements or the results of other merge operations;
in the second case, merge is applying in a recursive fashion:
(25') merge (John , merge(said, ... merge(Mary,
merge(bought, merge(the, book)))...))
Notice that in the previous paragraph we have already introduced a similar
concatenating operation: Phase Projection allows for a comparable structural
composition, though constrained by selectional features. Notice also, that Stabler
(1997) assumed a more constrained version of merge than the standard minimalist
one: in fact, it would be extremely inefficient to include in our grammar an operation
that freely creates structures that have then to be filtered out51; in order to avoid
filtering, structure building operations in (2) delete information (destructive feature
checking, Stabler 1997) by feature checking/pairing as exemplified in (4). This has
two interesting effects: first, the very same feature (e.g. N in [N dog]) can not enter
more than one merge relation; this is potentially a welcome result since, for instance,
we can prevent the very same element from receiving more than one thematic role.
Second, a given feature can not select different categories. This solution is indeed not
completely problem free: first, as discussed in Stabler (1997), successive cyclic Amovement (e.g. Johni appears ti to seem ti ... to be ti happy) is problematic from this
perspective, since base features should not be deleted in these cases; second, rigid
selection causes easily detectable problems as shown by the lexicon fragment reported
below:
(26) lex = [=Asp

Mood

probably], [=V

Asp

suddenly], [N Napoleon], [=N V died]

With such a lexicon we could easily generate the sentence (26.a), but not (26.b):
(26) a. Probably suddenly Napoleon died
b. *Probably Napoleon died
This is because the derivation fails as soon as we merge the V complex [V [N
Napoleon] died] with [=Asp probably]: *merge([=Asp Mood probably], [V [N Napoleon]
died]) is undefined since the selectional requirement =Asp cannot be satisfied. Neither
51

See Fong 1991 for a discussion of the inefficiencies related to the free application of structural
generators.
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changing the =Asp requirement of [Probably] to =V would solve the problem (this
would make sentence (26.a) underivable), nor it does to change the [=N V died] entry
with [=N =Mood V died]; in fact, this would yield an incorrect prediction on the
grammaticality of sentences without adverbials:
(26) c. *[=Mood V [Napoleon] died]

(=Mood would not be satisfied)

A solution for this puzzle (which is adopted, for instance, in some lexicon fragments
in HPSG) would be to multiply lexical entries:
(27) probably: [=Tpast Mood probably], [=T_future Mood probably],
[=Asp_completive Mood probably]
[=V Mood probably], [=T_past =Asp_completive Mood probably],
[=Tpast =Asp_completive =V Mood probably] ...
But this solution would produce n! lexical entries for n possible selecting features.
This introduces a high level of unwanted ambiguity in our lexicon.
Another example of “inadequacy” of merge comes from agreement facts:
(28) *il gatti
thesing cats pl

(Italian)

The simplest hypothesis to explain the agreement requirement between nouns and
determiners (and every adjectival form within the nominal domain) in Italian (as in
many other languages) is to pose an agreement constraint on the success of a merge
operation. This way the “simple” function that “takes two elements α, β already
constructed and creates a new one consisting of the two” (Chomsky 2001:6) would
become more complex, but definitely more constrained from an empirical (and
computational) point of view. There is, in fact, a well known information combining
operation that seems to do the wanted job: this is unification52.
To sum up, it is inefficient to freely build structures that then have to be filtered
out, so we need more specific devices to avoid building inconsistent SDs. Marking
explicitly lexical items for merge by simply using select features, as Stabler does, is an
interesting solution, but it is insufficient to discard some unwanted structures;
moreover, it carries a big computational cost as soon as we try to capture optional
functional selection of the type exemplified in (26)-(27).
4.2. Including unification in a Phase-based Minimalist Grammar
We have just shown that the simple idea of linking the merge operation to a single
selecting mechanism (=f) turns out to be empirically problematic if we assume that
any selecting/selected pair of features has to be deleted for convergence. In (23) I
suggested that functional features should not be included in the base set but in the
functional one (following Grimshaw’s extended projection intuition). This, however,
does not automatically solve the problem: there are functional elements that are
optionally selected (for instance, adverbs) while others seem to be mandatory (like
52

Up to now, the expressions in Lex are considered “flat” just because we do not need any more
complex devices to describe the basic operations within this formalism introduction. A translation of
these expressions in complete features structures such as Attribute-Value Matrices is however possible
and desirable. This could lead to include in our grammar an unification algorithm similar to the one
used in G/H-PSG (cf. Shieber 1986) that I can not discuss here.
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determiners in some contexts/languages). As we saw in the preceding section, this
asymmetry can be captured, within the Extended Projection assumption, if we assume
a projection operation that includes some sort of subcategorization option: in this way,
the select subclass is not just the mirror of base, but it is a set built from {base ∪
functional}. For instance =[+D N] projects a noun phrase where the functional D
feature will be satisfied either via movement or by determiner insertion. I will
procrastinate the discussion of the movement operation up to next section and I will
now concentrate on lexical insertion: let us restrict the merge definition simply to the
lexical insertion scenario:
(29)

Merge (definition)
a partial function that unifies a lexical item with a (set of) functional/base
features already present in the SD.

The function is partial since it fails (or it is undefined) for certain inputs (e.g.
merge(D[number=plural], N[number=singular])). Going back to the previous
example, if a V-head selects an N-phase with a D functional specification (i.e. [=[+D N]
V run]) once we process this phase, from Left-to-Right, we have the following viable
options:
(30)

a. merging a proper noun: e.g. merge([+D N], [+D N John]) = [+D N John]; this
would result in a fully lexicalized feature structure where both features are
satisfied by a single lexical entry (this simply ends the derivation of the
nominal phase);
b. merging a determiner, e.g. merge([+D N], [D the]) = [+D[D the] N ],
lexicalizing the D feature, then processing the next projected feature (i.e. N)
c. merging a functional element that is compatible with a functional
specification of the related phase head (e.g. merge([+D[D the] N ], [+ADJ nice])
= [+D[D the] +ADJ[+ADJ nice] N ])

It is easy to prove that merging an incompatible functional feature with a given phasehead or two features differing in values is excluded. In this sense we can think of
Merge as a way to lexicalize a categorial feature strictly from Left-to-Right. 53
5. Movement as a Left-to-Right dependency
Another source of recursion in natural language is successive cyclic movement54:
(31) merge (move (A), ... merge (move (A), ... merge (A, B)...)...))
A classical example is successive cyclic wh-movement in head-initial languages:
(31') Whoi do you believe [ti that Mary think [ti that ...
[ti that everybody admires ti]...] ] ?
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Recall that the linearization of functional features is deterministically predicted by the imposed
ordered list among features and by LP.
54
This is true at least for head-initial languages. Something has to be said for head-final languages but
for sake of compactness I can not address the issue here.
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Independently of the specific devices used to account for displacement (probe-goal,
edge features etc.), in a bottom-to-top derivation, every intermediate step, required to
escape the phase impenetrability condition (or subjacency or barrier-hood, depending
on the framework), has to be triggered by some feature: in the classical minimalist
understanding of wh-movement (Chomsky 1995), for instance, the displacement
operation could not alter the relevant wh- feature that triggers the last step of the whchain. If this were allowed, either we would have a non-deterministic operation that
could at any step leave the element undisplaced or move it at will (leading, in any
case, to a grammatical result) or else prevent the element from moving further after
the first step (possibly stranding it in a ungrammatical position). A relevant (and
recurring) question, then, is what triggers intermediate steps in successive cyclic
movement.
5.1. On intermediate steps
Within the minimalist mainstream, two influential solutions have been proposed in
order to make successive cyclic A'-movement possible:
i. Formal Features (FFs), e.g. Probe-Goal approach described in Chomsky
(2000:135);
ii. Edge Features (EFs), Chomsky (2005).
The nature of the two solutions differs substantially in terms of paired deletion: while
FFs are selected both on the probe and on the goal and delete against one another,
causing a freezing effect ((32.a-a'); Rizzi 2004a), EFs are present only on the phase
head and force internal merge as shown in (32.b-b'):
(32)

a.
a'.
b.
b'.

... [+FF C] everybody admires [-FF -WH who]?55
... [+FF [-FF WH who] C] everybody admires <who> ?
... [EF C] everybody admires [WH who]?
... [EF [WH who] C] everybody admires <who> ?

FFs describe movement strictly in terms of uninterpretable-interpretable feature
checking, while EFs charge the entire burden of the movement operation on the phasehead which forces internal merge to comply with scope/discourse-related “edge
requirements”.
Both solutions leave some theoretical problems unanswered. As for the first
solution, the use of FFs would predict any single step to be triggered by a single
(different) feature. Unless we assume that A'-move is indeed a non-recursive
operation, successive cyclicity would need a potentially infinite number of formal
features on the wh-element to be moved56:
(33)

55

a.

[+WH C] do you think [+FF C] Mary said ... [+FF C] everybody admired
[-FF -FF .... -FF -WH who]?
a'. [+wh [-WH who] C] do you think [+FF <-FF -WH who> C] Mary said ...
[+FF <-FF -FF .... -FF -WH who> C] everybody admired <-FF -FF .... -FF -WH who> ?

The formalism used here (+/-FF) is inspired by Stabler's (1997) proposal.
For sake of simplicity I have not introduced +FF on the edge of vP. This would have been obviously
unproblematic.
56
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This is in contrast with the finitary nature of the lexicon57.
On the other hand (Chomsky 2005:5,17), EF on a phase head would require
movement (re-merge or internal merge) of the wh-element to the (relevant) position in
the edge of the phase. This would allow successive cyclicity without requiring an
infinite number of features on the wh-phrase:
(34)

a. [EF C] do you think [EF C] Mary said ... [EF C] everybody admired [who]?
a'. [who EF C] do you think [<who> EF C] Mary said ... [<who> EF C]
everybody admired <who> ?

However, a problem with this device arises from the definition of internal merge,
which is a genuine instance of merge: it is not clear (at least to me) how EFs should
force internal Vs. external merge if the element to be displaced is not marked in any
way. Why could EF on C not be satisfied by an expletive or, in general, by external
merge? Another problem comes from the fact that we should expect a minimal
variation of (34) to be grammatical, contrary to the facts:
(34')

a. John thinks [EF C] Mary said ... [EF C] everybody admired [who]?
a'. *John thinks [who EF C] Mary said ... [<who> EF C] everybody admired
<who> ?

The intimate relation between the wh-element in its verbal selected position and the
very same element in its scopal position (the dual semantics property of the
conceptual-intentional system, Chomsky 2005:7) is lost if we do not have any featural
mark-up which identifies both the wh-element and the proper scope (“criterial”)
position.
It is worth to mention a variant of the first mechanism, which is suggested by
Luigi Rizzi (2004): Rizzi proposes to eliminate the +/- distinction, marking both the
wh-element and the attracting complementizer head with the very same feature F. In
order to account for successive cyclicity, Rizzi includes formal features f (crucially
different from the one that triggers the last step in the bottom-to-top derivation and
creates the freezing effect) in the sense of McCloskey (2002). Following this idea, the
derivation can be rephrased as follows:
(35)

a. [F C] do you think [f C] Mary said ... [f C] everybody admired [F who]?
a'. [F [F who] C] do you think [f < F who> C] Mary said ...
[f < F who> C] everybody admired < F who> ?

This solution removes three important problems: first, it removes the inconvenient
asymmetry between interpretable and uninterpretable features (as Rizzi noticed, we
can hardly believe that question-related criterial positions and/or wh-elements involve
morphologically overt uninterpretable features); second, it does not violate the finitary
nature of the lexicon (since the wh-element only bears one relevant F feature); third, it
is compatible with the freezing effect and it can circumvent the expletive-strategy
(when the wh-element is marked with F, if an expletive satisfies the complementizer F
requirement by matching, then the F features on the wh-element would stay
unmatched; if we assume that F requires a matching in a criterial position, sentences
like (34') are correctly predicted to be ungrammatical).
57

Notice that this problem affects Stabler’s definition of movement as well.
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There is however one last standing problem: why are formal features f inserted phaseby-phase in the computation? This is nothing but a teleological device, in order to
allow the wh-phrase to reach the criterial position. This can hardly be considered an
explanatorily adequate answer.
5.2. Relativized Minimality
Another empirical problem is how to capture relativized minimality effects. The
definition of movement in (3) is not sufficient to predict the correct constraints: as
argued by Rizzi (1990), intervention effects in movement are not just a matter of
identity of feature, but rather of classes of features. For instance, the movement of a
wh- element is blocked not only by the intervention of another wh- element, as in
(36.a).
(36)

a.

*howi do you wonder why I should cook this stuff ti?

but also by an intervening negation (36.b), a focalized element (36.c), or a
quantificational adverbial (36.d) (Starke 2001:5):
(36)

b. *howi don’t you think that I should cook this stuff ti
b'. *howi do you think that I shouldn’t cook this stuff ti
c. *howi do you think that, THIS STUFF, I should cook ti,
(not those eggplants over there)
d. ?*howi should I often cook this stuff ti?

It is possible to define a natural class of functional features relevant to minimality:
(37) Q(uantificational) {wh, negation, focus, quantificational-adverbs}
All elements bearing one of these features are potentially deadly interveners for
movement of an element bearing a feature in the same set. Following Rizzi (2004), the
classical A' class, can be articulated in the following categories:
a. Topic {topic}
b. Q {Wh, Neg, measure, focus, ... }
c. Mod(ifier) {evaluative, epistemic, Neg, frequentative, celerative, measure, ... }
Argumental features represent distinct class of interveners (A-chains/movement):
(38) A(rgumental) {person, number, gender, case}
Another refinement of the movement operation is then required to capture intervention
effects.
5.3. Implementing movement
In the preceding sections I have pointed out two problems for the standard view of
move: first (§5.1), the teleological nature of the mechanisms triggering intermediate
movement steps; second (§5.2) the fact that intervention effects cannot be expressed
in terms of identity of features.
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A solution for both problems emerges if we adopt a mechanism that is widely
adopted in the literature on parsing, namely, memory buffered long distance
dependencies. Minimally speaking, in order to implement a memory-based
dependency we need:
a. a definition of the memory buffer;
b. a deterministic procedure to move elements into the memory buffer;
c. a deterministic procedure to reintegrate moved elements (from the memory
buffer) in the structure;
d. a success condition that allows us to determine, depending on the content of the
memory buffer, whether the sentence is grammatical or not.
a. As for the structure of the memory buffer, let us assume a standard Last In First Out
(LIFO) memory (used for instance in push-down automata58): the last element moved
in the memory buffer is the first one to be re-inserted in the structure. This would
allow us to easily capture nested dependencies59. Henceforth I will use a graphical
representation (rounded boxes) to schematically represent the memory buffers:
(39)
Mn:

...

P1

Pm

M stands for M(emory)-buffer and will be followed by an identification number/letter
n which will relate it, univocally, to a specific syntactic object (i.e. a phase in a topdown derivation). P1... Pm are elements stored in the memory buffer: P1 is the first
inserted element, Pm the last inserted one. Due to the LIFO structure of the memory
buffer, Pm will be retrieved and reintegrated in the phrase structure before P1.
We can impose a multi-layered structure to the memory buffer so as to deal with
relativized minimality effects: introducing a set of classes of functional specifications,
we can predict selective intervention effects as discussed in §5.2. This is the schematic
representation of a multi layered (LIFO) memory buffer:
(39')
Mn:
Q:

Q1

Mod: Mod1

...

Qm

...

Modl

...

b. c. In order to regulate storage of an element within the memory buffer and the
unloading procedure, we use the LP, repeated below:
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This is not a dangerous assumption in computational terms: our grammar would be no more powerful
than context-free grammars. See Hopcroft and al. (1990) for a discussion of this point.
59
Probably, this assumption will turn out to be too strong and it could be somehow weakened in order
to capture some relevant empirical phenomena (cross-serial dependencies, apparent freedom in word
order for topicalized elements). See §6 for discussion of these points.
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(40) Linearization Principle
(LP)
if A dominates B, then either
a.
<A, B> if B is a complement of A (that is, A selects B), or
b.
<B, A> if B is a functional projection of A
According to the LP, an argument is inserted in the memory buffer if it is placed to the
left of the phase-head: Wh-elements in the left periphery, topicalized arguments and
the subject in SVO languages, for instance, will be inserted in the appropriate layer of
the memory buffer and discharged in the argumental positions as soon as they can be
selected. This leads to a theory in which move preempts merge. This non-conventional
assumption seems however to be empirically tenable, as discussed by Richards
(1999).
d. Lastly, we need to specify a clear relation between the content of the memory
buffer and the (un)grammaticality of the processed sentence. The most natural
assumption is that the memory buffer be empty at the end of the derivation: if not so,
we would have an unselected element within our structural description and that would
violate the principle of Full Interpretation (Chomsky 1986). To guarantee a full
interpretation we need to state explicitly this success condition:
(41) Success condition
(in order for the sentence to be grammatical) the memory buffer(s) must be
empty at the end of the derivation.
To summarize, a Left-to-Right movement operation stores in a memory buffer all the
elements which are not properly selected (according to LP) and must discharge them
in appropriately selected positions by the end of the derivation.
Crucially, I propose that the memory buffers are local to computational phases:
(42) Phase
(final definition)
a phase is a complete derivation involving:
 a Phase Projection of a potential SD structure,
 a set ip of lexical items such that any item is either the head of the phase, a
functional specification or a complement of the head of the phase,
 a memory buffer M, to store unselected items and retrieve selected ones.
Notice that this definition allows us to process phases either in parallel or sequentially
(cf. §3.1): in the first case, a superordinate phase is still open when we process another
phase (we will call this phase nested from now on); in the second case, we close the
previous phase before processing the sequential one; this happens essentially when we
project the last selected complement of a phase (hereafter this last projected phase will
be the sequential selected phase).
As for the content of the memory buffer, let us assume that it is initialized as
empty, when the processing begins, and that at the end of every phase, if the memory
buffer contains some element, these elements will be inherited to the (empty) memory
buffer of the following phase. This inherited element will be part of ip and will be
licensed within the phase by being merged in the relevant position of the leftperiphery, edge of the phase, as phonologically null element, unless specific
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parameterized options hold. An interesting formal constraint we could impose on the
inheritance mechanism, in order to satisfy the success condition (41) is the following
one:
(43) Constraints on memory buffer inheritance
at the end of the phase, items that are still in the memory buffer, can be
discharged only into the memory buffer of the sequential selected phase.
Let us now consider an example of this novel top-down implementation of
movement60 (as discussed in §3.2, we assume that phase heads are N and V61):
(44) What did John buy?
M1:
1

P2

P3

4

3

2
P2
P1

What

did

P3 John

buy

P4 tP3

tP2
P5

The steps of the derivations are as follows:
1. a default verbal phase is projected (P1):
phase_projection(Wh- question) = [+C_wh +T +S_nom V ]62
2. since the verbal phase is interrogative, this functional feature has to be
explicitly marked; in English this can be done by merging the relevant whelement within the specific “criterial” position. That is how [+D_wh N what],
phase P2 (computed as a trivial nested phase), is introduced in the derivation:
merge([+C_wh +T +S_nom V ], [+D_wh N what]) = [+C_wh[+D_wh N what] +T +S_nom V ]
3. since it is unselected (by LP) it is inserted (step 1) in the memory buffer (M1)
of the matrix V-phase (P1):
move([+D_wh N what]) = M1[ Q[+D_wh N what] ]
4. did is compatible with a tense functional specification of the matrix V-phase,
then licensed in this position:
merge([+C_wh [+D_wh what] +T +S_nom V ], [+T did]) =
[+C_wh [+D_wh N what] +T[did] +S_nom V ]
5. [+D N John] (phase P3, again computed as a (trivial) nested phase) is introduced
to satisfy a subject-criterial (in the sense of Rizzi 2004a) requirement
(functional specification of P1) and moved in the memory buffer since it is
unselected (step 2):
merge([+C_wh[+D_wh N what] +T[did] +S_nom V ], [+K_nom +D N John]) =
[+C_wh[+D_wh N what] +T[did] +S_nom[+K_nom N John] V ]
move([+K_nom +D N John]) = M1[ Q[+D_wh N what], A[+K_nom +D N John] ]
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Thanks to Valentina Bianchi for the “box-notation” that allow us to keep track of the derivation in a
compact and meaningful way.
61
This will roughly corresponds, respectively, to DP and CP phases in a bottom-to-top derivation. As
for vP phase, it is not completely clear to me what relevant empirical data could be captured with this
phase level in a top-down grammar: notice that reconstruction effects could be predicted by using VPshells and intermediate traces along the lines of Barker (2007).
62
It is fair to assume that aux-subject inversion is decided (as parameterized option) at this level.
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6. then [=[+D N] =[+D N] V buy] is processed as the head of the matrix V-phase (P1).
Since it has two selection requirements to be satisfied (an agent and a patient,
both N-phases), these select features will project two phases, P4 e P5.
merge([+C_wh[+D_wh N what] +T[did] +S_nom[+K_nom +D N John] V ],
[=[+D N] =[+D N] V buy]) =
[+C_wh[+D_wh N what] +T[did] +S_nom[+K_nom +D N John] V[=[+D N] =[+D N] V buy] ]
phase_projection([+D N]) (per two) =
[+C_wh [+D_wh N what] +T[did] +S_nom[+K_nom +D N John] V[[buy [+D N]] [+D N]] ]
7. P4 is a nested phase and will be unified by (re-)merging P3 (the first accessible
element in M1);
merge([... V[[buy [+D N]] [+D N]]], M1[A:J.]) = [... V[[buy [+K_nom +D N J.]] [+D N]]]
8. P5 is the last Phase Projection: it is a selected/sequential phase where the last
selectional requirement of the previous phase will be lexicalized by merging
P2.
merge([+D N], M1[Q:what]) = [+D_wh N what]
I would like to stress that, despite its apparent similarity with a parsing algorithm, this
is not a mere parsing strategy but it is the formal implementation of the move
operation. The elements entering the derivation can be thought of as selected by using
the “standard” (sub)numeration(s) device. Full Interpretation and the rigidly ordered
cartographic structural positions force Left-to-Right linearization in a deterministic
way. From a chain-driven perspective, this solution simply shifts the focus from the
tail-position (selected position, always lexically derivable), to the head-position of a
chain (scope position, dynamically determined by the speaker in a multiple clausals
context). This shift is necessary in order to make the movement operation
deterministic without any look-ahead device for intermediate steps63, as shown in the
following subsection.
5.4. Successive cyclic Left-to-Right movement
We are now ready to account for successive cyclicity: the definition of movement
predicts that an element can be released only in a selected (i.e. post-head) position or
else it is transmitted to the selected sequential phase: the element is discharged in this
phase and, since it is not properly selected (the Phase Projection added the minimal set
of dominance relation so as to expect a V-phase, not a N-phase), it gets reloaded in the
memory buffer of the sequential phase. And so on, until a compatible selected position
is found where the moved element can be remerged/discharged:
(45) Who do you believe (that Mary said that ... ) that everybody admires?
(46) [CP [DPWho]i do you believe ... [CP ti [that everybody admires ti ]]?
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This is because the scope in A'-movement is always marked essentially by the surface position of the
A'-moved element. The selected position is indeed deterministically identifiable given the definition of
phase and the inheritance mechanism of the memory buffer in (42).
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4
M1:

P2

Who

P1 (matrix)

3

...

m-4

...

tP2 that

Mn-2
m-3

do

P3

P2

P5

m-1

m-2

2

1
P2

P3

you

believe tP3

Pn-1

everybody

admires tP5

Pn-2

m
tP2
Pn

The algorithm initializes a V(erbal) phase (the CP in (45), P1 in (46)). Then it
computes the wh-phrase, which constitutes a separate N(ominal) phase (P2). Since this
wh-phrase is not selected, it is stored in the local memory buffer (M1) of P1 by Move
(step 1). Then, the computation of P1 proceeds by integrating the auxiliary as a tense
specification and it stores the subject (nested) N-phase P3, which will be retrieved as
soon as the head of the matrix V-phase P1, believe, is processed. At this point (step 3)
P3 is discharged in the subject position and P1 is closed, since we have reached the
last selected complement. The wh-phrase (P2) in the memory buffer M1 is then
discharged (step 4) in the memory buffer of the selected-sequential phase (this is in
order to comply with the success condition (41)) and so recursively. In the end, P2
will be remerged (step m-4) in the left periphery of the complement CP (Pn-2); then,
since this position is unselected, the wh-phrase is re-stored in the local memory buffer
of Pn-2 (step m-3). As a result, this "inheritance" mechanism leaves an intermediate
copy/trace in the edge of the complement CP phase.64 This way the computation can
proceeds cyclically, phase-by-phase through selected phases, without using any
formal/edge feature. Eventually the wh-phrase P2 will be discharged (step m), from
the local memory buffer of P4, in the object position of a verb (phase Pn, selected by
the V head admires): the Success Condition is thus satisfied at the end of the
computation.
5.5. Understanding Strong Islands from a Top-Down, Left-to-Right perspective
In SVO languages, sentential subjects of (di)transitive verbs behave like (strong, in the
sense of Cinque 1990) islands (47); on the other hand, subjects of unacussatives and
passives (48) seem to allow for smoother extractions (Chomsky 2005b):
(47) a. *Who did [ [close friends of t] become famous]?
b. *I wonder what [ [reading t] would be boring]
(48) a. [Of which car] was [the driver ti] awarded a prize?
b. It was the CAR (and not the TRUCK) of whichi [DP the driver ti ] was
found.
On a par with the first class of subjects, “true” adjuncts too, (49) Vs. (50), are
considered to be strong islands for extraction:
(49) a. *Which concert did you sleep [during t]
b. *How did you leave [before fixing the car t]
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As pointed out by Luigi Rizzi, p.c., although this assumption is not strictly necessary for the
algorithm to work, it seems fairly natural and it allows us to capture various successive cyclicity effects,
like e.g. Irish complementizer alternations (McCloskey 2002).
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(50) a. What did John arrive [whistling t]? (Borgonovo and Neeleman 2000:200)
b. What did John drive Mary crazy [trying to t]?
Looking at cross-linguistic variation, adjuncts (51.a) but not subjects (51.c)65 behave
as islands in head-final languages such as Japanese (Saito & Fukui 1998):
(51)

a. ??Nani-oi [John-ga [PP Mary-ga ti katta kara] okotteru] no.
what-ACC John-NOM Mary-NOM bought since angry Q
‘Whati, John is angry [because Mary bought ti].’
b. ?Nani-oi [John-ga [NP [IP Mary-ga ti katta] koto]-o mondai-ni siteru] no.
what-ACC John-NOM Mary-NOM bought fact-ACC problem-into making Q
‘Whati , John is making an issue out of [the fact that Mary bought ti ].’
c. ?Nani-oi [John-ga [CP [NP [IP Mary-ga ti katta] koto]-ga mondai-da to]
omotteru] no.
what-ACC John-NOM Mary-NOM bought fact-NOM problem-is that think Q
‘Whati , John thinks that [the fact that Mary bought ti ] is a problem.’

The classical solution to account for the islandhood of both subjects and adjuncts is
Huang’s (1982) CED:
(52) Condition on Extraction Domains (CED)
Extraction is only possible out of phrases which are properly governed, where
a node A is taken to properly govern a node B iff
i. A c-commands B and no major category boundary intervenes between A
and B,
ii. B is contained within a maximal projection of A, and
iii. B is assigned its thematic role by A
This condition essentially predicts extractions from objects but it leaves the data in
(51) unaccounted for.
Within the more recent minimalist framework, Uriagereka (1999) suggests that
cyclic spell-out could explain islandhood if we take into account economy conditions
on linearization: in fact, it could be simpler for the linearization system (e.g. some
implementation of Kayne’s LCA) to apply to smaller chunks rather than to the whole
set of terminal nodes in the structure66. Subjects and adjuncts can be shipped to spellout as independent workspaces within which linearization can target only the relevant
subset of elements. The matrix sentence and its object(s?) are instead linearized/speltout within the same workspace. Assuming that elements included in distinct
derivational workspaces cannot freely enter the linearization of other workspaces, this
proposal elegantly accounts for islandhood effects.
Both solutions require non trivial modifications so as to accommodate the
contrast (47) Vs. (48) and (49) Vs. (50). Also the cross-linguistic variation pointed out
in (51) seems to be unexplained. More precisely, we could force the application of
65

The sentence is degraded since it involve an extraction from a complex NP, but crucially does not
contrast with (51.b) (Saito & Fukui 1998).
66
Remember that a similar intuition justified the formalization of the notion of phase in §3.
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CED at a specific derivational point in order to allow for extraction from
passives/unaccusatives (then adapting this condition to a derivational framework), so
as to accommodate (47) Vs. (48); moreover, we could explain the transparent status of
some “lower” adjuncts (such as without- or after-clauses, (50)) by assuming that these
adjuncts have to be somehow thematically related to the predicated event structure (on
the line of Borgonovo and Neeleman 2000; see also Truswell 2006). The Japanese
data, however, remain unaccounted for. The same is true of a multiple spell-out
approach (where, in fact, it would be even more problematic to explain why the
subjects of unaccusatives/passives should be linearized within the matrix clause and
not be independently shipped out to distinct derivational workspaces as other surface
preverbal subjects).
The top-down perspective on strong islands is radically different from the
standard view: as shown in (53), the ungrammaticality of this sentence, repeated
below, does not result from the impossibility of extracting an argument from the
island, but rather from the impossibility of integrating the unselected element within
the phase in which it has been introduced or within another phase, that is sequential to
the originating one:
(53) *Who did [close friends of _ ] become famous?

M1
1

P2

P3

3

*4

2
P2
P1

Who

did

P3

close friends of

become tP3

famous

P4

While the islandhood of subjects of (di)transitive verb follows directly, the
transparency of passives/unaccusatives subjects needs a very strict application of the
memory buffer inheritance mechanism; the definition is repeated below:
(42) Constraints on memory buffer inheritance
Items in the memory buffer, at the end of the phase, can be transferred only to
the memory buffer of the last selected phase (if any).
We can successfully derive the extraction in (48) by first discharging the preverbal
subject in the thematic position projected67 by the unaccusative/passive phase-head;
then, since this is the last selected argument, we should discharge within this
projection the wh- element previously inserted in the memory buffer.
The contrast in (49) Vs. (50) requires us to first discuss the problem of right
hand adjuncts. First observe that the LP in (11) does not allow an adjunct to be
linearized to the right of the lexical head which it is a functional specification of68.
Notice now that the adjuncts, being non-selected (since attached to a “functional
specification”, in the sense of (11)-(15) have to be considered genuine nested phases.
Consider for instance the derivation of (54):

67
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In the sense of (19); not to be confused with the standard X' notion of projection.
This is a standard prediction in any theory that assume some version of Kayne’s LCA.
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(54)

??

[Those boring old reports]i, Kim went to lunch [without reading ei] .

M1
1
P2

Those ...

*2

P2

P3 Kim

went P4 to lunch

*3
P5 without reading tP2

P1
Ignoring for simplicity the phases P3 and P4, the relevant part of the derivation is that
the topicalized ph(r)ase P2 is stored in the memory buffer since it is unselected (step
1), but it can be discharged neither in P5 (step 2) which is nested/unselected, nor in a
sequential phase, since went does not select any other phase. Thus the islandhood of
adjuncts too is a consequence of computational nesting.
In order to explain how a functional-related constituent can be linearized to the
right, against LP, to the right of the modified head, we must allow for the possibility
to delays Phase Projection and Merge:
(55) Heaviness
When a constituent licensed in a functional position is a (nested) complex phase,
namely when it bears select features, it would rather be processed in a phaseperipheral position (i.e. on the right).69
The intuitive motivation of this definition is to reduce complexity (cf. §3), by
marginalizing nesting. At this point it is unclear whether this is just a preference or a
constraint70. Following Bianchi and Chesi (2005), I will tentatively assume that the
nested phase-head bears some select feature (e.g. a manner phase-head as in (56.a)
selects a PP as an argument) and, coherently with Phase Projection (19), this feature
introduces the required SD at the end of the matrix phase (keeping however its nested
relationship with this superordinate phase as in (56.b)71:
(56) a.

b.

[=PP MANNER]

V

...

[=PP MANNER]

V

...

PP

Since [manner] is a functional specification of the verbal phase, it has to be computed
while this superordinate phase is still open (thus the adjunct is a genuinely nested
phase, as expected). Only the special (complex) structure of this functional projection
is responsible for the right-hand position of the selected PP.
69

A little modification of this definition (i.e. the removal of any reference to the licensed/functional
position) would predict heavy NP-shift as well, but this can not be discussed here (see Chesi in
progress).
70
Notice that some important constraints (e.g. right-roof constraint) would be readily predictable by
(55), as discussed in Chesi (in progress).
71
This is necessary in order to prevents the computation of the matrix phase from being interrupted. We
have to assume that the top-down projection of this functional specification will follow the top-down
projection of the head of the matrix clause.
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Note that the right-hand modifier is not selected by the lexical head (unlike
Larson 1988)72; hence, it is not a sequential phase but a nested one. On these lines, it
is possible to capture the unexpected behaviour of some right-hand modifiers which
seem to be transparent for extraction (e.g. (50)) by assuming a minimal difference
between (56.b), where the island PP is “projected” by the functional specification, and
(56.c), where the PP is a sequential phase because the select feature is specified on the
verbal head:73
(56) c.
[=PP +MANNER V]

PP

Finally, we need to account for the cross-linguistic variation of strong islands (51). An
interesting unconventional solution is suggested by Choi & Yoon (2006): while in
English predicates select their arguments (P(redicate)-centered language), in Japanese
arguments select their predicates (A(rgument)-centered language). The idea of inverse
selection is very powerful (and, potentially, very restrictive) but I do not have enough
space here to explore many possible implications. Let me simply highlight that in
order to accommodate this parameterization within the present model we simply need
to allow nominal phases, by means of their case-marking, to intersectively project
their top-down requirements: that is, a nominative and an accusative nominal phase
would conspire so as to project a transitive verbal phase (or rather, the minimal set of
verbal shells constituting a sequential-selected verbal phase). From this perspective,
case-marked nominals are not strong islands. On the other hand, adjuncts do not select
any verbal phase, but they simply license a functional specification of a verbal-phase
(in accordance with LP, they lay on the left of the verbal-head). Then we expect
adjuncts but not case-marked arguments to behave as nested phases, namely as strong
islands.
6. Conclusion: how powerful is Phase-based Minimalist Grammar?
To summarize, a Phase-based Minimalist Grammar is an explicit grammatical
formalism that incorporates various important insights of the Minimalist Framework;
in particular, the notion of phase has been shown to constrain the complexity of the
move operation; so as to achieve this result, however, the phase must be defined as a
finite environment where structure building procedures operate strictly Top-Down and
from Left-to-Right. This directionality shift with respect to the standard theory has
some interesting empirical consequences, in particular in the domain of successive
cyclic movement.
In more formal terms, PMGs can be expressed by 5-tuples {V, Cat, Lex, F, M}
such that:
72

This way the modifier is structurally superior to the VP-internal constituents; this avoids a number of
problems with a generalized Larsonian "adjunct as complement" analysis (see Bianchi 2001, among
others, for discussion).
73
The idea that a selectional specification for a manner PP can be associated directly to a lexical head is
made plausible by the existence of “selected adjuncts” (cf. Rizzi 1990): e.g., a verb like behave requires
a manner specification; a verb like weight requires a measure specification of a certain kind; a verb like
be born requires a locative or temporal specification, etc.
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(57) Phase-based Minimalist Grammar (PMG)
V is a finite set of non-syntactic features, (P ∪ I) where
P are phonetic features and I are semantic ones;
Cat is a finite set of syntactic features, Cat = (base ∪ select ∪ licensors
∪ interveners) where
base
are main categories: {V(erb), N(oun)};
licensors/functional_specifications are ordered sets of functional
features associated to V and N: {V:<Force, Top, Int, ... T, Mood, ...
Asp ...>, N:<K(case), D, ... size, length, ...> };
select specify selection requirements {=x | x ∈ base ∪ licensors };
interveners are classes of elements that behaves uniformly w.r.t.
minimality effects (i.e. F{move}): {A, Q, Mod, Topic};
Lex is a finite set of expressions built from V and Cat (the lexicon);
F is a set of the three partial functions from tuples of expressions to
expressions{merge, move, phase_projection};
M is a set of LIFO memory registers associated to each phase as defined
in F{phase_projection} according to Cat{interveners}.
I would like to conclude this outline, by showing that this grammatical formalism is
more powerful than CFGs and TAGs, namely there are (artificial) languages that
CFGs and TAGs cannot capture and that PMGs does. Let us start by considering how
PMGs can capture simple counting recursion (anbn, cf. Chomsky 1957); using the
grammar/lexicon in (58) we can demonstrate (by construction) that the proposition in
(59) is true:
(58) PMG1:
phase heads:
Lex:

S(tart), R(ecursion), A, B, a, b

[a a], [b b], [=a A0 ε], [=b B0 ε], [=a =A A ε], [=b =B B ε],
[+A0 +B0 =[+A +B R] S ε], [+A +B =[+A +B R] R ε], [=A =B R ε]

(59) strings(PGM1) = {anbn : n ≥ 0}
Sample derivation:
S

S

B0

S

1. Phase Projection ([+A0 +B0 S])
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S

[=a A0]

S

A0

ε

B0

S

2. merge (A0, [=A A0 ε])
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S

S

[=a A0]

S

[=a A0]
S

B0

S
S

[=b B0]

ε

MS = {A<[=a A0]>}

MS = {A<[=a A0]>}

3. delay Phase Projection (=a),
4. move(A0)
(in the A-slot)

5. merge (B0, [=b B0 ε])

S
[=a A0]

S
S

[=b B0]

R

S

S
[=a A0]

ε

S
S

[=b B0]

R

A
B

R

Ms = {A<[=a A0]>, B<[=b B0]>}
MR1 = {A<[=a A0]>, B<[=b B0]>}

MS= {A<[=a A0]>, B<[=b B0]>}

6. delay Phase Projection (=b),
7. move(B0)
(in the B-slot)

...

8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

merge([+A0 +B0 =[+A +B R] S ε])
Phase Projection([+A +B R])
close the S-phase
discharge MS-buffer in MR1
mutatis mutandis (merge A, not
A0 and B, not B0) repeat 2-11 as
you like
...

R

R
R

R

A
A

B

MRn = {A<[=a A0] , ... , [=a =A A]> ,
B<[=b B0] , ... , [=b =B B]> }

13. merge ([=A
loop)

=B

B

R ε]) (to exit the

MRn = {A<[=a A0] , ... , [=a =A A]> ,
B<[=b B0] , ... , [=b =B B]> }

14. merge(M(A<last>))
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...

...

R

R
A

A

B

B
A

A

A

...
aaa ...aaa

A

a

B

B
b

B

n
MRn = {A<[=a A0] , ... , [=a =A A]]]> ,
B<[=b B0] , ... , [=b =B B]> }

MRn = {A<[=a A0] , ... , [=a =A A]> ,
B<[=b B0] , ... , [=b =B B]> }

15. Phase Projection(=a =A)
16. merge(a)
17. repeat 14-16 until [=a A0] is reached

18. close the last A-phase
19. merge(M(B<last>)) (i.e. [=b =B B])

...
R
A
A

B
B

...
aaa ...aaa

n
MRn = {A<[=a A0] , ......... , [=a =A A]> ,
B<[=b B0] , ......... , [=b =B B]> }

...
bbb ...bbb
n

20. repeat 18-19 until [=b B0] is reached, then merge(b) and end the derivation.
Taking advantage of this very same recursive mechanism, it is easy to show that a
minimal modification of this grammar, as shown in (60), is sufficient to capture also
five counting dependencies (three counting dependencies are out of the power of any
CFG, Partee and al. 1993; more than four counting dependencies can not be captured
with TAGs, Stabler 1997):
(60) PMG2:
phase heads:
Lex:
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S(tart), R(ecursion), A, B, C, D, E, a, b, c, d, e
[a a], [b b], [=a A0 ε], [=b B0 ε], [=a =A A ε], [=b =B B ε],
[c c], [d d], [=c C0 ε], [=d D0 ε], [=c =C C ε], [=d =D D ε],
[e e], [=e E0 ε], [=e =E E ε],
[+A0 +B0 +C0 +D0 +E0 =[+A +B +C +D +E R] S ε],
[+A +B +C +D +E =[+A +B +C +D +E R] R ε], [=A =B =C =D =E R ε]

An introduction to Phase-based Minimalist Grammars

(61) anbncndnen : n ≥ 0 ∈ strings(PGM2)
In general PMGs can capture any finite number k of counting dependencies (where k
is the maximum number of functional features within a phase). This guarantees that
PMGs are at least mildly-context sensitive and as powerful as MGs, so they are
sufficient to capture any relevant property of the natural languages.
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To investigate the linguistic competence of a non-fluent
aphasic speaker we focus on certain properties of the patient's
deficit in the functional lexicon, and ascribe occurrences of
non standard use to defective syntactic computation. By
manipulating the position of constituents, we tested
agreement in sentences with post-verbal subjects and the
patient's ability to detect errors induced by different elements
in attraction configurations.
The results show clear asymmetries in grammaticality
judgments of the different agreement conditions. A deficit in
the computation of agreement in sentences with postverbal
subjects was reported, indication of the fragile nature of
postverbal subject agreement. In the experiment on attraction
we found a clear impairment with attraction induced by linear
intervention of a prepositional modifier. In order to evaluate
our subject's performance we compare the results from this
single case study with data from a range of experiments
involving other languages and populations.
By investigating the finer properties of functional elements
we hope to show the extent to which certain characteristics of
aphasic speech may be attributed to a possible reduction in
processing abilities.

Introduction
Subjects with aphasia caused by cerebral lesions present an interesting empirical
source for investigating the correlation between the organization of neural structures
and linguistic models. The functional lexicon is one aspect of language in which this
correlation may be studied. Much work on aphasia focuses on the functional lexicon,
since the tendency to drop functional elements is characteristic of so-called
agrammatic or non-fluent speech (see Menn and Obler, 1990 for cross-linguistic data).
Functional categories trigger fundamental linguistic computations, such as verb
movement, stepwise from subordinate to super-ordinate categories in the tree
structures. An impairment of concatenation (and/or movement) should therefore
lower the likelihood of these operations succeeding. From this perspective, it is
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possible that specific properties of the computation are responsible for certain
distinctions present in the lexicon1.
In the present research we focus on the various distinctions covered by the global term
'functional lexicon' by testing fluctuations in the grammatical system, area of
constrained variations, where the occurrence of an element in the syntactic structure is
coherent with its configurational environment. This issue is closely linked to
investigation of the general anti-optional character of human language and its
consequences in terms of hierarchical restriction and parametric selection. It is
possible that finer distinctions related to the possibility of dropping material
depending on the grammatical contexts are what count in syntactic derivations (see,
for example, Rizzi, 2005 on the possibility of dropping pronouns in a restricted
structural environment in acquisition; or Hamman et al., 2003 for a study on
complement pronouns in Specific Language Impairment; or Friedmann, 2002 for
production of interrogatives in aphasia related to different structural layers).
In the present study we analyze the implementation of Subject – Verb agreement in
the language of a non-fluent aphasic speaker, by manipulating the position of
constituents in an experiment on preverbal and postverbal subject agreement.
Evidence from comparative syntax and language acquisition reveal differences in the
realization of agreement morphology depending on whether the subject is preverbal,
hence in a local Spec/head configuration, or whether it is postverbal, i.e. in a nonlocal environment (see Guasti and Rizzi, 2002).
We also tested the ability of our subject to judge agreement errors in attraction
configurations where elements intervene between the subject and the verb. In the light
of previous research on French adults speakers (Franck et al., 2006) we investigated
number mismatches within the VP by testing attraction induced by different attractors:
prepositional modifiers and object clitics.
Before presenting materials and results, in the following sections we present the
empirical evidence that forms the background to our experiments.
1.1 On agreement in non-fluent aphasia
In the literature on non-fluent aphasic speech, it has been suggested that not all the
functional lexicon is necessarily damaged, indicating that distinctions may be made
within this category.
Friedmann and Grodzinsky (2000) found that in the patients they studied omission of
items from the functional lexicon is sensitive to the position of these elements in the
syntactic tree. Cross–linguistic observations show selective omission of temporal
morphology yet preserved number features in subject-verb agreement; this led
Friedmann to hypothesize a structural reduction of the syntactic tree (The Tree
Pruning Hypothesis; Friedmann 2002).
Friedmann’s explanation of the Split IP dissociation is directly linked to the argument
put forward in Pollock’s study (Pollock, 1989) and to the idea that Tense phrase (TP)
occupies a position above Agreement phrase (AgrP). On the other hand, many crosslinguistic data as well as evidence from generative syntax and from acquisition favor a
1

That the functional lexicon is a natural class, distinct from the contentive lexicon, is made plausible by
much evidence stemming from language acquisition, language use and pathology. Functional elements
form a closed class comprising lexical material such as determiners, auxiliaries, modals, copulas,
conjunctions and complementizers. They are few and diachronically very stable. They do not
participate in derivational morphology and have “abstract” interpretative properties (see Rizzi, 2004a
for an overview of the functional lexicon related to syntactic computation).
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subject agreement head higher than the Tense node (see Belletti, 2000 and Guasti and
Rizzi, 2002 for related discussion).
The existence of a distinction between an accessible projection in the tree (Subject
agreement, AgrP) and more inaccessible positions (Tense phrase, TP) is an index of
an active grammatical property in agrammatic production.
These neuropsychological data provide a strong argument in favor of morphological
features not being projected from overt morphology but instead being related to
morphosyntactic variation. Morphology therefore has a partly realizational function: it
interprets syntactic computations.
Assuming that grammatical selections are parsing strategies, the impairment in verbal
morphology witnessed in Broca's aphasics could be explained in terms of
computational preferences. Interesting evidence comes from a recent study on
processing in adults speakers (De Vincenzi, et al., in preparation). Reading times and
event related potentials were collected in order to investigate responses to number
violations and tense violations on verbs. Agreement violations were detected in an
early phase while violations of temporal morphology were detected in a successive
temporal window. Number violations in SV agreement elicited a left anterior
negativity (LAN) 60 msec earlier than the LAN elicited by violations of Tense
concordance.
These are converging evidence (from behavioral, electrophysiological and
neuropsychological data) for distinct processing of the two morphosyntactic relations.
Data from patients with cerebral lesions complement the evidence from normal adult
systems. The evidence appears to be consistent with two possible explanations
regarding the grammatical impairment: a purely knowledge based approach related to
positional variables such as that advanced in Friedmann‘s Structural Tree Pruning
Hypothesis, or a more integrated approach in which grammatical distinctions are
processing aids to parsing sentences. Clarification on this issue requires examination
of more finely detailed grammatical phenomena.
Implementation of subject-verb agreement is related to the position of the subject. An
interesting property of VS order is the different way agreement morphology is realized
in different languages (see Guasti and Rizzi, 2002 and quoted literature). English
realizes morphological agreement, as in (1a), whereas in French the postverbal subject
does not agree with the verb, as in (1c).On the contrary the sentence with SV order in
French shows number inflection, as in (1b).
(1)

a. There come three girls
b. Trois filles sont arrivées
Three girls are arrived
c. Il est arrivé trois filles
‘It has arrived three girls’
d. Sono arrivate tre ragazze
Are arrived three girls
‘Three girls have arrived’
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In this paradigm standard Italian patterns with English, compare (1a) and (1d), while
some Italian dialects pattern with French (data reported are taken from Brandi and
Cordin, 1989).
(2)

Fiorentino / Florentine dialect
a. Gl’è venuto le su’ sorelle
to-him is come the his sisters
b. Le su’ sorelle le son venute
the his sisters they are come
Trentino/ Trentino dialect
c. E’ vegnù le so’ sorele
is come the his sisters
d. Le so’ sorele le son vegnude
The his sisters they are come

As seen in (2a) and in (2c), in postverbal configurations morphological realization of
number is not mandatory. These observations are consistent with the proposal that
realization of agreement is related to the positional properties of the elements
concerned and support a grammatical interpretation of the phenomenon.
Guasti and Rizzi (2002) have suggested an explanation of this morphosyntactic
distinction in terms of different configurations. In SV structures agreement is checked
twice: AgrS gets valued through AGREE, and its features are then checked, after
movement of the subject, in a local Spec-head configuration. In VS structures
agreement is established uniquely under AGREE, as agreement checking in the local
Spec-head configuration is not available. The two configurations are exemplified in
(3).
(3)

a DP … AGR syntactic checking
b AGR … DP specific property of the system

Under the view that agreement processes can be taken to be the reflex of an
established Spec-head relation inside an Agr projection, as revealed by (preverbal)
subject agreement, postverbal subject agreement involves checking in a non-local
configuration, and the building of a syntactic chain. The formalism expressed in (3)
presents Agreement as a grammatical process related to hierarchical factors. The
interplay between active subject positions, whether pre-verbal (SV) or post-verbal
(VS), and the morphological realization of agreement is subject to constrained
variation and offers us a precise domain in which to evaluate performance on
grammatical distinctions.
We will see that this effect is visible at a processing level and that in configurations
such as (3b) the system is more prone to error: agreement has variable morphological
expression.
1.2 On agreement in attraction configurations
The next step is to test subject-verb agreement in complex configurations in order to
throw light on distinct processing effects in agreement computations.
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A productive empirical stratagem for studying different agreement configurations at
the sentence level is the phenomenon of attraction. Attraction is manifested when an
element intervening between two elements sharing an agreement relation, and
mismatched in the relevant agreement features, attracts agreement. This can be
simplified in the abstract configuration in (4a), producing an effect as in (4c).
(4) a

X
…
Z
… Y
[ …, ϕSingular ] […, ϕPlural] […,ϕSingular]

(4) b The boat of the American soldiers leaves in the fog
(4) c *The boat of the American soldiers leave in the fog
Much experimental work has shown that there is a proximity concord effect
determined by the closest noun in elicited production of sentences such as (4) (Bock
and Miller, 1991).
We can presume that the processor, having to proceed under time pressure and with
strong working memory constraints, wants a clear indication of the nature of the
elements to link in a local relation. When linear and hierarchical orders conflict, the
system is prone to errors.
A recent study on the structural properties of number features within the VP (Franck
et al., 2006) shows different effects with different syntactic relations: linear
precedence and hierarchical order. Franck et al. investigated attraction effects with
two different classes of interveners in French: prepositional modifiers and clitic object
pronouns.
(5)

a. Le professeur les lit/*lisent
The professor them reads/read
b. Le professeur des élèves lit/*lisent
The professor of the students reads/*read (from Franck et al.2006, [18])

In this experiment a larger number of attraction errors were found with clitics than
with prepositional modifiers. This effect was put down to differences in the structural
relations involved. In (5a) the intervening constituent, the clitic, is in a c-comand
relationship with the agreement head while in (5b) the intervening element is merely
in a configuration of linear precedence2, as can be seen in (6a) and (6b).

2

They also found that plural intervening elements generated more errors compared with singulars. This
effect is attested in other studies suggesting that plural nouns are marked forms and that they are
therefore more disruptive interveners.
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(6a)

(6b)

AgrP

AgrP

DP
Il professore

DP
IP
li legge

IP
VP

Il professore
PP

legge

VP

degli studenti
All these effects on “attraction” are related to locality conditions; an intervening
element with certain characteristics disrupts a local relation, in this case concordance.
By looking at attraction effects in impaired grammars we can broaden the scope of our
investigations to throw more light on these grammatical distinctions than might be
possible in research on only standard grammars.

2. Methods
2.1 The Participant
We present here a single case-study of a non-fluent aphasic patient, M.R.. M.R. is a 42
year old, right handed, Italian woman. She has aphasia caused by a focal lesion in the
frontal and parietal areas of the left hemisphere caused by a stroke in the zone of the
medial cerebral artery (MCA). The unilateral damage was ascertained by CT-scan.
After the lesion event the patient showed global aphasia and right hemiparesis. Her
linguistic competence subsequently improved, until she reached a stage of non-fluent
elliptical speech.
This study was conducted two years post-onset by which time M.R.’s condition had
stabilised. Language screening was carried out with the standard battery for Italian
speakers (B.A.D.A.) (Miceli et al.1994). The most typical features which the
screening revealed are: difficulties with object and action naming (43.3% of objects
are correct, 57.1% of actions), non fluent speech with omission of grammatical
elements, an impairment in the comprehension of reversible sentences with inversion
of thematic roles, failure in grammaticality judgments of object relative clauses (3/3)
and of pronoun reference, low scores in working memory tasks measured at word list
level.
Reading and writing abilities were also greatly impaired, but they were not dealt with
in this study.
2.1.1 The Repertoire of M.R.'s spontaneous speech
We collected spontaneous speech for a period of four months, compiling a corpus of
132 narrative sentences. Analysis of M.R.’s spontaneous production of lexical verbs
(60 out of a total of 84 verbs) shows a high percentage of substitution of Tense
morphology (21/60) but few errors in subject-verb agreement (3/60). Moreover, it is
interesting to note that the few agreement substitutions attested occur with postverbal
subjects. Since data from spontaneous speech are quite variable (even if they are the
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most direct expression of linguistic competence) we ran a sentence completion task. In
this task the subject had to complete a sentence with the correct verbal form. The
target response was either a form inflected for tense or a form inflected for number.
M.R. confirmed the tendency presented in spontaneous production: many errors with
temporal morphology (23/36) and few with agreement morphology (2/36).
We also elicited postverbal subjects in order to control the occurrences of VS order in
appropriate contexts3. We found that M.R.'s responses were sensitive to the verb type.
More VS orders were found with unaccusative verbs (18/24) than with unergatives
(5/16), a phenomenon which is also observed in unimpaired grammars and in
acquisition (see Lorusso et al., 2005). These results provide evidence that the syntactic
representations of sentences with unaccusative verbs and with unergatives differ and
that M.R.'s agreement errors in the experimental task we present cannot be ascribed to
general difficulties with VS order per se.
2.2 Materials and procedure
The experiment consisted of a series of auditory grammaticality judgment tasks. M.R
had to judge the grammaticality of a battery of sentences, composed of three different
sets of propositions. Half the items were grammatical and half were ungrammatical.
The first set involved agreement in SV and VS configurations, such as (7a) and (7b).
(7)

a. La nave parte / *partono
‘The boat leaves /*leave’
b. Parte / *partono la nave
‘Leaves /* leave the boat’

A total of 128 items, 32 for each of the four conditions (SV, *SV, VS, *VS), were
presented.
The second set consisted of a list of sentences containing intervening prepositional
modifiers and pre/post verbal subjects, as in (8a) and (8b). With these sentences two
types of effect were tested: attraction by an intervening prepositional modifier and the
possible absence of attraction in sentences with post-verbal subjects due to non-linear
intervention.
[DP - PP -VP]
(8) a. L’autista dei ministri guida /*guidano con prudenza
‘The driver of the ministers drives /*drive’
[VP - DP – PP]
(8) b. Guida /*guidano con prudenza l’autista dei ministri
‘Drives/drive the driver of the ministers’
3

The task consisted in the elicitation of answers to questions whose pragmatic contexts require a
response with a postverbal subject, as in an 'out of the blue' context:
i. Chi è arrivato?
Who is arrived?
ii. E’ arrivato Gianni.
Is arrived Gianni.
The task adopted was originally elaborated to test L2 acquisition of specific properties of Italian
grammar, such the possibility of placing a subject post-verbally (see Garraffa, 2007 for details).
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This set consisted of 40 items in each of 4 conditions (SPPV, *SPPV, VSPP, *VSPP).
The third set was composed of sequences with complement clitic interveners. In this
test we investigated the intervention of an element in a local structural relation and
non-linear intervention in VS sentences, as in (9a) and (9b) respectively.
[NP-Clitic-VP]
(9) a. Il corridore li supera /*superano
‘The runner them exceeds /*exceed’
[Clitic-VP-NP]
(9) b. Li supera/*superano il corridore
‘Them exceeds/*exceed the runner’
A total of 160 items, 40 in each of 4 conditions (ScliV, *ScliV, cliVS, *cliVS), was
presented.
All the verbs selected may be both transitive and intransitive. We tested only direct
object complement clitics; indirect objects were not included in the list.
A summary of the various conditions and the number of items per condition is
presented in Table 1.
Table 1: Experimental conditions and number of items per condition.
Inversion
Grammaticality
VS
PP
Clitic
Total
+
+
32
40
40
112
32
40
40
112
+
32
40
40
112
+
32
40
40
112
total
128
160
160
448

Inversion refers to those items with a subject in post-verbal position. Grammaticality
refers to the well-formedness of the sentences. VS/Pre/Clitic are the three variables
investigated: respectively, the baseline with no intervention, intervention of a
prepositional modifier and intervention of a clitic. All conditions were balanced in
number mismatches (half the items were Singular/Plural and half were
Plural/Singular).
As filler items we selected two different sentence types. For the clitic condition we
used sentences with reflexive pronouns, as in (10a). For the prepositional modifier
condition we used items with the same number feature or invariable words.
(10) a. Le verdure fresche si vendono al mattino
‘The vegetables fresh are sold in the morning’
b. Il maglione di lana scalda
‘The sweater of wool keeps-warm’
The experiment with M.R. was run over ten sessions. In each session a proportional
number of experimental sentence types was presented in randomized order.
A control baseline was run in order to test the two attraction conditions without
agreement mismatches:
The Singular-Singular [SS] and the Plural-Plural [PP], as in (11a) and (11b).
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(11) a. Il cane del ragazzo morde/*mordono
‘The dog of the boy bites/*bite’
b. Le scimmie li saltano/*salta
‘The monkeys them jump-over /*jumps-over
M.R. showed little difficulty with the control experiment. She performed the tasks in
the SS and PP conditions without a significant number of errors.

3. Results
In this section we report the results of the grammaticality judgment tasks separately
for the three conditions: agreement in SV vs. VS structures, attraction with a
prepositional modifier and attraction with an object clitic.
The control participant, matched for age and education, performed at ceiling in all
conditions.
3.1 Experiment on agreement in VS and SV sentences
In the first experiment M.R. performed well with only 12/128 errors (9.3%). The task
is simple to perform since it involves the judging the well-formedness of two-word
sentences.
Table 2: M.R.’s performance on SV-VS sentences.
Inversion
Grammaticality
Errors
SV
+
0/32

%
0

*SV

-

-

2/32

6.2

VS

+

+

0/32

0

*VS

+

-

10/32

31.2

Sentences
La nave parte
‘The boat leaves’
*Le navi parte
*The boats leave
Parte la nave
Leaves the boat
*Parte le navi
*Leaves the boats

The majority of errors were found with sentences featuring ungrammatical postverbal
subjects (*VS) items (10/32; 31.2%). Performance was above chance level
(χ2(1)=3.7, p. <0.05) in this condition and differed significantly from the grammatical
VS condition (χ2(1)= 9.6, p. < 0.05). The difference between the two ungrammatical
conditions, *SV and *VS, was also significant (χ2(1)=5, p. < 0.05).
3.2 Experiment on Intervention with prepositional modifiers
The second experiment tested accuracy of judgment of subject-verb agreement with
an intervening prepositional modifier. M.R.’s responses show attraction effects with
grammatical SPPV items, 10/40 errors (25%) with performance above chance level
(χ2(1)= 9.025, p. <0.05).
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Table 3: M.R.’s performance on SPPV – VSPP sentences.
Inversion Grammaticality
Errors
%
SPPV
+
10/40
25
*SPPV

-

-

19/40

47.5

VSPP

+

+

6/40

15

*VSPP

+

-

27/40

67.5

62/160

38.7

Total

Sentences
La nave dei soldati parte‘The
boat of the soldiers leaves’
*La nave dei soldati partono
*The boat of the soldiers leave
Parte la nave dei soldati
Leaves the boat of the soldiers
*Parte le navi del soldato
*Leaves the boats of the soldiers

With respect to subject-verb inversion, performance in the grammatical condition,
VSP, was above chance level with 6/40 (15%) errors (χ2(1)= 18.225, p.< 0.05). There
were significant differences between the two inverted conditions, VSPP and *VSPP,
(χ2(1)= 20.6319,p. < 0.05). A high error rate in the ungrammatical inverted
condition,*VSP 27/40 (67.5%) ((χ2(1)= 4.225, p <0.05) was found, with performance
below chance level.
3.3 Experiment on Intervention with complement clitics
The third experiment investigated agreement in attraction configurations with a clitic
intervener.
Table 4: M.R.’s performance on ScliV – cliVS sentences.
Grammaticality
Inversion
Errors
ScliV
+
4/40

%
10

*ScliV

-

-

18/40

45

VScli

+

+

4/40

10

*VScli

+

-

19/40

47.5

45/160

28.1

Total

Sentences
Il corridore li supera
The runner them exceeds
* I corridori lo supera
*The runners him exceeds
Lo superano I corridori
Him exceed the runners
*Li superano Il corridore
*Them exceed the runner

Four out of 40 (10%) errors were found with the pre-verbal grammatical items, ScliV.
Performance was above chance level and differed significantly from performance in
the ungrammatical condition, *ScliV, (χ2(1)= 10.5956, p. < 0.05).
Few errors (4/40, 10%) were also found with grammatical inverted items, cliSV. Here
again, performance differed significantly from the ungrammatical inverted conditon,
*cliVS X, (χ2(1)= 11.9603 p. < 0.05).

4. Discussion
In order to throw light on the instantiation of the functional lexicon in an aphasic
speaker we studied her grammaticality judgments with respect to attraction effects in a
variety of sentence configurations. This experimental stratagem was very revealing,
resulting in significant effects that may be ascribed to our participant’s impairment.
Many psycholinguistic studies with adults report interesting data with respect to
agreement in attraction configurations (see Franck, et al., 2006 for an overview).
These studies consistently show between 4% and 11 % agreement errors in
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production, a score significantly higher than the baseline (no mismatched features),
with most errors found in the Singular-Plural condition.
The results from our experiment with an aphasic speaker corroborate the tendency
reported in experiments with normal subjects; we also explored the nature of
grammatical preferences when implementation of the functional lexicon is impaired.
In particular, we would like to highlight two important aspects of the present study:
the general fragile nature of post-verbal agreement and the nature of attraction effects
related to disruption of syntactic computation.
4.1 On agreement and subject position
Guasti and Rizzi (2002) report data relating to the morphological manifestation of
agreement and the possibility of establishing a local Spec-Head configuration, such as
in sentences with preverbal subjects. They found that when an AGREE operation is
associated with Movement subject agreement has a stable morphological realization;
otherwise, specific properties of individual grammars govern the morphological
expression of agreement. Computation of Agreement is, therefore, determined by
positional factors, and the present study supports this analysis.
M.R.’s low performance on VS ungrammatical items could be interpreted as a
selective tendency to judge these items as grammatical, due to the fragile nature of
post-verbal agreement in an impaired structure. This tendency was not found in the
ungrammatical pre-verbal subject condition, where M.R. correctly judged the
ungrammatical SV items4. Furthermore, it is interesting to note that M.R. made the
most errors in the *VS condition with a singular verb and a plural subject.
Performance in this condition, *Singular/Plural, was at chance level (8/16).
The option of not marking agreement on postverbal subjects is found in some Italian
dialects and is also present in certain standard grammars such as Arabic (see Guasti
and Rizzi, ibidem). M.R.’s grammar appears to accord with these language variations
and supports the view that the implementation of agreement is related to positional
variables. What these data have in common is that movement appears to be a
stabilizing factor in syntactic computation in a maximally transparent interface
between form and position.
A more interesting issue concerns the nature of M.R.’s non-standard performance with
post-verbal subject agreement.
Postverbal subjects should be linked to the loci of generation to receive agreement and
a thematic role. The construction of a chain (a syntactic dependency required to link
positions) could be difficult to perform for an impaired spaeaker.
Empirical evidence supports the hypothesis that chain formation is a costly process for
the human sentence parser, as can be seen in the study presented here (see, in
particular, Grillo’s work, ibidem)5. We presume the existence of an impairment in

4

It is relevant to underline the fact that we elicited postverbal subjects in M.R.’s speech, and found a
similar distribution to normal adults.
5
In a study on sentence parsing in adults (De Vincenzi, 1991), adults’ reading times of declarative
sentences with postverbal subjects were tested. The experiment showed that VS structures with
unaccusative verbs were easier to process than ones containing unergatives.
Unergative subjects are generated in an external argument position, while unaccusative subjects are
generated in an internal argument position. Postverbal subjects of unergative verbs need to establish a
dependency in order to link the two positions for assignment of the thematic role. With unaccusatives,
chain formation is not required and the grammatical subject in object position does not share any
pronominal feature with the preverbal subject position. A preference for postverbal subjects with
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parsing non-local configurations, such as agreement which involve the establishment
of a connection between the preverbal position and the postverbal subject.
Concerning inversion, no evidence for linear intervention in attraction configurations
was found. In the experiments with prepositional modifiers and object clitics with
postverbal subjects (VSPP, and cliVS) grammaticality judgments showed a high level
of accuracy.
On the other hand, the high error rate in the ungrammatical inverted conditions
(*VSPP and *cliVS), supports the existing data indicating difficulties with post-verbal
agreement.
More interestingly, performance with *VSPP structures was below chance level
(27/40; 67,5%), with most of the errors occurring in the Singular/Plural condition
(17/40)6. In the ungrammatical inverted structures with clitics, *cliVS, we found
performance at chance level and unrelated to any markedness effect.
4.2 On attraction and linear intervention
M.R.’s performance clearly shows attraction effects in [Subj-Prep]-Verb
configurations, with 25% error rate, higher than that generally attested in normal adult
production (4-11%).
A plausible interpretation of this result can be given in terms of minimality effects
induced by the agreement feature of the intervening prepositional modifier that can be
seen more clearly in an incomplete functional structure. It has been suggested that sets
of features normally associated with syntactic heads can be underspecified in cases of
a reduced processing capacity and that this gives rise to selective minimality effects.
Structures where a dependency is constructed over an intervening DP are more
problematic (see Grillo, 2005; and Garraffa and Grillo, 2007).
Attraction is readily explainable in terms of minimality, even in the absence of ccommand; it offers a testing ground for the hypothesis sketched above7.
In judging misleading items, M.R. appears to consider both nouns as possible
antecedents for the agreement relation with the verb. We assume suppose that in a
situation where processing cost is high (maintaining two agreement realizations before
the verb form) the system is prone to error and even more so in linguistically impaired
subjects (no effects were found with the control subject, and were few in the study on
normal adult production).

unaccusative verbs has been reported in a longitudinal study on acquisition and on caregivers (Lorusso
et al., 2005).
6
With *VSPP structures M.R.’s performance is at chance level in the Sing/Plural condition (χ2(1)=
0.05, p.>0.5) and above chance level in the Plural/Sing condition (χ2(1)= 8.45, p < 0.05). The
difference between the two conditions, however, is more of a tendency than statistically significant
(χ2(1)= 2.9762, p < 0.5). It is possible that with a greater number of test items we would see a
significant difference between the two conditions.
7
For example, Rizzi 2002 maintains that gapping involves locality conditions in absence of c-comand.
In a series of conjoined clauses as in (i), the missing verb can only be interpreted as identical to the
closest overt verb (here buy, and not sell):
i. John sells books, Mary buys records and Bill V newspapers (example from Rizzi 2002: [9])
Rizzi also notes that some configurational condition is at play also in gapping, otherwise any linearly
intervening verb would incorrectly block gapping:
ii. John wants to sell books, and Bill V to buy newspapers (example from Rizzi, 2002, footnote 4 [i]).
A linearly intervening verb, sell, does not block gapping. To formulate an intervention effect it seems to
be necessary to qualify the intervener as a potential participant in the process for which Minimal
Configuration is calculated. See Rizzi 2006 for a more detailed account on minimal configuration.
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On the other hand, these data may be explained as a reflection of a possible
competition strategy where the agreement specification of the subject position is
copied onto the verb. Out of 10 errors, 8 were in the Sing/Plural condition. These data
are in keeping with the data obtained from adult French speakers (Franck et al.,
ibidem)8.
(12)

X
…
Z
… Y
[…,ϕ[-number]] […,ϕ[+number]] […,ϕ[-number]]

An effect such as the one represented in (12) is more visible in aphasia due the
abnormal nature of syntactic computation, especially in a non-local chain domain
where a dependency over a DP has to be built (see Grillo, 2005).
4.3 On attraction and movement
Unlike the adult French speakers tested by Franck et al. (2006), M.R. does not show
any attraction effects with a clitic intervener (error rate 4/40; 10%)9. This fact might
seem surprising at first sight since the clitic intervenes not only linearly but also
hierarchically, being in a local relation with the verb. In Italian the clitic head and the
verb one are involved in a strong local relation (cliticization with finite verbs occuring
in the same functional head).
Other studies on aphasia have reported deficits in the production of clitic forms (see
Miceli et al., 1996; Chinellato, 2004; Rossi et al., 2005). It is also well known that
complement clitics are acquired late (see Hamann and Belletti, in press).
An initial explanation of the null effect in the present case study could be that the
syntactic computation of clitics is more complex than that of other classes of pronouns
(Cardinaletti and Starke, 1999). Complement clitics involve a step in their derivation
where they give rise to a crossed chain. Being a particularly difficult configuration,
and assuming a non standard composition of the feature make up associated with
heads (see Grillo, ibidem), clitics are probably not (fully) represented in aphasic
computation and therefore not able to cross the relevant position.
Regarding the performance of French adults reported in Frank et al.’s study, it is
possible that objects clitics, being more similar to weak pronouns, have a different
internal structure which gives rise to more errors in this language (see Kayne, 1984)10.
This is supported by a recent study on early and adult French L2 learners where
8

The phenomenon of attraction seems then to be asymmetric and can be interpreted within the
formalism that assumes that syntactic features are binary and implemented in terms of a marked value
possessing a distinctive property, in this case (+ number), and an unmarked one (- number) lacking that
property (Jakobson, 1957).
It is possible that the plural marking on an item X[+Number] pre-activates the agreement sensitive
processes to check the grammatical feature of a following Y constituent. On the other hand, a lexical
item X[-Number] does not necessarily trigger any agreement checking related to the number feature. As a
consequence, a higher expectation regarding the number of a following “supposed-to-agree” constituent
should produce more processing difficulties if an agreement violation is detected at this last item.
Furthermore a prediction of an asymmetric system of licensing must be linked to the grammatical
asymmetric nature where formal feature, as number on verbs, need to be checked with an interpretable
feature, as number on nouns, but not the reverse.
9
Performance did not differ from that on the baseline, the matched condition (χ2(1)= 0.5452, p <0.5).
10
As pointed out by Kayne, the possibility of interrupting a clitic-verb sequence with an adverb occurs
in some varieties of French.
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placement errors (pronouns produced in DP positions) were imputable to
misclassification, all pronouns having been treated as weak (Hamman and Belletti, in
press). Hamman and Belletti capitalize on the fact that French, but not Italian, has
weak pronominal subject pronouns. Absence of misanalysis in Italian in the present
case study is limited to the few instances of weak pronouns, that is, the dative pronoun
loro (‘to them’) and the uncommon subject pronoun egli (‘they’) (Cardinaletti and
Starke, ibidem).
The result is that M.R. does not regard clitics as potential interveners in agreement
relations.

5. Conclusions
The findings reported in this study argue in favor of a selective deficit in the
functional lexicon of an aphasic speaker. The functional lexicon in aphasics is a useful
source of empirical data, in particular if we select phenomena where the impairment
can be structurally defined according to a specific linguistic model.
The central role that the implementation of functional elements has in the syntactic
structure can be highlighting by analyzing the different configurations involved in
subject –verb agreement. Starting from the well-attested evidence showing unimpaired
performance with preverbal SV agreement, we look at more complex computations
involved in checking number concordance. The main question of this study concerns
to what extent a reduction in processing capacities can impair implementation of the
functional lexicon. The conceptual guideline is that the different features comprising
morphosyntactic information may be differently parsed in line with theoretical
evidence from linguistic models.
We report evidence from our case study in favor of a deficit in syntactic computations
such as chain formation.
Our findings also have implications for linguistic theory; converging evidence from
comparative syntax and neurolinguistics report data that distinguish pronominal clitics
in some Romance languages.
This study has dealt with grammaticality judgment; complementary experiments could
be to test similar paradigms in speech production. We consider that the nature of the
parser in non-fluency, the extent to which temporal order is a property of structure
building and the exact nature of the deficit caused by a reduction in processing
capacities to be central issues in neurolinguistics.
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1. Introduction
Pronominal clitics of the sort found in Romance languages are in many ways
obviously part of the syntax of those languages. Yet certain aspects of their behavior
can lead to proposals more morphological than syntactic in character, as seen in
Perlmutter’s (1971) templatic approach to the question of clitic ordering and clitic
combinations. In this paper, I examine a somewhat different aspect of Romance
clitics, one for which a more morphological, less syntactic approach might again come
to mind. I will argue, however, in favor of an analysis that, using familiar syntactic
notions, ties the phenomenon in question more tightly and more fruitfully, I think, to
other aspects of Romance (and universal) syntax.1
In the course of so doing, I will be led to reanalyze the status of expletives such as
English there and its Romance counterparts, proposing in effect that they are not true
expletives. Rather, they originate within their so-called ‘associate’, in way that has
something in common with Moro (1997) and, more so, with Sabel (2000), though the
proposal I will make ties expletive there more closely to various other instances of
there than do these earlier works.

2. North Italian ghe
A clitic that will have an important role in what follows is the ghe found in many
North Italian dialects, in particular in the Veneto area (Padua, Venice, etc.). The
behavior of this ghe is different in certain respects from that of comparable clitics in
French and Italian. French has a locative clitic y seen in:

1

The present paper corresponds in varying degrees to the first part of one presented at the Stony Brook
Workshop on Romance Clitics (May 2005), at the Cambridge University Graduate Linguistics
conference (March 2006) and GLOW, Barcelona (April 2006) and in talks at the University of Padua
and University of Siena (March 2006).
The proposal on expletive there goes back to talks at NYU (September, 2000) and especially at Sophia
University, Tokyo (November 2002), as well as to a series of lectures at Leiden University (May/June
2003).
Since Perlmutter (1971), many authors have taken a more syntactic (and more fruitful) approach to
clitic ordering and clitic combinations; for particularly striking results concerning Romanian, see
Săvescu Ciucivara (2006).
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(1) Jean y a mis le livre
‘J there has put the book’
This y is a clitic in the familiar sense. It can’t be coordinated, or modified, or
contrastively stressed. It occurs to the left of the finite verb or auxiliary, in contrast to
non-clitic locatives, which follow the verb. In French, this y is distinct from the thirdperson dative clitic, which is lui in the singular and leur in the plural, e.g.:
(2) Jean lui a donné le livre
‘J him/her(dat.) has given the book’
A parallel contrast between locative clitic and third person dative clitic holds for
Italian:
(3) Gianni ci ha messo il libro
‘G there has put the book’
(4) Gianni gli ha dato il libro
‘G him/them(dat.) has given the book’
with ci the locative clitic and gli the dative (le for feminine gender, in the singular).
Many Veneto dialects, on the other hand, have a clitic ghe that seems to cover
both locative and third person dative, e.g. in Paduan:
(5) Ghe meto el libro
‘there I-put the book’
(6) Ghe dago el libro
‘there I-give the book’ = ‘I’m giving him/her/them the book’
The use of ghe in (6) is systematic for Paduan - there is no distinct dative clitic form
for third person, singular or plural.2
The question is how to think of this kind of syncretism. A highly morphological
approach might be tempted to say that it’s merely a case of two pronominal clitics that
happen to be spelled out in the same way. Yet Paduan third person pronouns typically
have, like those of French and Italian, an -l- (sometimes pronounced as a y-glide,
sometimes not pronounced), and never otherwise have a g(h)- (the h in ghe is just
orthographic).
The more syntactic approach that I will now develop will try, instead, to find a
principled reason for the appearance of an apparently locative clitic in dative
sentences like (6).

3. There and ghe as deictics
As a first step, it is necessary, I think, to move away from the terminology ‘locative
clitic’, which is misleading in an important respect. This is true for all three
2

This is so, whether or not the sentence contains an accusative clitic - differently from the Spanish socalled ‘spurious se’ that Perlmutter (1971) discusses.
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languages mentioned so far. Both French and Italian, which clearly distinguish their
locative clitic from their dative clitics, have their locative clitic appearing, as is wellknown, in sentences that are not locative at all:
(7) Jean y pense
‘J of-it thinks’
(8) Gianni ci pensa
(Italian - same)
In these sentences with the verb ‘think’, in the sense of ‘think of/about something’,
both French and Italian readily have, when the complement is an unstressed
pronominal (especially inanimate), what looks like the locative clitic.
In earlier work - Kayne (2004a) - I argued that sentences like (7) and (8) correspond
closely to archaic English sentences of the following sort:
(9) We spoke thereof
which also contain what seems to be a locative there in sentences that do not involve
location. Such archaic English sentences (whose counterparts are very much alive in
Dutch and German) differ from (7) and (8) in having an overt preposition (in this
example, of) in addition to there.
My proposal was to take French and Italian sentences like (7) and (8) to contain a
silent counterpart of that preposition, whichever one is appropriate for the verb in
question. (Thus (7) will have a silent à and (8) a silent a - essentially the same one in
the two languages.)
From this perspective, there is a unified phenomenon in (7)-(9) whereby an
element that looks like a locative (y or ci or there) appears in a non-locative sentence.
The account I proposed goes essentially as follows (using mostly English examples,
but the analysis is the same for French and Italian, apart from the orthogonal nonclitic vs. clitic difference).
There is not, strictly speaking, locative in any of its uses. Both in (9) and in
banal locative sentences like:
(10) We went there yesterday
we have an element there that is the same element as the one found in non-standard
English in:3
3

And similarly for here in:
(i) This here car ain’t no good
Although non-standard in English, comparable combinations of there/here with a demonstrative are
standard in French:
(ii) cette voiture-là
‘dem. car there’
(iii) cette voiture-ci
‘dem. car here’
(In French, the demonstrative itself does not vary in form, in contrast to English this vs. that.)
On the fact that -là and -ci follow the noun in French, see Bernstein (1997). Sentences like (11) and (i)
but with a definite article in place of the demonstrative are also standard in various Scandinavian
languages - cf. Leu (2007).
In French, there is also a form ici (‘here’) in ordinary locative sentences like:
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(11) That there car ain’t no good.
In addition, the proposal is that in both (10) and (11) there modifies a noun, except
that in (10) the noun is silent (to be indicated by capital letters), i.e. (10) is to be
thought of as:
(12) ...there PLACE...
The same holds of (9), except that the silent noun in (9) is not PLACE, but THING:4
(13) ...there THING of...
Exactly parallel, except for the silent preposition (indicated as P) are (7) and (8):
(14) ...y/ci THING P...
The question now is how to understand the elements y, ci and there that occur in
this range of environments (see also note 3). In (7)-(9), they are not locative in any
simple sense. The link with (11) suggests a link with what we call demonstratives,
which in some cases do seem related to location, as in pointing contexts:
(15) Bring us that book, please
Yet, as is well-known, demonstratives are not limited to contexts involving location:
(16) That book you mentioned yesterday is of little interest
A familiar idea concerning demonstratives is that they involve deixis, or
reference to or orientation with respect to the speaker. The difference between this
and that in English could, for example, be put as ‘in the sphere of the source of the
sentence’ vs. ‘not in the sphere of the source of the sentence’.
Taking the term ‘deixis’ over to there (and here), I will henceforth speak of
deictic there (and deictic here), for all the cases mentioned. In each of (9), (10) and
(11) we have an instance of exactly the same deictic there; the three differ with
respect to what deictic there modifies (THING in (9), PLACE in (10), and car in
(11)5). For the case of deictic there modifiying PLACE, a noun expressing location, I
will use the term ‘locative there’, to be understood solely as an abbreviation for
‘deictic there modifying PLACE’.
From this perspective, all of (9)-(11) contain deictic there. But of the three sentences,
only (10) is a locative sentence (in the sense that it contains locative there, by virtue
of containing ‘there PLACE’). (7) and (8) are like (9) - they contain deictic y and ci,
(iv) Jean est ici.
‘J is here’
with an extra i- whose morphemic status remains to be fully understood.
4
Possibly THING precedes there, and similarly for French and Italian; cf. Kayne (2006).
5
In colloquial Norwegian, a prenominal (counterpart of) there can in some cases itself modify PLACE,
with ‘there PLACE’ then modifying the lexical noun - see Leu (2007) - whether this is an option in
non-standard English is not clear. English certainly allows this post- nominally, as in:
(i) That car (over) there looks dangerous
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the French and Italian counterparts of deictic there, but are not locative sentences,
since they have no PLACE. Y and ci in (7) and (8) are deictic clitics that are not part
of a locative phrase. In:
(17) Jean y va
‘J there goes’
(18) Gianni ci va
(Italian - same)
y and ci are deictic clitics that are part of a locative phrase, since (17) and (18) contain
PLACE.
Returning to Paduan, we see that (5) contains a deictic clitic ghe that is part of a
locative phrase, given that the verb ‘put’ calls for PLACE (or some overt counterpart).
The specificity of Paduan (6), repeated here:
(19) Ghe dago el libro
‘there I-give the book’ = ‘I’m giving him/her/them the book’
is now seen to be that Paduan, unlike standard French and Italian, has a deictic clitic
in its third- person dative sentences where one might have expected a dative clitic.
The question is why.
A second question is whether (19) contains PLACE, i.e. whether ghe there is
locative. I will argue that it is not. Ghe in (19) will be seen to be deictic, but not
locative, just as the clitics y and ci in (7) and (8) are deictic but not locative.

4. Silent DATCL
As part of the analysis of Paduan sentences like (19), let me propose that (19) actually
does contain a third person dative clitic, of the sort seen overtly in French and Italian
in (2) and (4). The difference is that, in Paduan and various other dialects, that clitic is
silent. In other words, (19) should be thought of as:6
(20) DATCL ghe dago el libro.
where DATCL represents the silent dative clitic.
The fact that ghe appears to ‘replace’ only third person dative clitics must now
be interpreted more precisely as meaning that the silent DATCL that ghe cooccurs
with in sentences like (19)/(20) is limited to third person and cannot be first or second
person (or reflexive).
This person restriction can be understood in part as follows. The person
property of silent DATCL7 links up here to the fact that various languages (e.g. Somali
6

Whether DATCL precedes ghe (as I’ve chosen to indicate it here) or follows it is a potentially
important question that will, however, not be relevant to what follows in this paper.
The silent clitic postulated here should be compared to those discussed by Benincà (1989) for
Friulian, by Roberts (1993) for Valdostano, and by Longa et al. (1998) for various Iberian
languages/dialects.
7
The presence of DATCL appears to be licensed by deictic ghe, though how exactly remains to be
worked out - perhaps the presence of ghe makes available a phasal spec position into which the dative
clitic can ‘disappear’, a la Kayne (2006).
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- cf. Saeed (1993, 174)) have zero forms for (object) third person pronouns in general
(even in the absence of any apparent licenser), but not for first or second person.
Closer to Paduan, French silent subject clitics, as in:
(21) Lui a téléphoné
‘him has called’
with a silent third person subject clitic (in addition to non-clitic lui), are also limited to
third person (non-reflexive):
(22) *Moi ai téléphoné
‘Me has called’
as discussed in Kayne & Pollock (2001, sect. 5). Additional instances of a restriction
to third person, in the case of silent pronominals, are discussed in Kayne (2001).
(Whether, despite appearances, this restriction can be attributed directly to UG, in
which case nothing special would need to be said about Paduan in this regard, remains
to be seen).
By attributing the person restriction holding of Paduan dative sentences with ghe
to the presence of DATCL, i.e. by calling DATCL (rather than ghe) the true locus of
the person restriction, we account straightforwardly for the fact that the Paduan
counterpart of (7) and (8), namely:
(23) Giorgio ghe pensa
‘G there thinks’
does not show the same person restriction. Paduan (23), like French (7) and Italian
(8), allows reference to a first or second person (or reflexive) object (of the silent
preposition) to some extent, especially with CLLD (clitic left dislocation) and with
coordination. An example with CLLD in Italian (a French example with coordination
is given in Kayne (1975, sect. 2.7)8 with a reflexive is:
(24) A se stessa, Maria non ci pensa
‘to refl. same, M neg. there thinks’

(from Cinque (1990, 59)

Although sentences like (23) cannot refer to first or second person or reflexive
with complete freedom, the restriction appears to be different in kind from the
absolute one holding of (19). The reason is that only in (19) is reference mediated by
DATCL (rather than by ghe, which is expletive-like in (19), as we shall see later), and
silent DATCL is absolutely limited to third person.
In (23), on the other hand, DATCL is not present. Instead, we have, as in (14),
with P = preposition:
(25) ...ghe THING P...
or, more exactly, in those (limited) cases involving reference to a person (as in (24)):
8

Cf. also van Riemsdijk (1978, 125) on colloquial Dutch R-pronouns being able to refer to humans,
perhaps parallel to y/en, ci/ne; cf. also Bennis (1986, 191).
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(26) ...ghe PERSON P...
Conversely, a phrase of the type ‘ghe PERSON’ is not present in (19) – this is related
to the just-mentioned expletive-like character of the ghe of (19).
The presence of DATCL in (19) also plays a role in clitic doubling of the sort seen in:
(27) Ghe dago el libro a Giorgio
‘there I-give the book to G’
By having DATCL in such sentences, we can (correctly, I think) assimilate this clitic
doubling to the parallel well-known phenomenon found with datives in Spanish
(although the dative clitic in Spanish is pronounced more than in Paduan). Of
particular interest here is the point made by Cordin (1991) for Trentino (which is
similar to Paduan in the relevant respects), namely that despite the appearance of the
deictic clitic in both dative and locative sentences, there is a difference between them
when it comes to clitic doubling. Clitic doubling is compatible (and generally
obligatory when there’s a non-clitic dative) with the presence of ghe in dative
sentences, yet impossible with ghe in locative sentences. (Clitic doubling must be
kept distinct from right-dislocation, which is possible with both datives and locatives.)
The reason, from the present perspective, is that clitic doubling is dependent on
DATCL, and that ghe by itself is not compatible with clitic doubling (for reasons to
be elucidated).9
The proposal that there is a silent dative clitic in (27) leads to the expectation that
there could be Romance languages in which that dative clitic would be overt at the
same time as (the counterpart of) ghe, even in sentences with no locative (i.e. with no
PLACE). This expectation is met by some Sardinian, to judge by an example given
by Jones (1993, 220):
(28) Narrabílis!
‘tell bi to-them’
where bi is the Sardinian deictic clitic parallel to ghe, and lis is the overt (plural)
dative clitic (with the accusative unpronounced, as in some French). 10

5. Expletive there and expletive ghe as deictics
From the perspective of the proposal in (20), ghe there is definitely not a dative clitic.
It should rather be taken to be exactly the same kind of deictic element as all the other
instances of ghe (and there and y and ci) under discussion. At the same time, it does
not seem to be identical to any of them.
The reason, I think, is that the ghe in Paduan dative sentences that cooccurs with
DATCL is an expletive, in the same sense as the ghe of the Paduan sentence:

9

The ghe of (23) seems by and large to be incompatible with (non-dislocated) clitic doubling, too, as
expected (since there’s no DATCL there), though there is the kind of exception mentioned in Kayne
(1975, chap. 2, note 51).
10
If the order of clitics in (28) were to turn out to be limited to imperatives, one would think of Terzi
(1999).
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(29) Ghe ze un libro...
‘ghe is a book...’
which is strongly similar to the Italian:
(30) C’è un libro sul tavolo
‘there is a book on-the table’
Burzio (1986, 148) has already argued that in this kind of Italian existential sentence
ci/c’ is significantly similar to English expletive there in:
(31) There’s a book on the table
By extension, the ghe of (29) is essentially the same as English expletive there.
An important difference, of course, is that English there is subject-like as far as
its final position is concerned, while Italian ci shares properties of object clitics and
not of subjects (e.g. ci follows negation and certain other object clitics). In this
regard, Paduan ghe is very much like ci. But if, in the spirit of Burzio (1986), we set
aside the subject position vs. object clitic position difference, we arrive at the
conclusion that all of these (ghe, ci, there) in (29)-(31) are expletives in the same
sense.
Recall that the first part of the answer to the question why Paduan would have
deictic ghe in its third person dative sentences was that ghe in such sentences is
actually present alongside silent DATCL. The second part, now, is that the ghe of
Paduan datives is an expletive ghe of the sort found in (29). This will mean, in a way
to be explored shortly, that Paduan dative sentences have exactly the right number of
arguments for the number of theta roles.
There are still two further questions. First, what exactly do we mean by
‘expletive’? Second, why is Paduan allowed to have an expletive in dative sentences
in the first place? Let me begin with the first question.
One of the guiding principles of the discussion so far has been that the various
uses of there and of ghe and of ci and y are all reflections of exactly the same deictic
element occurring in somewhat different environments. In all the cases discussed, the
deictic modified a noun (or NP). That noun is overt in that there car and in the
corresponding French cette voiture-là (‘that car there’) - see note 3. In the other cases
mentioned, the noun modified by the deictic is silent, either PLACE or THING or
PERSON. Pursuing this guiding principle further, we unavoidably (and desirably, I
will argue) arrive at the conclusion that all the expletive uses of there and ghe and ci
and y (and of Sardinian bi and Catalan hi) are likewise instances of this same deictic
element.
If English expletive there is the same deictic element as all the other instances of
there, then we would expect it, too, (in (31), for example) to modify a noun (or NP).
The next question, then, is, what noun? Taking into account examples like:
(32) There’s a car in this garage
and the fact that there is incompatible with this:
(33) There’s a car in this here/*there garage
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there is little plausibility to taking there in these examples to modify garage. Much
more natural, I think, is the proposal that expletive there is modifying the other noun,
the one informally called the ‘associate’. Put another way, in (32) and (33) expletive
there is a deictic modifier of car. More generally:
(34) a. In English existential sentences, expletive there is invariably a deictic modifier
of the associate.
b. The same holds in existentials for Paduan ghe, for Italian ci, for French y, etc.
(Note that given the discussion above, this definitely does not mean that
expletive there is locative; expletive there (and its counterparts in other
languages) is a deictic element that is non- locative, i.e. that does not modify
PLACE.)
Adopting (34) means adopting derivations in which expletive there originates
within the associate and splits off from it, ending up in subject position (and similarly
for the other languages, apart from the object clitic vs. subject position difference).
There are two ways to think of this splitting off. One would be to have there raise
directly out of the associate containing it. A second would be to have the rest of the
associate raise, stranding there and then to have ‘there + trace of associate’ raise
further in the manner of remnant movement.
There may well be some questions with respect to which the choice between
these two approaches to ‘splitting’ is neutral. For others, though, the choice is likely
to be meaningful (e.g., for agreement, as discussed below). Thinking more
specifically of the kind of remnant movement derivations discussed in Kayne (2002)
and works cited there, and of the possible impossibility of extraction of modifiers
from within a containing DP, let me adopt the second, remnant movement, approach,
which yields (for sentences like (31)) (partial, sketchily illustrated) derivations such as
the following:
(35) ...[there a book]...
→ raising of ‘a book’
...a booki ... [there ti]... → merger of V
...is a booki ... [there ti]... → remnant movement
...[there ti]k is a booki ... tk...
and similarly for Paduan, etc. modulo the difference in final landing site (i.e. ghe will
end up in an object clitic position, rather than in a subject position).11
The proposal reflected in (35) has expletive there originating as an instance of
deictic (non- locative) there contained within an indefinite DP (using the term DP
loosely). In (non-standard) English, however, there appears with an overt noun only
11

For the Romance languages under discussion, the most direct transposition from (35) would suggest
that the expletive clitic (e.g. ghe) is a remnant, rather than a pure head. The possibility that pronominal
clitics are always phrasal needs to be examined carefully in any event.
A remnant movement approach to pronominal clitics may be suggested, too, by cases of past
participle agreement in Italian with ne, which itself shows no phi-features:
(i) Ne ho visti tre
‘of-them I-have seenplural three’
and (example suggested by Guglielmo Cinque, p.c.):
(ii) Ne ho letta la metà, di quel libro
‘of-it I-have readfem. the halffem., of that bookmasc.’
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in the presence of a demonstrative:
(36) that there book; this here book
as opposed to:
(37) *the there book; *the here book
(38) *a there book; *some here book, etc.
(39) *there a book; *here some book, etc.
How plausible is it, then, in particular in light of (38) and (39), to allow the derivation
in (35)?
One consideration can be put as follows. Given (36), would we have expected
(38) or (39) to be acceptable, or not?12 That depends, I think, on how exactly we see
the derivation of (36) itself. In particular, if (36) has there or here originating within a
relative clause structure, then the impossibility of (38)/(39) is actually a bit surprising,
given that relative clauses are in general compatible with both definite and indefinite
‘heads’.13
Kayne (2004a) argued against a relative clause analysis of (36) on what I now
think were inconclusive grounds. The relevant data are in part:
(40) *that over there book, *this right here book
which contrast with:
(41) the book that’s over there; the book that’s right here
Relatives can contain over there or right here, but those combinations are not possible
prenominally. Somewhat similarly, there in a relative can be stressed (indicated here
by extra spacing and italics) in a way that it cannot be prenominally:
(42) the book that’s t h e r e
(43) *that t h e r e book
(vs. that g r e e n book) - suggesting, apparently, that prenominal deictic there and
here must have a source other than within a (reduced) relative. However, there’s a
narrower conclusion that can be drawn - one that allows these facts to be interpreted
as neutral with respect to the relative clause question.
This narrower conclusion is that over and right in (40) and stress in (43) are
excluded because they all depend on the presence of PLACE,14 i.e. on the presence of
12

On (37), see Leu (2007).
Indefinite-’headed’ relatives are also compatible with ‘person’-possessives that have something in
common with deictics:
(i) We need a place of our own
14
For a compatible approach to right, see Johnson (1991).
Supporting the importance of PLACE are the following, similar to (40):
(i) We spoke (*over) thereof
13
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a locative phrase. Deictic there and here are by themselves not compatible with over
or right or with contrastive stress falling on them. If this is correct, then prenominal
deictic there (or here) could well have a relative clause source, as long as the relative
lacked PLACE.15
If prenominal there and here do have a relative clause source, then it is (38)/(39)
that is surprising, and not the presence of ‘[there a book]’ in the derivation proposed
in (35).
The question remains, then, as to why neither (38) nor (39) is possible. Let me
suggest a link to Szabolcsi’s (1983; 1994) analysis of Hungarian possessive sentences.
Szabolcsi argues that possessors (in the Hungarian counterparts of simple possessive
sentences like John has a sister) originate within a DP (containing a sister) that is the
argument of an existential verb (that looks like be). The possessor then moves out of
that DP, doing so obligatorily because the DP is indefinite.
Putting it slightly differently, a Hungarian DP containing a (relatively nonembedded) possessor must necessarily ‘split’ if that DP is indefinite (and may do so if
it is definite). Let me now suggest the same for deictic there, namely that when
deictic there is contained in an indefinite DP (and not embedded too far down in it),
that indefinite DP must split obligatorily, in the way shown in (35).16 (Why exactly
such (non-specific) indefinites must split in these two kinds of cases, and perhaps
others, or perhaps all cases, remains to be elucidated17). (38) and (39) are impossible
as intact DPs because they have not split, despite being indefinite. Yet such indefinite
DPs containing deictic there (or here) can be legitimate if they do split, and therefore
can appear in the initial stage of a derivation such as (35).
In summary, then, what we call expletive there is characterized by (34) and,
along with its counterparts in various Romance languages, has a derivation of the sort
loosely sketched in (35).
(ii) We spoke (*right) thereof
The contrasts seem clear, even relative to archaic English. More part of (a certain) spoken
English is:
(iii) I hereby give you permission
Again:
(iv) *I over/right hereby give you permission
15
Like simple adjectives, deictics, even if derived from relative clauses, cannot, I think, remain
postnominal (contrary to certain reduced relatives like any linguist interested in physics), i.e. (i) and,
very clearly, (ii) in English feel as if they only contain a locative:
(i) that book there
(ii) the book that’s there
In French, on the other hand, (iii) almost certainly can be a non-locative deictic:
(iii) ce livre-là
On the order difference between English and French and its relation to the position of adjectives, see
Bernstein (1997).
On adjectives being derived from relatives, cf. Kayne (1994, sect. 8.4) and references cited there;
also Leu (2006). On nouns themselves being derived from relatives, cf. Koopman (2003; 2005).
16
Maximal parallelism with Hungarian would lead to thinking that Hungarian indefinites containing a
possessor split in remnant movement fashion, too.
17
One should also consider this from the perspective of Sportiche (2002) on D.
The Hungarian possessor asymmetry between definite and indefinite DPs has a partial counterpart
within English, in the contrast between (i) and (ii):
(i) a friend of John’s
(arguably derived from ‘John’s a friend’ - cf. Kayne (1993, sect. 1.2) - by movement of a friend to the
Spec of of) vs.:
(ii) John’s friend
If the containing DP is definite, as in (ii), the kind of movement seen in (i) need not take place.
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6. Deictics, demonstratives and indefinites
As illustrated in (36)-(39), English deictics have a privileged relation to
demonstratives, which are the only determiners that in (non-standard) English can
overtly cooccur with a prenominal deictic. On the other hand, not every instance of a
demonstrative is compatible with a deictic, even (to my not entirely native ear) in nonstandard English. The following seem appreciably less possible than (36):
(44) *Your child has never been that there irritable before
(45) *A thesis shouldn’t really be this here short
(Both of these would be possible without there or here.) The generalization may be
that deictics must modify a noun (or projection thereof).18
To the (partial) extent that deictics do have a privileged relation with
demonstratives, we are led to ask, given the proposal that deictics can in fact combine
with indefinites, whether demonstratives might not be able to combine with
indefinites, too, in a way that would support separating both deictics and
demonstratives from any intrinsic link to definiteness.
Of interest here is Hebrew, as discussed by Sichel (2001), which has the
convenient property that its demonstratives cooccur, when in a definite DP, with an
overt definite article:
(46) ha-yalda ha-zot
‘the girl the dem.’
Yet Hebrew also allows (Sichel, chap. 1, note 6):
(47) yalda zot
with no definite article, yet with the same demonstrative element. In addition, while
(46) as a direct object would be preceded by the morpheme et that normally precedes
definite direct objects, (47) would not be. Sichel concludes that (47) is an instance of
a demonstrative that is not definite.19
It seems, then, that demonstratives are no more universally wedded to definites
than are, given my proposal that expletive there is a deictic originating within an
indefinite, deictics. The plausibility of (35) is thereby enhanced.

7. The definiteness effect
The order of elements in the constituent ‘[there a book]’ postulated in (35), in which
there precedes a, is indirectly supported by (non-standard):
(48) these here four books
to the extent that the indefinite article a is akin to numerals, as argued by Perlmutter
18

At least in English. Delsing (1993, 136) notes as acceptable the Swedish counterpart of *a so here
big car.
19
Cf. perhaps English:
(i) There’s this guy on the phone for you.
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(1970). In other words, ‘...there a...’ in (35) parallels ‘...here four...’ in (48).
Assume now that the definite article would, in contrast, precede the deictic, as
the demonstrative does in the example just given.20 This means that replacing the
indefinite article in (35) by a definite article would yield:
(49) ...[the there book]...
(50) ...[the there three books]...
This contrast in relative position between definite and indefinite article will have an
interesting effect. Whereas in (35) ‘a book’ could raise out from within ‘there a
book’, that same raising will be precluded in (49) or (50). Such raising of ‘the book’
or of ‘the three books’ out of their containing DP is precluded by the fact that in (49)
and (50) ‘the book’ and ‘the three books’ are not constituents. Therefore there is no
way to have, parallel to (35), a derivation that would yield, with expletive there:
(51) *There’s the book on the table
Thus we have, granted that the must precede there or here, the beginning of an
account of the core definiteness effect found in (English) existentials. 21
In essence, any determiner that must in general precede deictic there will be
incompatible
with the kind of derivation shown in (35) that underlies existentials that contain
expletive there (a particular subcase of deictic there).
Starting from (49) or (50) there is another imaginable derivation that needs to be
considered, in which ‘(a) book’ or ‘three books’ would be raised out of the containing
DP leaving behind ‘the there’. Such a derivation would yield:
(52) *The there is (a) book on the table
(53) *The there are three books on the table
These can be excluded if the presence of the blocks the raising operation.22 That the
might have such a blocking effect is a long-standing idea - cf. Fiengo and
Higginbotham (1981). Although there are exceptions and although the reason for the
blocking effect needs to be made more precise, there is one very sharp case in
20

Contrary to Afrikaans, for which something further needs to be said. On relatives preceding D, cf.
Whitman (1981) and Kayne (1994, sect. 8.3).
21
(51) is possible in a ‘list’ context, e.g.:
(i) What should we read? Well, there’s the book on the table
(ii) Who can we invite? Well, there’s John
Perhaps the definites here are embedded within hidden indefinites.
On differing sensitivity to definiteness in two dialects of Catalan, see Rigau (2005, 792); similarly,
for two varieties of Spanish, Longa et al. (1998, 13).
As a reviewer emphasizes, the account suggested for (51) should generalize to (cf. Milsark (1974)):
(iii) *There’s every book on the/a shelf
on the assumption that this every must precede there as the does in (49), and similarly for other ‘strong
determiners’ in Milsark’s sense. The contrast with:
(iv) There’s every reason to believe we’re right
implies, then, that the every of (iv) is lower than that of (iii), as argued on independent grounds by
Postma and Rooryck (1996).
22
For a partly similar idea, see den Dikken (1997).
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Romance that seems to fit well with (52)/(53):
(54) Jean en a (*les) trois
‘J of-them has (the) three’
(55) Jean en a un/*l’ autre
‘J of-them has an/the other’
In these French examples, the extraction of quantitative en (cf. Pollock (1998)) is
blocked by the presence of a definite article.23 Thinking of (48) and the corresponding
non-standard:
(56) them there four books
(with them rather than those), one also needs to exclude a derivation that would yield:
(57) *Them there were four books on the table an hour ago
Again, it is plausible that the presence of them blocks the extraction of four books that
would have been necessary to derive (57) in a way parallel to the licit derivation
indicated in (35).
Arguably like the definiteness effect of (51) is (cf. Heim (1987)) the absence of
a wide scope reading for three books in There must be three books on the table. From
the present perspective, a wide scope (‘specific’) reading of three books must in
general require the presence of a ‘specific’ D (a more general D than the one restricted
to definites), covert in English but arguably overt in Gungbe (Aboh, 2004; chap. 3).
That D will have the same effect on extraction of there as the definite D.24 (Not
surprisingly, then, Cresti (2003) argues that there is a parallel scope restriction with
Italian ne (related to the French en of (54) and (55)).)

8. Agreement
In the remnant movement derivation given in (35), what ends up in subject position is
‘[there ti]’, where ti is the trace/copy of ‘a book’. In the corresponding derivation of:
(58) There are three books on the table

23

Cf. Kayne (1975, chap. 2, note 55). Note that right-dislocation with de (cf. Vinet (1977)), but
without en, is possible:
(i) Jean m’a montré les tiens, de livres
‘J me has shown the yours, of books’
though not with des:
(ii) *Jean m’a montré les tiens, des livres
‘...of-the books’
The text discussion assumes that there is no ‘escape-hatch’ available in these cases, either, in particular
Spec,DP (unlike in the case of (Hungarian) possessors).
24
The ill-formedness of (i) can similarly be taken to reflect the presence of a covert definite or specific
D (required by the presence of all):
(i) *There will all be three books on the table
The ill-formedness of (ii) (v. Chomsky (1995, 275)) might be related to this:
(ii) *There seem to each other to be five people here
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what ends up in subject position is again ‘[there ti]’, where ti is now the trace/copy of
‘three books’. This may make it possible to take the plural are in (58) to be
determined by the plurality of the phrase in subject position, which is not simply
expletive (deictic) there, but a bigger phrase containing (the trace/copy of) plural
number (cf. also Koopman, 2003; 2005). If this is correct, then there may be no need
here for downward agreement of the sort proposed by Chomsky (2001).25
In a similar vein, in the Italian counterpart of (58):
(59) Ci sono tre libri sul tavolo
‘there are three books on-the table’
the plural form sono might be determined through direct agreement with the preceding
‘[ci ti]’, i.e. with the phrase containing the expletive clitic. Alternatively, there may be
26
a spec position between ci and sono through which ‘[ci ti]’ has passed.

9. Why is there the expletive?
English expletive there has no counterpart in then:
(60) There are problems with your proposal
(61) *Then are problems with your proposal
If expletives were uninterpretable elements merged directly into a (relatively) high
subject position, it would not be immediately clear why English or some nearby (or
distant) language could not have then as its expletive. From the present perspective,
which takes expletive there to be a deictic element merged within an indefinite DP,
we can do somewhat better. First, we can note that the contrast between (60) and (61)
is not limited to existential contexts; it is also found in the archaic English
construction mentioned earlier, e.g.:
(62) We spoke thereof/*thenof
and similarly for thereby, which can still be heard:
(63) We thereby/*thenby demonstrated...
More pointedly, perhaps, deictic there preceding an overt noun has no then
counterpart: 27

25

The lack of agreement possible in colloquial English in some cases has a counterpart in Italian -cf.
Burzio (1986, 77). On interesting variation concerning agreement within Catalan, see Rigau (2005).
26
Cf. also Belletti (2005, 18).
27
Conversely the non-colloquial (i) has no counterpart with there:
(i) ?his then wife; ?the then president
(ii) *his there wife; *the there president
(i) seems more like:
(iii) the president then
i.e. more like the temporal counterpart of a locative, rather than like the temporal counterpart of a
deictic.
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(64) That there/*then car ain’t no good
A statement touching on all the facts of this section is:
(65) Locatives are closer to deictics than are temporals
More specifically, locatives can be formed by combining a deictic with silent PLACE,
yielding what I have been calling locative there (or here). This in effect gives
locatives the possibility of being phonetically indistinguishable from the non-locative
deictic there seen in (60), (62), (63) and probably in one (perhaps the only - see note
5) reading of (64).
The idea behind (65) is that the proper analysis of then in sentences like:
(66) They were happy (back) then
cannot be as simple as the proper analysis of locative there. Put another way,
although locative there is deictic there combined with PLACE, temporal then cannot
simply correspond to a deictic element combined with TIME. This property of
temporals is probably not to be understood in terms of silent TIME being
systematically unavailable, given the double possibility indicated in:
(67) We’ll be at your place in two hours
(68) We’ll be at your place in two hours’ time
which makes TIME seems appropriate for (67) (see Kayne, 2007).
It may rather be that silent TIME requires a modifier that is itself specified for
‘time’ (as is (two) hours in (67)), whereas PLACE is not so demanding. Alternatively
put, both TIME and PLACE require a modifier at least partially specified for,
respectively, ‘time’ or ‘place’.28 The difference, then, would be that there is some
partial overlap between ‘location’ and ‘deixis’ itself, but no comparable partial
overlap between ‘time’ and ‘deixis’.29 In effect, location would then be seen as a
more concrete, narrowed down (via PLACE) counterpart of deixis, whereas time
would not be.
From this perspective, (66) can be thought of as:
(69) ...then TIME
where temporal then is itself specified for time (and requires TIME) - in a way that
distinguishes it sharply from deictic there, which is not specified for location (and
does not need to cooccur with PLACE, though it can). There is consequently no
derivation available for (61) that could track the derivation of (60) (that was in effect
sketched in (35), which is repeated here):
28

The PLACE found in:
(i) Let’s go over to John’s tonight
is a silent counterpart of the place found in:
(ii) Let’s go over to John’s place tonight
which conveys more than just location - it seems close to ‘home’, in a way that recalls Longobardi
(1996).
29
On probably related differences between locatives and temporals, see Starke (2001).
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(70) ...[there a book]...
→ raising of ‘a book’
...a booki ... [there ti]... → merger of V
...is a booki ... [there ti]... → remnant movement
...[there ti]k is a booki ... tk...
In addition to there being no expletive then parallel to expletive there, we can
also note that there is no modified expletive there:
(71) Are there problems with your proposal?
(72) *Are over/right there problems with your proposal?
Since expletive there is a subcase of deictic there and since deictic there in general
disallows modification (cf. also (40)):30
(73) *That over/right there car ain’t no good
the unacceptability of (72) is expected.
There is no expletive here parallel to expletive there, either:31
(74) *Are here problems with your proposal?
which means that here cannot successfully appear in a derivation like (70). We can
express this restriction as:
(75) Here can only appear within a definite DP
In effect, there is more ‘neutral’ than here,32 with this difference in turn probably to
be related to what I think are similar differences between that and this, e.g.:
(76) He’s not all that/*all this smart
(77) The behavior of their son is somewhat different from that/*this of their daughter.
and even with what we call complementizer that:
(78) They think that/*this everything is fine
One (plausible) implication of (75) is that here must be contained within a definite DP
30

Possible is:
(i) that car over there
but here we have locative there, i.e. deictic there combined with PLACE, with over keyed to PLACE.
31
Possible is:
(i) Here are several problems for you
but this is probably an instance of a preposed locative here, i.e. with PLACE.
32
Cf. Dasgupta (1992) and Jayaseelan and Hariprasad (2001).
Here, this and these may contain a first-person feature or morpheme that does not have or at least can
fail to have a counterpart with there, that and those.
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in both of the following, despite there being no overt definite article - in addition to
some silent indicator of definiteness, (79) contains PLACE and (80) THING:
(79) They live here
(80) We hereby declare...
Both locative there and the there of archaic thereof (and non-archaic thereby)
have counterparts with where:
(81) Where do they live?
(82) Whereof have they spoken? (archaic)
(83) the plan whereby we...
Expletive there does not:33
(84) Where is there/*where a problem?
In this respect the deictic there that we call expletive behaves as the deictic there
preceding overt nouns (in non-standard English):
(85) that there car
(86) *that where car; *this where car; *a where car; *some where car
If where is not a deictic element at all, then (84) is not surprising.34
In summary to these last sections, what we call expletive there is an instance of
deictic there initially occurring within an indefinite DP, and then being split away
from it, as indicated in (70).

10. Expletive ghe and ci in possessive sentences
As earlier (cf. the discussion of (30)), I follow Burzio (1986) in taking Italian ci in
existential sentences to be strongly similar to English there, apart from the fact that ci
ends up in object clitic position, whereas there ends up in subject position. An
example of Italian existential ci is:
(87) C’è un libro sul tavolo
‘there is a book on-the table’
The derivation of (87) will resemble that of (70), modulo the final landing site, and
similarly for Paduan ghe in:

33

Cf. Chomsky (1995, 392), whose argument against (an earlier version of) Moro (1997) does not carry
over to the present proposal.
34
If there, here and where do form a natural class of deictics (see Kayne, to appear) then more needs to
be said.
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(88) Ghe ze un libro...
‘there is a book...’
For a certain subset of Italian speakers, the expletive ci of (87) can also appear
in simple possessive sentences such as:35
(89) Gianni c’ha una sorella
‘G ci has a sister’
For the speakers in question (89) is possible without any locative interpretation being
associated with it, i.e. it can correspond perfectly to English:
(90) John has a sister
In the Italian of the relevant speakers, the presence of ci in (89) is generally not
obligatory. In many dialects of Italy such a clitic (i.e. the corresponding deictic clitic,
e.g. ghe in Paduan) often is obligatory in the equivalent of (89)/(90) (cf. Moro, 1997;
p.237).36 It seems virtually certain, as Moro suggests, that this ci or ghe in possessive
sentences is an expletive clitic and is in fact the same expletive clitic as the one found
in existential sentences like (87) and (88).
The question is why (some) Italian and many dialects of Italy should allow an
expletive at all in possessive sentences like (89). I think the answer is to be found in
Szabolcsi’s (1983; 1994) analysis of simple possessive sentences in Hungarian. Her
proposal, mentioned earlier, is essentially that possessive sentences are based on
existentials. The derivation of simple possessive sentences tracks that of existential
sentences (which are taken to have a single verb that takes a single argument (apart
from a possible additional locative)), with an important twist.
In possessive sentences like (90) in Hungarian, the possessor originates within
that single argument of the existential and raises out of it, picking up dative Case on
the way. Transposition of Szabolcsi’s analysis to English (Kayne, 1993) has the
possessor in English raising out of the same single argument of the existential.
There are, however, two (linked) differences between Hungarian and English;
the possessor in English ends up with nominative Case (apart from ECM contexts)
and the verb in English must be have rather than be, as seen in (90). (In the
35

(89) becomes (much) more widely accepted if expletive ci cooccurs with an accusative or
quantitative clitic:
(i) Una sorella, ce l’ha anche Gianni
‘a sister there it has also G’
(ii) Gianni ce n’ha due
‘G there of-them has two’
in a way that recalls the improvement in Italian non-dislocated clitic doubling attributable to a second
clitic - Cinque (1990, 178).
In possessive sentences, this ci cannot undergo clitic climbing:
(iii) *Ci vorrei avere una sorella
‘there I-would-like to-have a sister’
unless accompanied (perhaps pied-piped) by another clitic, as in:
(iv) Una bella casa, ce la vorrei avere anch’io
‘a beautiful house, there it I-would-like to-have also I’
In addition, there are restrictions preventing ci from appearing (postverbally) in non-finite contexts, in
many cases. All of this needs further study.
36
In many dialects, there is a ghe with auxiliary ‘have’, too. The source for those instances of ghe may
lie with the nominalization-like character of past participles.
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Hungarian counterpart of (90), John would bear dative Case and the verb would be
existential be).
Szabolcsi’s idea that possessive sentences like (90) embed an existential
structure within them clearly makes the appearance of expletive ci in (89) less
surprising (and similarly for the relevant dialects). In effect, (89) has ‘inherited’ its
expletive ci from the existential embedded within it.
To see what the derivations might look like, let’s begin with one (modeled on (70))
for:
(91) There is a sister of John’s in our class.
Setting aside the locative in our class, the derivation proceeds as follows:
(92) ...[there a sister of John’s]indef.DP...
→ raising of ‘a sister of John’s’
...[a sister of John’s]i...[there ti]... → merger of V
...is [a sister of John’s]i...[there ti]... → remnant movement
...[there ti]k is [a sister of John’s]i...tk...
Transposing to Italian (89) gives:
(93) ...[ci una sorella di Gianni]indef.DP... → raising of ‘una sorella di Gianni’
...[una sorella di Gianni]i...[ci ti]... → merger of V
...è [una sorella di Gianni]i...[ci ti]... → remnant movement
...[ci ti]k è [una sorella di Gianni]i...tk...
If the derivation stopped here, it would correspond to the existential sentence:
(94) C’è una sorella di Gianni... (‘there is a sister of G...’)
Extending the derivation in (93) along Szabolcsi’s lines amounts to saying that
in Italian the possessor Gianni can subsequently raise out of the phrase ‘una sorella di
Gianni’, ending up in subject position. With the necessary appearance of ‘have’
instead of ‘be’, this yields (89). The last step (abstracting away from the question
whether ‘have’ is in the numeration or not and also from the question of the
preposition di) is then:
(95) ...[ci ti]k ha [una sorella Gianni]i...tk... → raising of the possessor
...Giannim [ci ti]k ha [una sorella tm]i...tk...
Again, this allows us to make sense of the presence of expletive ci in such possessive
sentences - ci (and similarly for ghe in the relevant dialects) has been carried over into
such possessive sentences from the existential substructure embedded in them.
In contrast, of course, expletive there cannot appear in the corresponding
English simple possessive sentences:
(96) *John has there a sister.
(96) is not acceptable and (97) is not a simple possessive sentence, i.e. its there must
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be interpreted as a locative, parallel to (98):
(97) John has a sister there
(98) John has a sister in Chicago
This restriction on English, as compared with some Italian and many Italian dialects,
is plausibly to be related to the fact that expletive there, unlike expletive ci or ghe,
occupies a subject position.37 Thus the impossibility of (96) could be attributed to
‘competition’ between the expletive and the possessor for the same position.
Alternatively, in part, one might say that in the spirit of relativized minimality (Rizzi,
1990) the movement of the possessor to the highest subject position is blocked in (96)
by the presence of expletive there in an intervening subject position.

11. Comparative syntax of possessives and existentials
The account just suggested for (96), although it may well be on the right track for
English, does not extend to the fact that the French expletive y that is a close
counterpart of Italian ci never occurs in French possessive sentences, in any variety of
French, as far as I know:
(99) Jean (*y) a une soeur
‘J (there) has a sister’
The reason that (99) with expletive y is impossible cannot be exactly the reason
suggested for English (96); the proposal for English does not carry over to French
because French expletive y is in an object clitic position (just like Italian ci) and not in
subject position. Let me therefore propose a separate account for French (which will
in turn not carry back over to English, as it arguably should not). This account of (99)
will, in line with earlier discussion, involve the syntax of existentials.
In existentials, French has:
(100) Il y a un livre sur la table
‘it there has a book on the table’
with y an object clitic-like expletive parallel to Italian ci not only in position, but also
in that y, like ci, occurs elsewhere as a locative (with PLACE), as in (17), repeated
here:
(101) Jean y va
‘J there goes’
37

If the contrast in:
(i) John has a sister
(ii) *John has the sister
is due to the same (definiteness) effect found with existentials illustrated in (51), we might be led to
postulate a silent there in (i) parallel to the overt ci of (89). This silent there would not interfere with
the raising of the possessor (for reasons to be made precise - cf. Kayne (2006)), but it would call for the
kind of splitting seen in (70) that leads to the definiteness effect. For relevant discussion, see Szabolcsi
(1986).
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and also with THING (and a silent P), as in (7), repeated here:
(102) Jean y pense
‘J there thinks’
Unlike Italian, though, French existential sentences show what seems to be a second
expletive, the subject clitic il, as seen in (100). (Furthermore, the verb in French is
‘have’ rather than ‘be’ - both Italian and English have ‘be’).
The fact that French ‘have’ cooccurs in (100) with expletive y recalls the
cooccurrence of Italian ‘have’ with expletive ci in (89), and suggests that French
(100), like Italian (89), contains, despite appearances, a possessor subject.
The most natural interpretation of this conclusion is, I think, that the possessor
subject in question in French is the subject clitic pronoun il. Thinking of Chomsky
(1981, 325), a way to put this is to say that the il of (100) is a ‘quasi-argument’ (rather
than a true argument).
The status of the il of (100) is then significantly similar to that of the il of French
weather sentences like:
(103) Il pleut
‘it rains’
with which it shares the property of being zero (rather than the usual accusative le/l’)
in accusative contexts:
(104) ?Un malentendu (*l’)a fait y avoir trop d’enfants à la soirée
‘a misunderstanding has made there have too-many of children at the party’
Although embedding an existential like There were too many children at the party
under a causative in French is somewhat marginal (perhaps as in English), the result is
clearly, as seen in (104), appreciably more acceptable without le/l’ than with it. This
is the same property that one finds with weather verbs:38
(105) Les savants sont maintenant capables de (*le) faire pleuvoir
‘the scientists are now capable of making to-rain’
The subject il of French existentials also shares with the il of French weather
sentences the ability to control PRO (much as in Chomsky’s discussion of English; cf.
also Kayne (1979, 713)):
(106) Il pourrait y avoir du pain sans y
avoir de l’eau
‘it could there to-have of-the bread without there to-have of the water’
‘there could be bread without there being water’
(107) Il peut neiger sans pleuvoir
‘it can to-snow without to-rain’
Note that in the French existential control example (106) il does not appear in the
38

Why exactly le is impossible here remains to be understood. Note the contrast with English:
(i) Scientists are now capable of making *(it) be very cold
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infinitival part (it is replaced by PRO), while y does. This is indirectly related to the
fact that English there cannot be a controller:
(108) There can’t possibly be a solution without *(there) being a problem
(109) *There was a problem before being a solution
The reason that English prohibits control with expletive there, in contrast to (106), is
that expletive there (like y) is not a quasi-argument (but rather a deictic element that is
not an argument at all), contrary to il. (106) can thus have PRO as the subject of the
infinitival phrase beginning with sans, whereas in (108) and (109) the subject of the
gerund cannot be PRO; put another way, in both languages the existential argument
within the controlled infinitive or gerund needs to be merged with a deictic - in French
that deictic y can cooccur with PRO since they occupy different types of positions,
contrary to what holds in English.
In summary, neither of the two elements that might have appeared to be
expletives in French (100) is actually an expletive. The il is a quasi-argument, and the
y is a deictic modifier that originates within the associate.
As for the derivation of a French existential sentence such as (100), the best way
to see it is to begin by going back to (93)-(95), consolidated here as the derivation of:
(110) Gianni c’ha una sorella
‘G there has a sister’ = (89)
which is the Italian possessive sentence containing expletive ci. The derivation goes
as follows:39
(111) ...[ci una sorella Gianni]indef.DP...
→
...[una sorella Gianni]i...[ci ti]...
→
...ha [una sorella Gianni]i...[ci ti]...
→
...[ci ti]k ha [una sorella Gianni]i...tk... →
...Giannim [ci ti]k ha [una sorella tm]i...tk...

raising of ‘una sorella Gianni’
merger of V
remnant movement
raising of the possessor

The proposal now is that (100) has a similar derivation, except that quasi-argument
possessor il replaces the full possessor argument Gianni; un livre replaces una sorella;
and y replaces ci:
(112) ...[ y un livre il ]indef.DP...
→
...[ un livre il ]i...[ y ti ]...
→
...a [ un livre il ]i...[ y ti ]...
→
...[ y ti ]k a [ un livre il ]i...tk... →
...ilm [ y ti ]k a [ un livre tm ]i...tk...
39

raising of ‘un livre il’
merger of V
remnant movement
raising of the possessor

Here I’m taking ha = ‘have’ to be in the numeration, and abstracting away from the question of
preposition incorporation - on which, see Kayne (1993), Rigau (2005) and references cited in those
works.
The last step of the derivation in (111) involves the extraction of the possessor from within a
previously moved constituent. In this respect it recalls (vs. Wexler and Culicover (1980, 278)):
(i) That’s the problem that we explained to John only part of. (cf. Kayne (1994, 74))
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Consider in turn the result of replacing un livre in (100) by une soeur de Jean (‘a
sister of J’):
(113) Il y a une soeur de Jean dans la cour
‘it there has a sister of J in the courtyard’
This is a sentence whose derivation (abstracting away from the preposition de) must
begin with ‘[ y [une soeur Jean] il ]indef.DP’ in place of ‘[ y [un livre] il ]indef.DP’. That
is, the derivation of (113) must contain an indefinite DP with two possessors,
argument Jean and quasi-argument il. This is not implausible (as an instance of
recursion), in particular given the existence in English of the quite acceptable (to me):
(114) (?)This painting of yours of mine is now quite valuable
in the sense of ‘this painting that you did that I own’40.
Returning to French (99), repeated here:
(115) Jean (*y) a une soeur
‘J (there) has a sister’
I think the answer to why it is impossible with expletive y, as opposed to Italian (110)
being possible with expletive ci, lies in the following (unidirectional) comparative
syntax correlation:
(116) If a Romance language allows a clitic counterpart of expletive there in its
possessive sentences, then its existential sentences have the verb be (and not
have).
Particularly striking here is Catalan, whose deictic clitic hi is in other ways very much
like Italian ci. Yet Catalan seems to be like French, rather than like Italian, with
respect to (115). (116) claims that Catalan lacks expletive hi in its possessive
sentences because Catalan has ‘have’ in its existentials, like French.
The next question is why (116) should hold. What I would like to propose as an
answer to that question depends on a strong ‘uniformity'41 assumption about
existential sentences (and hence about possessive sentences, given my adoption and
extension of Szabolcsi’s analysis), namely that all (Romance) languages have a quasiargument possessor in their existentials (and hence in their possessive sentences), of
the sort seen overtly in French il. (This implies that an existential sentence in which
the associate contains a full argument possessor actually has two possessors.)
Returning to (116) and to the unacceptability of (115) with expletive y, we can
now understand (116) as follows. A language that allows an expletive deictic clitic in
its possessive sentences, as do Italian and Paduan, must of necessity be a language in
which the presence of that expletive clitic does not force subject position to be filled
by the quasi-argument possessor that by hypothesis is found in all simple possessive
40

The fact that (114) is so much better than:
(i) *My your painting is valuable
which presumably has something to do with of, needs to be elucidated.
41
Cf. Chomsky (2001, 2).
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sentences.42 But in existentials, French and Catalan do have the quasi-argument
possessor raising to subject position. (In French, the quasi- argument possessor must
generally be pronounced, as opposed to Catalan.) Consequently, we can exclude
French (115) with expletive y by taking the raising of the quasi-argument possessor in
French to be more general:
(117) In French (and similarly for Catalan), the quasi-argument possessor must, if
expletive y is present, raise to subject position.
This will exclude (115), as desired. A more general formulation of (117) would be:
(118) If a language has quasi-argument possessor raising in the presence of an overt
deictic expletive clitic in some cases (in particular in existentials), then it has it
in all cases (thereby blocking full argument possessor raising in the presence of
the overt expletive).
Again, (115) is correctly excluded.
If y is not pronounced, then the French (and Catalan) quasi-possessor does not
(and cannot, for reasons to be determined) raise to subject position, in which case
nothing blocks the raising of the full argument possessor Jean, yielding the acceptable
variant of (115).
Note that in the derivation (112) what is raised into subject position cannot, even
in the absence of overt il, be the associate itself:
(119) *Un livre y a sur la table
This might be due to the fact that in that derivation un livre is not a full DP argument,
having been raised out in the first step from within the argument phrase containing
y;43 alternatively, there might be an intervention/relativized minimality effect, with y
constituting a block.
In Italian and in the dialects of Italy, the verb in existentials is be rather than
have. I interpret this to mean that in those languages the quasi-argument possessor
has not raised to nominative subject position. The fact that it does not have to, even in
the presence of expletive ci or ghe, will make it possible for the full argument
possessor to do so even in their presence, yielding sentences like (110), in a way
compatible with (116). (On the fact that English acts differently, despite having be in
existentials, see the discussion of (96).)

12. Other languages and no languages
Some Scandinavian languages are like English in having existentials with be and with
a counterpart (der) of subject there.44 This der can be taken to originate as a deictic
modifier of the associate, as discussed for English. Other Scandinavian languages can
42

At least in possessive sentences of the type under discussion, with an indefinite possessee.
Probably the text approach should be extended to cases like:
(i) John has it/your pencil in his pocket
though with additional structure - cf. in part note 21.
43
Cf. Rigau (2005, note 22).
44
Cf. Allan et al. (1995, sect. 407).
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have be with a subject (det) that seems more like English it or that.45 This det might
be akin to French il, i.e. it might be a quasi-argument possessor, though that would
leave open (for the time being) why the verb is be; alternatively, this det might have
some other status (perhaps related to the it of clefts) that remains to be elucidated.
In Swiss German and other southern varieties of German, existentials can have
the verb have, with a subject es that corresponds in other ways to English it (examples
from Thomas Leu):
(120) Es het es buaech uf em tisch
‘it has a book on the table’
This subject es looks very much like a quasi-argument counterpart of French il.
Although in (120) there is no overt element corresponding to French y, Swiss German
also allows:
(121) Da het s es buaech uf em tisch
‘there has it a book on the table’
with an additional da that may correspond to y. Where a Swiss German existential
has es het... a standard German existential would have es gibt..., with (probably) the
same es, but with the verb ‘give’. This use of ‘give’ in existentials has a (nonproductive) counterpart in English:
(122) What gives?
In Spanish and Portuguese, the verb in existentials is a form of have, without
there being any visible counterpart of French y (except perhaps in the present tense in
Spanish). Since Spanish and Portuguese have no visible y elsewhere, either, they
plausibly have a silent one in existentials. In addition, they are like Catalan in having
no overt counterpart of French il.
As we can see, there is substantial variation in the form of existentials across
Romance and Germanic. This should not prevent us, however, from ‘seeing’ what is
not present. One gap of interest can be illustrated with an (unacceptable) English
example:
(123) *There has a book on the table.
Subject deictic expletive there is not compatible with have in English. But as far as I
know, no Romance or Germanic language has an exact counterpart of (123), with verb
‘have’ and a deictic element (rather than a quasi-argument) in subject position. This
follows directly from the assumption made earlier that have requires a possessor
subject,46 whether quasi-argument (French il, (Swiss) German es) or full argument.
Combined with the radically different status of there, which (like French y, Italian ci,
45

Cf. Holmes and Hinchliffe (1994, 140).
(123) contrasts with:
(i) There has to be a book somewhere
(ii) There have been lots of problems
indicating that auxiliary-like have (and similarly in other languages) does not require a possessor
subject in the same way, despite other similarities with main verb have that led Kayne (1993) to
assimilate the two to a significant degree.
46
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Paduan ghe, Catalan hi) is a deictic modifier and not an argument or quasi-argument,
this accounts for the general absence of (123).
I have been assuming that the French type of existential seen in (100), with verb
‘have’ and with deictic y in object clitic position and quasi-argument possessor il in
subject (clitic) position, is closely matched by Catalan (example from Rigau (2005,
777)):
(124) Hi ha una biblioteca nova
‘there has a library new’
with the single difference that Catalan, in a way related to its being a null subject
language, has a silent counterpart of il. Less immediate is the answer to the question
where the quasi-argument possessor is in Italian existentials:
(125) C’è un libro sul tavolo
‘there is a book on-the table’
Since Italian ci is not in subject position, Italian could perhaps (though not if (118) is
correct) be like Catalan in having a silent il there. Alternatively, the quasi-argument
possessor in Italian is silent and oblique (thinking of the fact that argument possessors
are oblique in many languages47).

13. Existentials and causers
As alluded to just above (122), German has one existential with the verb give:
(126) Es gibt keine Lösung
‘it gives no solution’
Since give is normally causative, it seems odd at first glance that (126) could have an
existential interpretation. The various languages that use have in their existentials
(French, Catalan, Spanish, Portuguese, Swiss German and others) appear not to pose a
problem of this sort, insofar as have is normally not thought of as causative. Yet
English have can be causative, in sentences with an agentive subject:
(127) We’ll have them call you
Somewhat similarly, although English get seems straightforwardly like an inchoative
of have in:
(128) They got a large inheritance
and like an inchoative of be in:
47

For interesting discussion, see Hoekstra (1994).
Even if oblique, the quasi-argument in Italian must be able to be a controller, given (from Burzio
(1986, 174)):
(i) Potrebbe esserci del pane senza esserci dell’acqua
‘could to-be there of-the bread without to-be there of-the water’ = ‘there could be bread without
there being water’
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(129) They got sick
get can also be causative:
(130) They got him arrested
(131) They got us talking to each other
(132) They got us to lend them money
A possible interpretation of these facts is that (126) actually does have causative
content, and so do existentials with have in the various languages mentioned (and
arguably, then, existentials with be in languages like English and Italian). This
causative content could be understood by thinking of a sentence like There’s no
solution as similar to:
(133) Something has caused there to be no solution
in which case the es of (126) could be taken to be a quasi-argument causer. That in
turn would lead to the possibility that French il in existential il y a... is also a quasiargument causer48 rather than a quasi-argument possessor, and similarly for the other
quasi-argument possessors postulated earlier.
Postulating the presence of a non-agentive causer where none is visible is also a
tempting option in the case of what are sometimes called ‘anti-causative’ verbs such
as sink, which enter into pairs like:
(134) The boat sank
(135) The navy/the storm sank the boat
In (135) the causer can be agentive (the navy) or non-agentive (the storm). At the
same time, there is a well-known argument concerning a possible implicit argument in
(134), based on the contrast:49
(136) The boat was sunk in order to collect the insurance
(137) *The boat sank in order to collect the insurance
The deviance of (137) does seem to indicate that (134)/(137) contains no implicit
48

Leading to the possibility that other instances of French il are, too, for example, those of:
(i) Il faut que vous partiez
‘it needs that you leave’
(ii) Il me semble que vous avez raison
‘it me seems that you...’
(iii) Il est important que...
‘it is important that...’
(iv) Il est arrivé quelqu’un
‘it is arrived someone’
On (ii), see Rooryck (1997).
49
Cf. Williams (1985).
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agent, contrary to (136). But it does not exclude the possibility that (134) contains an
unpronounced non- agentive causer.
Saying that both (126) and (134) contain a non-obvious causer argument is of
some interest, if we return to the question of the variation within Romance concerning
have and be in existentials, specifically to the difference between French, which has
have, and Italian, which has be. The reason for thinking this is of interest lies in the
fact that French and Italian also differ with respect to verbs like sink, and do so in a
way quite parallel to the verb difference in existentials, insofar as French, with anticausatives like sink, uses auxiliary have with past participles, while Italian uses
auxiliary be:
(138) Le bâteau a coulé hier
‘the boat has sunk yesterday’

French

(139) La nave è affondata ieri
‘the boat is sunk yesterday’

Italian

In other words, there may be a generalization that spans existentials and (pastparticipial) anti- causatives (a more natural class from the perspective of this section
than usually assumed), to the effect that French uses have where Italian uses be.50

14. Limitations on deictic there as expletive
In (my) colloquial English, expletive there occurs only with be. Although the
following are possible in some register(s) of English, they are for me impossible in
colloquial English:51
(140) There exist solutions to all these problems
(141) There have arrived several letters for you
In this respect, colloquial English is like both Italian and French, whose deictic
expletive ci and y are limited to existentials with be (in Italian) and have (in French)
and which do not occur in the counterparts of (140) and (141). In contrast, as
discussed by Burzio (1986, chap. 2),
Piedmontese expletive clitic ye is found more widely, occurring as it does with all
unaccusatives.
Why Piedmontese should be freer in this regard than Italian or French is not
50

French and Italian differ in what seems to be the same fashion, when it comes to the auxiliary used
with the past participle of seem, appear, disappear and be itself (i.e. French uses auxiliary have and
Italian, auxiliary be) - cf. Burzio (1986, 138). Whether some or all of these should be integrated into
the text discussion is left an open question, as is the question why die takes auxiliary be in both
languages.
The contrast between (138) and (139) also seems to be mimicked by French vs. Italian periphrasic
causatives (indirectly supporting the text proposal), in the sense that they can passivize in Italian but
not in French - cf. Kayne (1985).
51
As opposed to:
(i) There they go
like:
(ii) Here they come
which do not involve expletive there, despite having some special properties.
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clear (perhaps there is a link to the fact that Piedmontese object clitics generally
follow past participles in a way that Italian and French object clitics do not).
Nor is it clear why be is singled out by Italian and colloquial English - perhaps it
is that be is associated with less structure than any other verb - or even that be is not
really a verb (thinking of Postma (1993); cf. also Baker (2003, sect. 2.4)).
Considering the partial derivation given earlier:
(142) ...[there a book]...
→ raising of ‘a book’
...a booki ... [there ti]...
→ merger of V
...is a booki ... [there ti]... → remnant movement
...[there ti]k is a booki ... tk...
it might be that the landing site needed for the first movement step is unavailable in
these languages except with be (and similarly for have in French).
In Piedmontese, expletive ye does not occur with transitives, or even (Luigi
Burzio, p.c.) with unaccusatives embedded under an overt causative. Again, it may be
that the first step of (142) cannot proceed in the face of the extra structure associated
with transitives.
Although French unaccusatives do not show expletive y, they do show a subject
clitic il that might be taken to be a (different) kind of expletive:
(143) Il est arrivé trois lettres
‘it is arrived three letters’
Alternatively, this il might turn out to be the quasi-argument il discussed earlier - cf.
the discussion beginning at (100) and note 48. (Note that this il is not, strictly
speaking, limited to unaccusatives (cf. Pollock, 1998; note 11)).

15. Datives
The last case of parametric variation having to do with expletives that I will touch on
has to do with the topic that this paper opened with, namely the deictic clitic ghe that
is widely found in North Italian dialects in dative sentences where one might not have
expected it. Put another way, these North Italian dialects differ from standard French
and from standard Italian, which have retained an overt specifically third person
dative clitic.
The question how best to understand this difference in syntactic behavior rests in
part on how one analyzes the ghe of, for example, Paduan sentences like:
(144) Ghe dago un libro (a G)
‘ghe I-give a book (to G)’
One of the proposals made earlier was that such sentences contain a silent dative
clitic:
(145) DATCL ghe dago un libro (a G)
I have also argued in favor of taking all instances of ghe, like all instances of there in
English, to be the same element.
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In this final section, I would like to take the more specific position that the ghe
of (144) is the expletive subtype of deictic ghe, i.e. that it originates, like all the other
expletive deictics so far discussed, within the associate (which in (144) is un libro).52
This proposal rests on two points, the first being that sentences like (144), with a verb
corresponding to give, can, following a long tradition, be thought of as arising through
the embedding of a have-like structure within a causative one. The second is that
have-sentences in a certain number of Italian dialects and for a certain number of
Italian speakers show an overt expletive, as discussed earlier beginning with (89).
The idea, then, is that expletive ghe appears in (144) via ‘inheritance’. Dative
sentences embed within them possessive sub-sentences that can contain an expletive,
in turn inherited from the existential subpart of the possessive structure itself. Thus
the ghe of (144) is in essence the familiar expletive of existentials.
Needless to say, things are not quite this simple. But we can simply illustrate
the first point using French periphrastic causatives of the sort that dativize the
embedded subject:
(146) Ils ont fait avoir un prix à cet étudiant
‘they have made have a prize to that student’
This sentence, which has the approximate interpretation of:
(147) Ils ont donné un prix à cet étudiant
‘they have given...’
embeds under the causative verb faire a sentence containing avoir (‘to-have’). The
subject of the embedded verb avoir ends up as the ‘object’ of the (dative) preposition
à, in a way discussed in Kayne (2004b).
Assume now that a have-sentence embedded under a causative can itself contain
an expletive (e.g. ghe), as we know to be visibly possible for have-sentences in
various dialects. Then in the relevant dialects, this expletive (deictic) ghe will be
visible in their counterparts of (146) and, assuming a parallel derivation, of (147).
In which case we have an answer to the question we started with, namely why it
is that ghe, an apparent locative (but really a deictic element, as argued above),
appears in dative sentences like (144) in the first place. Rather than reflecting
syncretism, the presence of ghe in (144) more precisely reflects a piece of the
underlying (in part existential) syntactic structure of such sentences.53
Left open is the question why we don’t see this expletive in all Romance
languages (or in all languages). It does not appear to be possible to say that ghe can
be found in dative sentences only if it is found in possessive sentences, since, as Paola
Benincà points out (p.c.), Bellunese has ghe in datives but not in possessives.54 Nor,
52

(144) is also possible with definite el libro (‘the book’) in place of indefinite un libro. See notes 21
and 42, as well as the possibility, thinking of Koopman (2003; 2005), that definites are or can be built
upon indefinites, in relative clause fashion.
53
This will have to be extended to cover the whole range of dative sentences. Guglielmo Cinque (p.c.)
asks why expletive ghe can cooccur with a silent DATCL in (144)/(145), yet never seems to be able to
license a silent ACC-CL. In sentences with just an accusative object, the answer should be that there is
no source for expletive ghe (i.e. no existential substructure) in the first place. In ditransitive sentences,
we had an example with a silent accusative in Sardinian in (28); the contrast with Paduan remains to be
elucidated.
54
Perhaps like Bellunese is the popular French described by Postal (1990, 188, note 19) (unless the y
there turns out to be a dative Case morpheme).
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thinking of Italian itself, does the converse seem to hold, since there are Italian
speakers who have ci in possessives without having it in datives. Ultimately, the
answer will probably involve the question of whether or not clitics belonging to the
embedded sentence of a causative structure such as (146) can successfully surface.55
The question also arises as to why ghe (or ci or y or there) appears in the first
place in existentials in some languages. French existentials with il y a... indicate
clearly that filling a subject position cannot be a general answer, since in French the
subject position is filled by quasi-argument il, so that the presence of deictic expletive
y must rest on other considerations.
Part of the answer may be that these deictic elements are an obligatory part of all DPs
(including indefinites) in all languages,56 with various factors combining to determine
whether they are pronounced, in one or another language, in one or another context.

Conclusion
Expletive there and its closest counterparts in other languages are not expletives in
Chomsky’s sense (merged directly into a sentential Spec position). They are instead
instances of deictic elements originating within their associate.57 In some languages,
e.g. Paduan, these expletives can be ‘imported’ into possessive sentences and (from
there) into dative sentences, giving the impression in the latter case of syncretism
between deictic clitic and dative clitic, but the correct, more syntactic and less
morphological, analysis is that in such languages the deictic clitic is not a dative clitic,
though it cooccurs with a dative clitic that is silent.
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This paper will explore the relation between the phonetical
realization of sentential negation and its LF-mapping.
Languages that share many common features often differ in
the position where the negative marker surfaces but it is
unclear if those variations have an effect on the logic
representation of the sentence. In order to try to answer to
this question, I will consider some empirical facts related to
inverse scope interpretations of negation above modality,
showing that when the possibility of reconstructing the
modal operator is excluded, as in double-modals
constructions, the only option available to build the
appropriate LF representation is to covert-move negation1.

1. Surface variation and logic interpretation
It is relatively uncontroversial in the literature that languages show a great variability
in their means to express negation. It is well known, for example, that some languages
convey a negative sentential meaning by using a verbal affix which directly attaches
to a verbal host while other languages adopt a self-standing negation which can be
separated from the verbal complex and which shows characteristics similar to the ones
of adverbials. Among the romance languages, Standard French is famous as it negates
a sentence showing both the affix ne- which is part of the verbal morphology and the
adverb pas which surfaces in a different and lower structural position
(1) Jean n'a
pas lu
J. Neg aux Neg read
'Jean didn't read'

1

A preliminary version of this paper has been presented at the XXXIII Incontro di Grammatica
Generativa (Bologna, Italy, 1-3 March 2007) and at the XXXIV Österreichischen Linguistiktagung
(Klagenfurt 8-9 December 2006). I wish to thank Wolfgang Meyer, Patrick Grosz, Leonardo Gatti and
Federico Misirochi for their judgments on Milanese and German. Thanks also to Andrea Gualmini and
Valenina Bianchi for comments. A special thank also goes to Kate Seib.
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This is a clear case of redundancy, probably due to diachronic variation (Jespersen
1917), which reveals that even a single language may switch between two different
settings of the mechanism governing the expression of the negative operator.
The duplication of ne- and pas in French also illustrates another important
characteristic, which is the possibility for negation to surface in different structural
positions. In the case of French, the difference in the positioning of ne- and pas can be
related, following Haegeman (1995) to the X/X' difference which allows the head neto move together with the auxiliary in the functional projection hosting this latter
element. Even if it is possible in French to support an analysis which base-generates
two different elements in a unique structural position NegP between TP and AgrP
(Belletti 1990, revisiting Pollock's 1989 proposal), a single fixed position is not
sufficient to account for the broad cross-linguistic variation related to the position of
NegP.
This is clear if we compare negative markers of the same kind, both head or
both adverbials. Ouhalla (1991) notes, for example, that Turkish and Berber express
negation by means of a verbal affix, but he also notes that this affix appears in reverse
order with respect to Tense in the two languages:
(2) a. Jan elmarlar-i
ser-me-di-∅
J. apples-ACC like-neg-past-agr
b. Ur-ad-y-xdel
Mohand
neg-fut-agr-arrive
M.

(Turkish)

dudsha
tomorrow

(Berber)

In (2)a the negation me is closer to the verb stem than the affix expressing Past, while
in the Berber example (2)b the situation is the opposite, with the Future affix ad being
closest to the verb with respect to the negative morpheme ur. This contrast is hard to
account for assuming that verbal morphology is collected by the verbal root through a
successive roll-up movement across head-positions unless we do not also assume
variation of NegP. Under this mechanism, the difference between pre- and suffixation
is not relevant: it is only a morphological property of the particles. The ordering of the
verbal morphology reveals the following underlying structure for the two languages:
Turkish: AGRP > TP >NEGP

Berber: NegP > TP > AGRP

AgrP

NegP

[-Ø

TP

[-di

NegP

[-me

VP

[ ser-]]]]

[Ur-

TP

[ad-

AgrP

[y-

VP

[ -xdel]]]]

The claim that the position of NegP is variable is also supported if we compare
negative markers which, instead of being lexical heads, are both adverbial. In this case
the variation can be detected looking at the ordering difference related with adverbial
and verbal forms. Consider the other minimal pair from Zanuttini (1997):
(3) a. l’a

semper pagà no i tas

(Milanese)

s.cl. has always paid neg the taxes
‘It’s always been the case that he hasn’t paid taxes’

b. da ‘ntlura, a l’ha pi nen sempre vinciu
from then, s.cl. s.cl. has more neg always won
‘since then, he has no longer always won’
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In sentence (3)a from Milanese, the sentential negative marker no follows the
adverbial semper 'often' and the past participle pagà 'paid'. In (3)b instead, the
negation nen precedes the adverbial and the participle. Once again two varieties, in
this case two Northern Italian dialects, which share all the relevant syntactic features,
show a difference in the order of the negative marker with respect to other elements. A
complete survey of the syntactic range of variation is not possible here but there are
many crosslinguistic data (see Moscati, 2006) in support of the idea that negation may
be syntactically realized from positions as low as the VP, as in the case of Milanese,
up to position CP-internal, as in some Irish varieties (McCloskey, 2001).
This variation in the PF realization of NegP opens up a series of questions
regarding the interaction between this level of representation and the semantics. One
of those questions which I will address here is how the mapping between PF and LF
might be done, given that PF is subject to a great degree of cross-linguistic variation.
The null hypotheses is that there exists a direct mapping between the two levels of
representations, but this view is extremely problematic, as I will try to show, both on
conceptual and on empirical grounds. Firstly, given the fact that languages differ in
their PF realization of NegP, we would be forced to conclude that languages also
differ in the logic scope that the negative operator might have, with all the
consequences that derive from the idea that languages vary in their logical
representation and in their expressive power. However, this view cannot be rejected a
priori and if it can be convincingly shown that two different PFs trigger two different
LFs, we should carefully consider the null-hypothesis of an isomorphic PF-LF
mapping. On the other hand, if differences in the surface realization of negation do not
reflect variations in meaning, we have to discard the idea that LF is sensitive to
variations in the PF realization of NegP.
In the following sections I will provide evidence in favour of this last possibility,
supporting the idea that this is the correct approach and that the logic representation of
negation is not bound by its surface realization.

2. Interactions with modality
One standard argument in favor of movement in Logic Form has traditionally been
built on the presence of the ambiguity stemming from the presence of two scopebearing elements within a single clause. This has been the case for Quantifier Raising
(May, 1985) which, independently of its specific formulations (Beghelli & Stowell
1997, Hornstein 1995, Fox 2000, Reinhart 2006) can be characterized as a covert
syntactic operation which can assign different (multiple) scope positions to
quantificational elements in the output LF structure. In the presence of an ambiguity,
one option is to formulate the presence of two competing logic representations, where
a semantic operator might occupy different structural positions. This logic might be
applied to account for sentences where a modal operator is combined with negation, a
combination which in certain cases gives rise to an ambiguity solvable only by
admitting that some covert operations apply at LF. I will focus here on a sub-case of
this more general problem and I will consider the inverse scope readings of negation
over modality.
In order to find the desired configuration where negation has inverse scope over
modality, it is necessary to individuate a language where negation surfaces at PF in a
low structural position, lower than the syntactic projection where the expression of
modality appears. I will consider here two cases, from Milanese and from Standard
German. Both languages have an adverbial negative marker which surfaces in a
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structural position immediately above the VP and which is overtly C-commanded by a
modal. Let us consider first the case of Milanese.
We already saw in the example given in (3)a, repeated below, that the negative
particle no follows low verbal forms such as past participles and low adverbial like
'always':
(4)

l’a

semper pagà no i tas

(Milanese)

s.cl. has always paid neg the taxes
‘It’s always been the case that he hasn’t paid taxes’

This suggests that the functional projection where negation is realized at PF is lower
than PartP and also lower than the position devoted to aspectual adverbs like ‘semper’.
Among Romance varieties, Milanese belongs to the group of languages which show a
NegP in the lowest position of the inflectional system, immediately above the VP. The
structural representation of (4) is than the following:
(4)'

AgrP

[lj' ak

TP

AspP

[semper [ PartP pagàv

[tk

NegP

[no

VP

[ tj tv i tas ]]]]]]

This structure results from standard assumptions on verb movement. For example, the
possibility that the auxiliary is originated in a projection situated below NegP is
excluded since the auxiliary a cannot cross the past participle pagà which is another
head element (Head Movement Constraint, Travis 1984). These considerations
ultimately favour the order TP > AspP > NegP > VP, where NegP marks the lower
edge of the inflectional system.
Consider now a case where a different auxiliary is present in the structure and
instead of the auxiliary a we have a modal auxiliary which expresses deontic
necessity:
(5) El gà

de studià

no

s.cl must of to-study neg

Here the modal verb ga, similar in meaning to the English quasi-modal 'to have',
precedes the negative marker. Both assuming a bi-clausal configuration for sentence
(5) with a restructuring operation (Rizzi 1982) or a single-clause structure (Cinque
2006), the modal ga c-commands the negation no at PF.
(5)' AgrP[Elj' gak

ModP

[tk

TP

[de studiàv

NegP

[no

VP

[ tj tv ]]]]]

Under this representation we expect that, if the LF-representation is isomorphic with
the PF-structure, the modal operator is only able to take wide scope over negation. But
this is disconfirmed by the two possible interpretations1 available for sentence (5) and
reported in (6)
(6) El gà

de studià

no

s.cl must of to-study neg

a. he is not required to study
b. he is required not to study

1

¬>□
□>¬

Thanks to Leonardo Gatti e Federico Misirochi for judgments.
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The narrow scope reading (6)b directly follows from the structure given in (5)a, but
the alternative reading presented in (6)a, where a low sentential negative marker ccommanded by a modal operator at PF is able to take inverse wide scope at LF, is
unexpected. Before trying to account for this problematic reading, let us consider
another similar case taken from German.
Standard German closely resembles, mutatis mutandis, the problem posed by
Milanese. In German the sentential negative marker is realized immediately above the
VP but when combined with a verb expressing modality, it can take wide scope over
this latter element:
(7) Hans muss Julia nicht sehen
H.

must

J.

neg to-see

a. Hans is not required to see Julia
b. ? Hans is required not to see Julia
(8) ...dass Hans Julia nicht sehen

¬>□
□>¬

muss

that Hans Julia
neg see-inf
must
'...that it is not necessary that Hans sees Julia'

a. Hans is not required to see Julia
b. ? Hans is required not to see Julia

¬>□
□>¬

In sentence (7) the modal verb appears in V2 position, thus c-commanding negation
but taking narrow scope below it at LF. The preferred –if not the only- reading is the
inverse one given in (7)a2. If we cancel the V2 effect by embedding (7) and
transforming it in a subordinate clause, again negation might take scope over the same
modal (8)a. Many different analyses for SOV languages have been proposed,
stemming from the original head-final analyses or from Keyne's remnant movement
analysis (Kayne 1994, Zwart 1993, Den Dikken 1996, Haegeman 2002, Koopman &
Szabolcsi 2000) but a common feature is that there is a substantial agreement in
considering the position triggered by Object-Shift to be below ModP and above NegP.
For the point at issue here, nothing changes if we derive (8) through remnant
movement (Moscati 2006) or adopt the head-final analysis as long as this choice does
not have consequences on the relative ordering of the relevant functional projections
ModP and NegP. For concreteness, let us adopt the head final analysis and give
sentence (8) the following representation:

2

Thanks to Christian Biemann, Patrick Grosz and Wolfganf Meyer for judgments and discussions.
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(8)'
CP
dass

AgrS
Hanss

Agr'

ModP
AgrO

mussm

tm

NegP

Juliao

VP

nicht

v'

ts
to

sehen

Looking at (8)' it is evident that we are in the same situation that we found in
Milanese: negation is c-commanded by modality at PF, but it might be interpreted
with wide scope at LF. At this point the problem posed by the existence of inverse
scope readings (6)a and (7)a-(8)a should be clear and it is evident that those readings
cannot be accounted for by the representations given in (5)' and (8)'.
We need a mechanism that can create a configuration in which the negative
operator c-commands the modal operator at LF. In principle there are two means to
achieve this result: either reconstructing the modal in a position below negation or
raising negation above the modal operator. In the following paragraph I will consider
the first hypothesis, showing that it is not void of problems due to its reliance on a
specific set of assumptions and that it faces at least one important empirical problem
in double modal constructions.

3. Against reconstruction of modals
Let us explore the first of the two possibilities presented in the previous paragraph. As
mentioned above, one way to derive the problematic inverse scope readings is by
reconstructing the modal verb in a position below negation. If this solution is on the
right track, it follows that negation does not play any special role in the derivation of
inverse scope readings and that it is instead the operator expressing modality that is
affected by some kind of covert movement. We may refer to this hypothesis as the
Reconstruction Hypothesis. This hypothesis relies on the possibility that there exists at
least one position below NegP where the modal can reconstruct. I will show that this
prerequisite has important consequences on the analyses of modal verbs.
Moreover, if we assume that the mechanism required to derive inverse scope is
based on the reconstruction of the modal, we also expect that whenever such a
mechanism cannot apply, inverse scope should also be impossible. We can state the
following prerequisite and consequence for the Reconstruction Hypothesis:
i) there exists a reconstruction site below the position where NegP is realized
ii) the inverse scope readings are impossible when reconstruction is blocked
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In order to evaluate the Reconstruction Hypothesis, in this section I will consider if
there is evidence supporting i) and if the empirical prediction in ii) is borne out.
3.1. VP-internal reconstruction
If we want to derive the inverse readings in (6)a and (7)a-(8)a by reducing the scope
of the modal operator, one way to obtain this result avoiding counter-cyclic lowering
movements is to resort to the reconstruction of the modal verb. This is an alternative
to the representation given in (8)', where the modal is base-generated in its functional
projection ModP (Cinque, 1999), and the modal could have moved in this position
through possibly successive head movements (Lechner, 2006). Prima facie this seems
to be a tenable position, but it encounters several problems when we try to determine
the original position from where the modal verb has been moved.
One possibility is that modals are lexical verbs, originating within the VP, but this
solution has important consequences on the treatment of 'restructuring constructions'.
It is known that sentences with a modal verb selecting an infinitive clause show
certain kinds of monoclausal effects (Rizzi 1976b, 1982). This can be illustrated by
looking at certain properties of Italian:
(9) a. *lo odio

fare t di notte

obj.cl. I-hate to-do by night

b. lo

posso fare t di notte

obj.cl. I-can to-do by night

'I can do it by night'
The sentences in (9) show that clitic climbing, a phenomenon that is considered to be
clause bounded (9)a, might be found with a special class of verbs as the ones
expressing modality, volition and motion. This observation, together with other
special properties of the verbs belonging to this set (Rizzi 1982, Burzio 1986, Cinque
1988, 2006) suggests that modals in sentences such as (9)b are 'transparent' with
regard to a series of syntactic phenomena. In their original formulation, monoclausal
effects were derived through a 'restructuring rule' which takes a bi-clausal construction
and which transforms its input in a monoclausal sentence. I will not refer to this
formulation here, rather I will consider a more recent proposal by Cinque (2004c2006) according to which modal verbs are functional heads3 in opposition to a
competing analysis which considers modal verbs as being lexical verbs base-generated
in VP. Wurmbrand (2004) refers to this opposition as the one between lexical and
functional restructuring. Since the discussion here will be based on Wurmbrand's
original work, I will maintain this denomination.
According to a lexical restructuring analysis, modal verbs are normal lexical
verbs originating within the VP and taking as complement a reduced clause. Thus the
transparency effects related to the lack of a clause boundary are a consequence of the
properties of the selected complement:

3

It is possible to re-cast the restructuring mechanism in terms of functional projection assuming that
restructuring verbs might be either lexical or functional. This will account also for the optionality of
reconstruction phenomena (Rizzi p.c.).
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lexical restructuring

vP
VP

Subj

V'
VP

modal

V'
V

Obj

The hypothesis of modal reconstruction is directly related to the lexical restructuring
just presented, since lexical restructuring makes available a VP-internal site where the
modal might reconstruct. In this way the semantic interface has access to an additional
position constituted by the lower trace of the modal without any further need to
covert-move the negative operator in order to generate the inverse scope readings.
Therefore, an alternative for (8) is the following representation with the presence of
different traces left behind by the movement of the modal verb:
(8)''
AgrS
Agr'

Hanss

ModP
AgrO

mussm

tm

NegP

Juliao

vP

nicht

v'

ts
VP
VP
to

tm
tm

sehen

If the representation (8)'' is on the right track, we can straightforwardly account for the
inverse scope interpretation (8)a. As it is possible to see looking at (8)'', the modal
moves to ModP leaving behind a certain number of traces, depending on the richness
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of the functional structure we assume. The crucial observation is, however, that the
lowest of those traces is inside the VP, in a position lower than NegP.
The inverse scope readings are then problematic only for the first representation we
have given in (8)', which is instead consistent with functional restructuring.
Functional restructuring, in fact, assumes that modals are fixed and base
generated in the functional domain. Under this view, there are no traces and, by
consequence, no potential reconstruction sites for the modal
functional restructuring
FP2
ModP
modal

FP1
vP
VP
v

Obj

At first sight, the hypothesis of lexical restructuring seems to be superior to the
functional restructuring alternative in deriving the inverse scope readings with respect
to negation, provided that head-movement of the modal comes for free. One might
argue that this is the case, since modals must rise in order to reach a spec-head
configuration with the subject in AgrP. But notice that if this is the only reason for
moving the modal out of the vP, it will not be easy to explain the ordering restrictions
active on modals:
(10) a. Er dürfte zu Hause sein müssen
He might at home be

must

‘He might have to be at home’
b. * Er muß wieder singen dürften
He must again

sing

might

‘It must be the case that he might sing again’
this pair shows that modals cannot be freely ordered and that the linear order is
constrained in some way. If modal movement is motivated by some sort of general
syntactic mechanism (i.e. Subject criterion, Rizzi 2004), it will be impossible to
provide a syntactic explanation on the reasons why only one modal can be attracted in
the relevant position. By the Head Movement Constraint, only the higher of the two
modals can undergo head-movement to the Subject head. The contrast (10)a-b could
be accounted for by assuming that mussen must be generated in the lower VP. But
why is this the case? One would need a purely semantic account of the observation
that the epistemic modal (might) is always above the root modal (must). The
hypothesis of functional restructuring, on the other hand, might account for the facts
in (10) assuming the same extended ordering of functional projections but without
movement.
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A series of empirical arguments against base-generating modals within vP
comes from some facts presented in Wurmbrand (2004), which strongly argues
against the lexical restructuring hypothesis.
This hypothesis relies on two assumptions: firstly, that modals, being lexical verbs,
express thematic relations; secondly, that modals take a (reduced) clausal
complement.
With regard to the first assumption, it is at least dubious that modals are capable
of θ-role assignment. It is not easy to determine if modals have an internal argument,
given that they obligatorily select an infinitive complement, but when we turn to the
external argument, there are clear indications that they behave as raising predicates.
Consider the case of German. Here unergative intransitive predicates can be
passivized whereas unaccusatives cannot.
(11) a. unergative
Es wurde einen Abend lang getanzt
it was

an evening

long danced

‘they danced for an evening’
b. unaccusative
*Es wurde am Flughafen angekommen
it was at the airport arrived

‘they arrived at the airport’
This difference seems to be a diagnostic for the presence/absence of the external
argument. In (11)a the verb tanzen 'to dance' selects an external argument, allowing
passivization, while in (11)b such possibility is blocked with the unaccusative verb
kommen 'to come'. Modal verbs behave exactly like unaccusatives with respect to
passivization:
(12) * Der Wagen wurde (zu) reparieren gemusst/müssen
the car-NOM was

(to) repair

must-PART/INF

‘they had to repair the car’
In (12) the transitive verb reparieren is embedded under the modal, but despite of the
possibility of having long-passives in German in restructuring context, passivization is
not allowed in constructions involving a modal matrix verb as (12)4.
Support for the raising predicate analysis for modal verbs comes from the possibility
to have non-thematic subjects as weather-it subjects:

4

The ungrammaticality of modal passives does not seem to be limited to German, but appears to be a
more general property of modals (Aissen and Perlmutter 1983, Burzio 1986). Also in Italian
passivization has a degraded status, as shown in the following sentences:
i. *L'esercizio è stato dovuto riscrivere
the exercise is been required to rewrite
ii. *Quel tramonto non fu più
potuto rivedere
that sunset
not was anymore can see-again
Again the ungrammaticality of (i-ii) might be related to the purely functional role expressed by modals.
Cinque (2004) suggests that the ungrammaticality of (11) is due to the fact that modals are basegenerated outside the vP shell, above the functional projection VoiceP responsible for passivization.
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(13) a. Es muß morgen schneien
It must tomorrow snow

‘It must snow tomorrow'
b. * Es plante zu schneien
it planned to snow

'It planned to snow'
In (13)a the modal verb, similar to functional restructuring verbs and raising
predicates in general, is compatible with the expletive es 'it' while a non restructuring
verb (13)b which assigns an external θ-role cannot appear with a vacuous expletive.
The impossibility of passive constructions, combined with this last observation that a
semantically vacuous expletive subject might be licensed by modals, indicates that
modal verbs lack an external argument.
What is harder to demonstrate is that the internal argument is also absent. In
fact modals always take what can be considered a clausal complement and one can
always assume that this complement absorbs the θ-role assigned to the internal object.
But remember that the lexical restructuring analysis considers the complement of the
modal verb as being clausal, even if with a reduced structure. We can than check if
this complement has clausal properties. One way to do so is to consider the possibility
for a relative pronoun to pied pipe the relevant clause. This possibility is given in
German with non-restructuring verbs, but is blocked in restructuring modal context:
(14) a. . . .der Roman [ den zu lesen ]INF der Hans plante
. . .the novel

[ that to read ]INF

the Hans-NOM planned

. . .‘the novel that Hans planned to read’
b. * . . .der Roman [ den lesen ]INF nur der Hans muß
. . .the novel

[ that read ]INF

only the Hans-NOM must

. . .‘the novel that only Hans must read’
The contrast seen in (14) follows if we assume that only clauses can pied-pipe and that
in (14)b the pied-piped element is only a fragment of the main clause, in conformity
with the functional restructuring hypothesis.
To summarize, the idea that modal verbs originate outside the vP allows us to explain
i) all those properties as the lack of passivization and the presence of expletive
subjects related to the absence of the external argument, ii) the impossibility of piedpiping the infinitival complement of a modal verb, and iii) the ordering restrictions in
force on the relative ordering of modals. From this discussion, it seems that there is no
evidence –but instead counterevidence- that modals originate within the VP, in a
position lower than NegP.
3.2. Double modal constructions
Even if we have several arguments against the idea that modals originated within the
vP-shell, this is not enough to exclude the possibility that modals reconstruct in a
position lower than negation. In fact, even if they cannot be reconstructed inside the
VP, we must also consider the possibility that they are reconstructed in some
functional projection below NegP. Next I will present an argument against this last
possibility and against reconstruction in general.
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So far we have focused on some specific properties of modals, but a more general line
of reasoning might be followed to exclude lowering of the modal operator. Remember
that what we want to account for is the inverse scope readings for sentences (6), (7)
and (8). We repeat (8) as (15):
(15) ...dass Hans Julia nicht sehen

muss

that Hans Julia
neg see-inf
must
'...that it is not necessary that Hans sees Julia'

a. Hans is not required to see Julia
b. ? Hans is required not to see Julia

¬>□
□>¬

What we want to check is if whether the inverse reading (15)a can be derived through
an operation able to reconstruct the modal verb below negation:
(16)

OPmodα

OPNeg

OPmodα

Obviously this configuration must obey general principles of syntax. For example, the
idea that there exists a ban for a linguistic object to establish a distance relation across
another object of the same kind is less controversial. This principle, which has taken
several formulations in the literature (Minimal Link Condition, Chomsky 1995;
Relativized Minimality, Rizzi 1990), should also govern the operation proposed in
(16). Therefore we expect that if another modal operator is present, reconstruction (or
raising) will be impossible:
(17)

OPmodα

OPmodβ

OPmodα

This expectation is confirmed if we consider double modal constructions, and in fact,
in cases where there are two expressions of modality, scope relations are rigidly fixed
and the only possible reading is the one visible at PF. This observation seems to
exclude any instance of covert movement. Consider the following Italian sentences:
(18) Gianni deve poter parlare
G.

must can to-speak

a. it is necessary that G. can talk
b. *it is possible that G. must talk

>◊
* ◊>

(19) Gianni può dover parlare
G.

can must to-speak

a. * it is necessary that G. can talk
b. it is possible that G. must talk

*

>◊
◊>

In (18) the modal deve 'must' precedes poter 'can' and the logical scope of this
sentences is isomorphic to the observable PF representation, with the highest modal
taking scope over the lowest one. This is not an idiosyncratic property of the modal
dovere but seems to hold in general. In fact, if we reverse the linear order, the inverse
interpretation holds in (19). This suggests that some kind of intervention effect is
really in force on the interpretation of double modal constructions. This observation is
not restricted to Italian, but it extends also to German. Consider (20):
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(20) ...dass ich einschlafen können muss.
...that

I

fall.asleep

can

must

a. ...that I must be able to fall asleep
b. * ...that I can necessarily sleep

>◊
*◊>

The only possible interpretation is the one given in (20)a, where the modal muss
which c-commands at PF the other modal verb können asymmetrically takes scope
over it. Again this shows that the possibility of disjoining the LF interpretation of a
double modal sentence from its surface realization is impossible. This directly follows
if we assume that this is due to a violation of the Minimal Link Condition.
Given this state of affairs, we expect that if the reconstruction of the modal is
the operation responsible for the inverse wide scope interpretation of negation, those
readings will be unavailable when reconstruction is impossible. The prediction is that
if inverse scope interpretations are generated through the mechanism in (16), when
(16) is blocked then only surface scope should emerge. But this conclusion is
disproven by negative double modal sentences:
(21) a. Karl muss nicht schwimmen können
Karl must not

swim

can

'it is not necessary that Karl is able to swim'

¬>

>◊

¬>

>◊

b. ... dass Karl einen Kilometer nicht schwimmen können muss
... that

K. one

Kilometre not

to swim

able

must

'... that it is not necessary that Karl is able to swim one kilometre'

Sentences in (21) present the two modals können and mussen that are interpreted, as
already shown for sentences (18)-(19), in accordance with their surface scope. But
those sentences also present another scope bearing element, the negative marker nicht,
which occupies the specifier of the low projection NegP, crucially lower than the
position where modals surface (see § 2). The low position of NegP is also confirmed
by Austrian German (as pointed out to me by Patrick Grosz) where the position of
negation is clearly situated in a low portion of the middle-field, as suggested by its
position following the low-particle ja:
(22) a. Der Karl muss ja nicht schwimmen können
the Karl must ja not swim

can

'Karl (as you know) doesn't have to be able to swim'
b. ...dass du ja nicht einschlafen können musst
...that you PRT not fall.asleep can

must

'that you are (as you know) not required to be able to fall asleep'
Sentences in (22) also show that in this variety negation does not obey to an
isomorphic mapping between LF and PF but instead it is interpreted with the widest
scope among the three logic operators. The interpretation of (21) and (22) is then
unexpected if it relies on the reconstruction of the modal. I suggest that the only way
to derive the wide scope reading of negation over the modal complex is to covertly
move negation in a position where it c-commands at LF both modal verbs. I will refer
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to this operation as LF-Negation Raising5. It is now possible to derive the
interpretations in (21) and in (22) without any need to move the modal and in
conformity with the functional restructuring hypothesis. The mechanism is illustrated
in (19b') below:
(21)b'
ModP1
ModP'
musst

ModP2

ModP2'
NegP
nicht

können
VP

The dashed line in (21)b' indicates the impossibility to reconstruct the modal in
ModP1 in a position below ModP2 while the black arrow represents LF-Negation
Raising in a position c-commanding ModP2.

4. Negative Chains
In the previous paragraph we have seen that the operation in (16) is problematic for
several reasons. Firstly, it will not be easy to accommodate the base-generation of the
modal verb within the VP with a series of properties which characterize the syntax of
modal constructions and secondly, inverse scope readings are available even in those
cases where reconstruction is banned by general principles of syntax. It is reasonable
then to assume, instead of (16), an operation which raises the negative operator:
(23)

5

OPneg

OPmod

OPneg

This operation is different from Negative Raising (Horn 1989) and actually it is the exact inverse.
Negative raising has been proposed to account for scope diminishment of sentences as i., interpreted as
equivalent to ii.:
i. I do not believe that John will come
ii. I do believe that John won't come
In sentence i. the negative marker surfaces in a position higher than the one where it could be
interpreted.
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This alternative allows us to straightforwardly account for the inverse scope
interpretations in double modal constructions, but this is not the only data that it can
capture.
There is at least another well-known case where negation takes inverse scope
over modality. Sentential negative markers are not the only elements able to carry
interpretable negative features but also nominal elements as negative quantifiers in
Non-Concord Languages seem to incorporate a negative operator. There are cases
where another scope bearing element –typically with modality- is also present in
addition to the negative indefinite and it is known that this latter element might split
its negative feature from its quantificational constituent (Beck 1955, Jacobs 1991,
Rullmann 1995, De Swart 2000, Penka & Zeijlstra 2004). This is illustrated by the
following Dutch example from Rullman (1995):
(24) Ze

mogen

they are allowed

geen eenhoorn zoeken
no unicorn

seek

a. they are not allowed to seek a unicorn
b. there is no unicorn that they are allowed to seek
c. they are allowed to seek no unicorn

¬ > allowed > ∃
¬ > ∃ > allowed
allowed > ¬ > ∃

The interpretation (24)a is the split-scope reading since, under this interpretation, the
sentence expresses the prohibition against the quest of an unspecified unicorn. The
indefinite receives narrow scope and it is interpreted de dicto without any commitment
of existence. The negative feature, instead, is the element which takes the widest
scope in the sentence and it is interpreted with wide scope over the modal mogen 'can'.
This phenomenon, which is also found also in German (De Swart 2000), seems to be
another instance of the operation illustrated in (23), confirming the idea that the
empirical coverage of Negation Raising may well go beyond the data presented in §.3.
In the rest of this paper, I want to briefly explore a way (Moscati, 2006) of
formalizing (23) according to a recent proposal by Pesetsky & Torrego (2004).
According to this latter proposal, the basic operation of Negation Raising can be
formalized through a chain formation mechanism which relies on a split of visibility
between the conceptual and the sensory-motor interfaces, with regards to the negative
operator. This possibility, not allowed in Chomsky (1998, 2001), relies on the
assumption that there is no principled reason to insist that the conditions on valuation
and interpretation must be met in the same syntactic locus: it should be possible to
evaluate a feature in overt syntax and to interpret this feature in a different position at
the semantic interface. This idea results in an extended feature typology which
includes the possibility to have interpretable but unevaluated syntactic features as in
(25)d and also uninterpretable but evaluated features as in (25)c:
(25)

a. F =
b. F =
c. F =
d. F =

[+val], [+int]
[-val], [-int]
[+val], [-int]
[-val], [+int]

The combinations in (25)c-d constituted the innovation of P&T system and I will
briefly show how they can be exploited to derive the inverse scope readings through a
chain formation mechanism. In (25) we have all the possibilities given for a certain
feature F. Thus the feature F might express valuation and interpretability together, as
in the case of (25)a, but it can also fulfil those two conditions by the union of different
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instances of the same feature F. Instances of the same feature can be co-indexed in
order to create a chain in which one instance must be valued in syntax and one must
be interpretable (Principle of Radical Interpretability, Brody 1997):
(26) F [-val] [+int]

F [+val] [-int]

In (26) the higher instance of F is interpretable, but its result is not valued. The
novelty of the P&T system is that it allows also interpretable features to be probes, if
they are unevaluated.
If we turn to the scope of negation, it is easy to see how Negation Raising can
be re-formalized through a chain connecting different instances of a single negative
feature. In those cases where the scope of the negative operator needs to be widened at
LF, this result can be reached by inserting a [+int, -val] negative feature. If such an
instance is inserted above the operator expressing modality, for example, it can be
interpreted at the semantic component as taking wide scope over it. However, this is
not sufficient to ensure that the derivation will converge, and the additional syntactic
condition on valuation must be fulfilled. The high interpretable negative feature must
probe its search domain in order to find a valued negative feature, and if this happens,
a negative chain is created. The mechanism can be exemplified by looking at our
problematic sentence (8) under its interpretation with negation taking wide scope over
modality:
(8) ...dass Hans Julia nicht sehen muss
'that Hans is not required to see Julia'
dass AgrP[Hans NegP2[neg[+i/-v] ModP[AgrOP[JuliaNegP1[nicht neg[-i/+v]VP[sehen]]]OPmod]] mussi]
Here, a negative feature [+int/-val] is inserted in a position c-commanding the modal
operator, and it probes looking for valuation. When it encounters the lower feature [int/+val] both the conditions on interpretability and on valuation are met and a chain
can be created, resulting in the inverse wide scope of negation. The same derivation
might be straightforwardly applied also to the case of Milanese presented in (6):
(6) El gà de studià no
'he is not required to study'
AgrP

[El gài

NegP2

[neg [+i/-v] ModP[ti

TP

[de studià

NegP1

[ no neg [-i/+v] VP[ ...] ] ] ] ] ]

Conclusions
The account proposed here for the inverse scope reading of negation allows us to
derive the problematic interpretation without assuming any LF-movement for modal
verbs. This proposal has the advantage of being consistent with the observation that
modal heads respect strong ordering restrictions, with regard to both surface order and
logic scope (Cinque, 1999). If this observation holds, this implies that in the case of
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modal verbs there is an isomorphic mapping between LF and PF that must be
respected. We saw that, aside from this consideration, there are also several empirical
problems that make the option to lower the modal operator at least problematic. All
those drawbacks can be avoided if we allow the negative operator to raise, with the
welcome consequence of having a unified explanation for other phenomena involving
negation and modality, such as the split-scope readings.
Another advantage related with the introduction of Negation Raising is that it allows
us to unify the scope of the negative operator regardless of the broad parametrical
variation found across languages. If we express such an operation in Pesetsky &
Torrego's system, we have a way to respect the parameterization through the checking
of valuation in the appropriate and variable position of NegP. At the same time, we
have a way to relegate variations only to PF, since the logic scope of the operator
might be widened at LF by the presence of covert interpretable negative features.
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1. Background
In an approach to syntax ruled by economy guidelines, it is natural to assume that
movement is always motivated by the fulfillment of an interpretive requirement (Fox
1999, Reinhart 2006): there is no truly optional movement, and chains typically
terminate in positions dedicated to particular interpretive properties. A’-chains fulfill
these economy or “last resort” guidelines in a particularly transparent manner. They
may be thought of as a device to assign two kinds of interpretive properties to a
linguistic expression: s-selectional properties, or properties of semantic selection,
typically theta role assignment for arguments; and scope-discourse properties
(Chomsky 2000) such as the scope of an operator, and properties related to the
informational structure and discourse articulation like topicality and focus. For
instance, in a topicalisation structure like the following
(1) Your book, I intend to read next week
the expression your book must be interpreted as a thematic argument -- patient -- of
the verb read, and as the topic of the clause. Natural languages typically assign this
duality of interpretive properties to an expression by having the expression occur
twice, in two positions dedicated to the assignment of such properties. This is the
configuration traditionally referred to as “movement”: the expression is inserted in the
thematic position and then is moved to the scope-discourse position. In an approach
reducing movement to internal merge, and adopting the copy theory of traces
(Chomsky 1995, 2000), the element actually occurs twice in the two dedicated
positions, both in the derivational history and in the derived representation.
How are “dedicated positions” expressed?
As thematic assignment
uncontroversially is a matter of a local relation between a head – the verb – and a local
dependent, it seems reasonable to assume that also the other interpretive property,
topicality, is determined by a head-dependent relation. So, one may think that there is
a dedicated head in the left periphery of the clause, Top, which carries an explicit
instruction for the interface systems of the kind: “my specifier is to be interpreted as a
topic, and my complement as the comment”, thus determining the topic-comment
articulation (Rizzi 1997 and much related work), an assumption immediately
supported by languages in which the Top head has an overt morphological realization
(Aboh 2004). We thus end up with a complete representation for (1) like the
following:
(2) Your book [ Top [ I intend to read <your book> next week ] ]
with the trace expressed as an occurrence within angled brackets, left unpronounced at
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PF but visible and interpreted at LF. I will continue to call the scope-discourse
positions “criterial positions”, assuming a family of functional heads Top, Foc, Q, Rel,
etc. which attract a phrase to their Spec and carry explicit interface instructions of the
kind that we have just informally characterized for topics. A “Criterion” (Topic
Criterion, Focus Criterion, etc.) is the requirement demanding the creation of a local
Spec-head configuration which is then passed on to the interface systems where the
relevant interpretive instruction is triggered (see Rizzi 1996, 1997). Thus, the
backbone of an A’- chain consists of these two positions which are of immediate
relevance for the interpretive systems:
(3) …… ___ XCrit

…… ___ Xs-sel ……

This configuration may extend to other kinds of chains: it is proposed in Rizzi (2005,
2006), Rizzi & Shlonsky (2007) that it may be desirable to analyze along such lines
the core cases of A-chains, those which terminate in subject position (see below). As
for head chains, while a major line of analysis (Pollock 1989) looks at the interface
with morphology as the cause of movement, another traditional line (Den Besten 1983,
Koster 2003) looks at certain cases of head movement as required for the proper
assignment of scope properties, hence essentially assimilating head movement to a
generalization of (3). Here I will not address the issues raised by these two, not
necessarily incompatible, lines of inquiry, and will focus on phrasal movement starting
from the A’-case.

2. On delimiting chains: S-selectional Merge and Criterial Freezing
In Rizzi (2006) it is argued that the two special positions in (3) also have two critical
properties:
•
•

they are unique;
they delimit the chain

So, there is no more than one position of each kind per chain; and the two positions
have a delimiting role, in that the chain includes no position lower than the Sselectional position, and no position higher than the Criterial position. On the other
hand, the chain typically includes intermediate positions connecting the two
interpretively crucial slots, a consequence of the fact that movement (internal merge)
is constrained by locality principles.
It is quite generally assumed (even though the point is not uncontroversial) that
an element must be externally merged in an S-selection position, and S-selectional
properties cannot be “picked up” by movement.
As an illustration in the A’ system, consider the following pair in German:
(4)a Wann hat Maria gesagt, dass Peter weggegangen war?
‘When has Maria said that Peter left had?’
b Wann hat Maria gesagt,__ war Peter weggegangen?
‘When has Maria said had Peter left?’

(ambiguous)

(only lower construal)

Example (4)a is ambiguous as its English counterpart, with the Wh operator Wann
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interpretable either as construed with the main clause (we ask about the time of Mary’s
saying something) or the embedded clause (we ask about the time of Peter’s leaving).
On the other hand (4)b is non ambiguous, the lower construal being the only admitted
one; here Wann has been extracted from the lower clause, as is shown by the verb
initial structure, which indicates that V-2 has been activated in the embedded clause:
evidently, Wann moved to a Spec in the embedded C system where it satisfied V-2,
and then successive cyclically to the main C system. The fact that only the lower
interpretive construal is admitted follows if an element cannot be externally merged to
satisfy some formal requirement (e.g. the V-2 constraint) and then “pick up” an Sselectional property (such as a theta role, or its equivalent for a temporal adverbial,
plausibly in a local configuration with T as in Cinque (1999)) via internal merge, or
movement. See Chomsky (2000) for a similar argument for A-chains. In other words,
a principle like the following seems to hold (a slight generalisation of the principle
assumed in Chomsky (2000: 103)):
(5) S-selectional Merge: S-selection is fulfilled by external merge.
This principle amounts to the assumption that the Theta-criterion applies at Dstructure (as in classical GB: Chomsky 1981), translated into a system without a
distinct level of representation like D-structure. S-selectional merge essentially claims
that the satisfaction of S-selectional properties must be extremely local: the
computation aimed at satisfying S-selection can only look at elements in the lexical
array, or at whole expressions already built by merge and available in the
computational space (e.g., a structurally complex subject which is externally merged
with its Th-assigning vP, etc.), but does not allow any probe-goal search within the
structures of the kind that formal features typically allow.
The connection between the S-selectional position and the Criterial position is
normally ensured by successive applications of movement. Movement is local, and
there is no way to guarantee that the Criterial position will be close enough to the Sselection position to relate them via a single application of move, so that the
connection will normally be ensured via successive local applications of move (move,
as a subcase of merge, is recursive, hence it can typically reapply on its own output).
What about the Criterial position? Building on much previous work going back at least
to Lasnik & Saito (1984, 1992), Rizzi (2006) argues that there is a principle of
Criterial Freezing, having the effect of terminating the chain as soon as the first
Criterial positionis reached:
(6) Criterial Freezing (I version): A phrase meeting a Criterion is frozen in place.
So, the idea is that there is a kind of earliness principle, in Pesetsky’s sense, which
makes an expression available to the interface systems as soon as the expression
reaches a scope-discourse position.
The most immediate kind of evidence for Criterial Freezing, dating back to
Lasnik & Saito, op.cit.), is that a wh phrase satisfying the Q Criterion in an embedded
interrogative cannot continue to the main complementizer:
(7) a Bill wonders [which candidate Q [ you voted for t ]]
b * Which candidate does Bill wonder [ t’ Q [ you voted for t ]]
While this case could be independently excluded as a violation of some interpretive
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principle (it’s hard to come up with a sensible logical form for this structure), other
cases discussed in Rizzi (2006) seem to require a syntactic principle like (6). Consider
for instance a case in which the wh phrase is complex, and a subconstituent of it is
contrastively focused, as the PP di Gianni in the following Italian example:
(8) Non sapevo [ [ quale libro DI GIANNI] Q avessi scelto t ], (non di Piero)
‘I didn’t know which book BY GIANNI you had selected, not by Piero’
Here it is possible to subextract the focused PP DI GIANNI and move it to the left
peripheral focus position of the main clause, but the whole phrase quale libro DI
GIANNI cannot be moved:
(9) a DI GIANNI Foc non sapevo [ [ quale libro t] Q avessi scelto t ] ], (non di Piero)
‘BY GIANNI I didn’t know which book you had selected, not by Piero’
b *[Quale libro DI GIANNI] Foc non sapevo [ t Q [avessi scelto t ]], (non di Piero)
‘Which book BY GIANNI I didn’t know you had selected, not by Piero’
Sentence (9)b is completely excluded in spite of the fact that a focused PP is normally
able to pied-pipe a larger DP to the main clause focus position, in cases like
(10) [Tre libri DI GIANNI] Foc pensavo [ che avessi scelto t ], non di Piero
‘Three books BY GIANNI I thought you had selected, not by Piero’
Here there is no obvious interpretive problem: (9)b would presumably have the
interpretation of (8) or (9)a, with the wh phrase reconstructed in the embedded C
(actually, under the copy theory of traces, t in the Spec of Q already contains all the
relevant information). Still (9)b is severely ill-formed. This seems to justify the
postulation of a formal principle like (6).
Notice that the formulation of Criterial Freezing expressed in (6) seems to be too
restrictive: the possibility of (9)a suggests that subextraction from the complex phrase
satisfying the Q criterion is possible. That in this case we have genuine subextraction,
and not a looser construal between an independently generated genitive phrase and a
DP, as is often proposed for similar cases, is suggested by the fact that the example
significantly degrades if the phrase satisfying the Q criterion is a PP, rather than a DP:
(11) a Non sapevo [ [ con quale libro DI GIANNI ] Q [ fossi partito ], (non di Piero)
‘I didn’t know with which book BY GIANNI you had left, not by Piero’
b * DI GIANNI Foc non sapevo [ [ con quale libro t] Q [ fossi partito]], …
‘BY GIANNI I didn’t know with which book you had left,…’
The contrast between (9)a and (11)b can be attributed to the islandhood of PP’s, or to a
kind of A-over-A effect (Kayne 1975 on similar cases in French), if we have genuine
subextraction.
But if there is subextraction in cases like (9)a, we must conclude that Criterial
Freezing does not freeze the whole phrase satisfying a criterion: the freezing effect
must be restricted to the carrier of the relevant criterial feature, quale in (9).
Let us then adapt Chomsky’s (2000) terminology to our case, and say that a
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Criterial Probe, a left-peripheral head endowed with a criterial feature, looks for a
Criterial Goal, an element carrying the same feature and which will ultimately be
attracted to the Spec of the Criterial Probe:
(12)

….. Q
……….
Crit. Probe

[M ……

quale ……. ]
Crit. Goal

Once an agree relation is established between these two elements, the principles of
Pied- piping determine which phrase M containing the Criterial Goal can be internally
merged as the specifier of the Criterial Probe, and internal merge takes place, yielding
a structure like the following:
(13) [M

…… quale ……. ]
Crit. Goal

Q

………. t …….
Crit. Probe

We can now state Criterial Freezing as follows:
(14) Criterial Freezing (final): In a criterial configuration, the Criterial Goal is frozen
in place.
So, in the criterial configuration, only the element carrying the crucial feature is frozen
in place, while the other elements of the phrase pied-piped to the Spec of the Criterial
Probe remain available for movement, and can be subextracted, if no other syntactic
principle is violated, as in (9)a.
One can thus see in what sense Criterial Freezing can be construed as an
economy principle. In a structures like (9) the interpretive requirements of the
embedded C marked with a Q feature could in principle be fulfilled directly, as in (9)a,
or indirectly, under reconstruction of the wh phrase moved to the main C system, as in
(9)b; in fact, under the copy theory of traces all the relevant information would be
locally available in the embedded C system:
(9)b *[Quale libro DI GIANNI] Foc non sapevo [<quale libro DI GIANNI>] Q [
avessi...]]
and the appropriate logical form would be derivable by LF adjustment processes
(deletion of some occurrences) which the copy theory of traces seems to require
anyhow (Fox 1999).
Criterial Freezing rules out this derivational possibility by blocking pied-piping in this
case, thus making the scope relations transparent on the surface order, and
reconstruction or LF adjustment unnecessary (and impossible) in this case. In fact, as
Valentina Bianchi (p.c.) has suggested, one kind of functional motivation of Criterial
Freezing may consist precisely in the fact that it reduces LF computation by making a
criterial requirement unsatisfiable through reconstruction.

3. Freezing Effects on LF movement
Boskovic (2005) observes that the freezing effects (which he refers to as “scope
freezing”) may extend to LF movement. He analyzes in this manner the observation
due to Lasnik & Saito (1984, 1992) that in a multiple wh construction in English the
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second wh phrase cannot undergo topicalisation:
(15) a Who thinks that Mary hates which problem?
b * Who thinks that which problem, Mary hates t?
c Who thinks that this problem, Mary hates t?
If the wh phrase which problem is topicalized in the embedded clause, by Criterial
Freezing it becomes unavailable to further movement; if this prohibition extends to
covert LF movement, the impossibility of (15)b follows from the fact that further
covert movement of which problem, necessary for the interpretation of the multiple
question, is blocked here. The freezing analysis advantageously replaces the proposal
in Rizzi 1996, 70ff., for such examples, in that it can dispense with the functional
definition of operator assumed in that analysis. Some additional facts discussed in this
connection in Rizzi (op.cit.. p. 71ff.) follow from the freezing approach.
First, the observation that the second element of a multiple wh question in
German cannot undergo “long scrambling” (scrambling to a position preceding the
subject), as pointed out by Grewendorf & Sternefeld (1990):
(16) a Warum hat Peter dieses / welches Buch gekauft?
'Why has Peter this / which book bought?'
b Warum hat dieses /*?welches Buch Peter gekauft?
'Why has this / which book Peter bought?'
If long scrambling involves movement to a topic-like Criterial position, the effect
follows from the freezing approach.
Second, in French a quantifier like beaucoup (a lot) can be merged as the
specifier of the direct object, or in an IP internal adverbial position from which it can
“quantify at a distance” over the object (Obenauer 1977, 1994):
(17) a Il a mangé beaucoup de gâteaux
‘He has eaten a lot of cakes’
b Il a beaucoup mangé de gâteaux
‘He has a lot eaten of cakes’
As Obenauer notes, combien (how much/many) in situ, in a language normally
allowing wh in situ as colloquial French, is possible in the first case, but not in the
second:
(18) a Il a mangé combien de gâteaux ?
‘He has eaten how much/many of cakes ?’
b * Il a combien mangé de gâteaux ?
‘He has how much eaten of cakes ?’
If, as Laenzlinger (1998) proposes, adverbial beaucoup appears in (17)b in an IP150
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internal Criterial position expressing its scope as a quantificational element, the illformedness of (18)b follows from the freezing effect at LF: beaucoup should reach by
covert movement a left-peripheral Q position, but it is frozen in its IP internal position.
No problem arises in (18)a as combien is allowed to undergo covert movement from
the Spec of the direct object, not a Criterial position (or, possibly, it can covertly piedpipe the whole direct object).
Analogous (if weaker) contrasts are detectable with the well-known nepersonne construction in French, originally discussed by Kayne 1984, ch. 2. If ne acts
as a scope- marker of personne, overtly marking the clause over which it has scope,
ne can cooccur with personne in situ in an argument position of a lower clause, as in
(19)b (for speakers for whom the scope of this kind of quantifier is not strictly clausebound), but not with personne preposed to the left periphery (presumably to a focus
position) in the lower clause, as in (20)b:
(19) a J’exige que tu ne parles à personne de cela
‘I demand that you ne speak to no one of this’
b Je n’exige que tu parles à personne de cela
‘I ne demand that you speak to no one of this’
(20) a J’exige qu’à personne tu ne parles de cela
‘I demand that to no one you ne speak’
b ?? Je n’exige qu’à personne tu parles de cela
‘I ne demand that to no one you speak’
The same kind of explanation can be adopted: à personne in the focus position of the
embedded clause, cannot reach a scope position in the left periphery of the main
clause via covert movement because of Criterial Freezing. Kayne’s original examples,
involving personne in an embedded subject position, also follow from the combined
effect of the Subject Criterion and Criterial Freezing1.
4. The Subject Criterion
Movement to the subject position has interpretive consequences: the argument selected
as the subject is the starting point in the description of the event, which is presented as
“being about” the selected argument. So, for instance, an active and a passive sentence
1

Boskovic proposes that the freezing effects may be derived from inactivation, essentially modeling
the analysis on Chomsky’s approach to A chains. In this system, a DP is made “active” for Amovement by its uninterpretable Case feature; If the DP has its Case feature checked it gets
“inactivated”, and cannot undergo further A movement. A’ freezing can be though of along the same
lines, Boskovic argues, if A’ moved elements are made active by an uninterpretable Operator feature
(the A’ equivalent of a Case feature). Once the Operator feature is checked, e.g. in the C system of an
indirect question such as (7)a, the wh element gets inactivated and cannot undergo further
A’movement. But the inactivation approach does not seem to be sufficient to deal with more complex
cases such as (9)b, in which two distinct Criterial features (hence, presumably two distinct Operator
features) are involved: once the operator feature going with the wh element is checked in (8), the
focused element should still contain an operator feature making its carrier active and capable of pied
piping the whole phrase. While there are imaginable ways to refine the inactivation idea, for instance
by sharpening the principles permitting pied piping, here I will not pursue this possibility and will
continue to assume Criterial Freezing as an independent syntactic principle.
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differ in that the agent or the patient are selected as the argument about which the
event is presented. (21)a presents the event as being about an old man, and (21)b as
being about a boy:
(21) a Un vecchio ha insultato un ragazzo
‘An old man insulted a boy’
b Un ragazzo è stato insultato da un vecchio
‘A boy was insulted by an old man’
The choice has consequences for the discourse structure. For instance, in a null subject
language, the null pronominal subject of the following sentence in discourse is
anaphoric to the aboutness subject, and cannot refer to the VP internal argument: the
person who left is understood as the old man if (22) is uttered after (21)a, and as the
boy if (22) is uttered after (21)b (as originally observed in Calabrese (1986), where the
notion “Thema” is used for the aboutness subject):
(22) Poi, pro se n’è andato
‘Then ___ left’
Psych-verbs show that the relevant notion of subject here is indeed the aboutness
subject, not the one defined by the morphosyntactic activation of the Case-agreement
system.
With verbs of the piacere (please) class in Italian, both orders Experiencer V Theme
and Theme V Experiencer are possible, as in (23)a-b), and there are good reasons to
assume (Belletti & Rizzi 1988, Cardinaletti 2004) that the dative experiencer can
behave as a “quirky subject” in structures like (23)a:
(23) a A Gianni piaceva Maria
‘To Gianni pleased Mary’
b Maria piaceva a Gianni
‘Maria pleased to Gianni’
On the other hand, whatever order is selected, the verb always agrees is with the
(nominative marked) theme, as is shown by the plural marking on the verb in
examples like A Gianni piacevano queste idee ‘To Gianni pleased-Pl these ideas). So,
in these cases we get a clear dissociation between the element involved in the Caseagreement system (always the theme) and the aboutness subject, which depends on
the selected word order.
Here pro in a following sentence always picks out the subject of predication, not
the argument triggering the Case-agreement system, as is illustrated by the following
discourse fragments. In (24)II the subject of want is necessarily understood as Gianni,
in (25) II it is understood as Maria:
(24) I A Gianni piaceva Maria
‘To Gianni pleased Mary’
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II … però pro non lo voleva ammettere
‘…but ___ didn’t want to admit it’ (Gianni didn’t want to admit it)
(25) I Maria piaceva a Gianni
‘Maria pleased to Gianni’
II …però pro non lo voleva ammettere
‘…but ___ didn’t want to admit it’ (Maria didn’t want to admit it)
Therefore, the choice of the aboutness subject has interpretive consequences which
affect referential dependencies in the following discourse structure.
Rizzi (2005, 2006) and Rizzi & Shlonsky (2007), building on Cardinaletti
(2004), assume that this interpretive property is expressed in the format of the Criteria.
There is a functional head Subj in the functional structure of the sentence (possibly
overtly realized as a subject clitic in some languages such as the Northern Italian
dialects) which carries an explicit interpretive instruction at the interface:
(26)

[ XP

[ Subj YP ]]: YP “is about” XP

Syntactically, Subj is part of the obligatory backbone of the functional structure of the
sentence, so the EPP in the traditional GB sense (“clauses must have subjects”)
amounts to the obligatoriness of Subj in the clause structure, on a par with the
obligatoriness of T and other functional heads.
Subj, a nominal head (possibly D, as is transparently suggested by the formal
similarity between determiners and subject clitics in the Northern Italian dialects, as
pointed out by M.R. Manzini, see Manzini & Savoia 2005) attracts a nominal
constituent to its specifier. The locality conditions on subject chains are notoriously
very strong: basically, the closest nominal element gets attracted (in passive and
psych-verb constructions like (23)b the theme can become the closest argument to
Subj through some kind of VP-shell scrambling, a “smuggling” technique in the sense
of Collins (2005)).
If there is a Subject Criterion specified along these lines, further movement of
the subject will be prevented under Criterial Freezing. So, one gets an immediate
explanation of the familiar subject-object asymmetries with respect to wh extraction:
(27) a * Who do you think [ that [ t Subj will come ]]?
b

Who do you think [ that [ Mary Subj will meet t]]?

In (27)a who moves to Spec-Subj of the embedded clause, and it is frozen there, so
that further wh extraction is barred. Object extraction as in (27)b is freely available, as
there is no object criterion. Criterial Freezing thus deals with the main empirical
generalization expressed by the Empty Category Principle (ECP) of the classical GB
framework. The ECP has no obvious status within the principled typology of UG
principles proposed by Minimalism, as it is not straightforwardly amenable to either
economy or interface requirements; moreover the class of “proper governors”
licensing a trace in the ECP approach was never amenable to a natural
characterization. A major effect of the ECP can thus be advantageously reduced to a
principle with a clear economy flavor, as previously discussed.
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5. On certain subextractions from subjects
Subjects are harder to move than objects, but are not completely unmovable: natural
languages invent strategies for subject extractions, some of which are illustrated in
Rizzi & Shlonsky 2007. I will not review these strategies here. Rather, I will focus on
one empirical argument favoring the freezing approach over the ECP approach,
developing a suggestion due to Paul Hirtschbüler (p.c.).
In French, wh subject extraction gives rise to a strong ungrammaticality (unless
one of the strategies referred to in the previous paragraph, such as the que > qui rule is
used: see Rizzi & Shlonsky op. cit.):
(28) * Combien de personnes veux-tu [ que [ ___ Subj viennent à ton anniversaire]] ?
‘How many people do you want that come to your birthday ?’
Extraction of the whole subject DP in (28) gives rise to a straight violation of Criterial
Freezing. There is another derivational option from the same lexical array, though. The
wh operator Combien (how much/many) can be subextracted from the DP it modifies
in certain positions: combien extraction is fully natural from object position, and at
least marginally possible from subject position in cases like (29):
(29) ? Combien veux-tu que [ [___ de personnes] Subj viennent à ton anniversaire]] ?
‘How many do you want that of people come to your birthday ?’
(Obenauer 1976, Kayne 1984)
If (28) was ruled out by the absence of a proper governor for the subject trace, as in
the ECP account, the specifier of the subject should also be non-properly governed,
and (29) would be expected to be on a par with (28). But (29) is distinctly more
acceptable then (28), its marginality being presumably related to the fact that combien
extraction takes place from a left branch.
On the other hand, the criterial approach predicts the difference: (28) is a straight
violation of Criterial Freezing, whereas in (29) the Criterial Goal of the Subject
Criterion plausibly is the nominal part de personnes, also endowed with nominal and
Phi features, whereas combien alone is not. So, the Criterial Goal remains in the
criterial configuration in (29), and subextraction of combien does not incur a violation
of Criterial Freezing, under the formulation in (14)2.
A case which appears to be complementary to the French pattern is provided by
certain observations of Menuzzi (2000) on Brazilian Portuguese (BP). Menuzzi argues
that the distribution of floating quantifiers provides evidence that subjects are wh
extracted from a position lower than the canonical subject position (in our terms, the
Spec of Subj) in BP. Certain wh expressions can launch floated quantifiers in this
language, which can surface in lower IP-internal positions, as in (30)a-b, but not in the
subject position preceding the inflected verb, as in (30)c:
2

That combien alone does not carry Phi features is shown by the fact that, when subextracted from the
direct object, is unable to trigger past participle agreement (Rizzi 1990):
(i) Combien de voitures a-t-il mises t dans le garage?
‘How many of cars has he put(+Agr) in the garage ?’
(ii) Combien a-t-il mis / *mises [t de voitures] dans le garage?
‘How many has he put of cars in the garage ?’
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(30) a Que rapazes o Paulo desconfia que tenham beijado todos a Maria?
‘Which boys Paulo suspects that have kissed all Maria?’
b Que rapazes o Paulo desconfia que tenham todos beijado a Maria?
‘Which boys Paulo suspects that have all kissed Maria?’
c *Que rapazes o Paulo desconfia que todos tenham beijado a Maria?
‘Which boys Paulo suspects that all have kissed Maria?’
Under Sportiche’s (1988) analysis of floating quantifiers, according to which the
quantifier is stranded in a position that the quantified DP moves through, this pattern
suggests that the launching site of subject extraction is a lower IP internal position, but
not the canonical subject position preceding the inflected verb. In our terms, the
subject trace can occur in a lower position, highlighted by the floated quantifier in
(30)a-b (possibly the thematic position, and/or other A positions in the low IP area,
with Spec- Subj filled by expletive pro, which is a legitimate option in BP), but not in
Spec-Subj, where further movement for a wh subject is prevented by Criterial
Freezing.
In my variety of Italian, floating quantifiers connected to wh expressions don’t
sound natural, except in appositive relatives, where Menuzzi’s BP pattern can be
replicated:
(31) a Gli studenti di quest’anno, che hanno risolto tutti il problema più difficile,
sono bravissimi
‘This year’s students, who have solved all the most difficult problem, are very
good’
b

Gli studenti di quest’anno, che hanno tutti risolto il problema più difficile,
sono bravissimi’
‘This year’s students, who have all solved the most difficult problem, are
very good’

c *? Gli studenti di quest’anno, che tutti hanno risolto il problema più difficile,
sono bravissimi
‘This year’s students, who all solved the most difficult problem, are very
good’.
(31)c is marginally acceptable with focal stress on tutti, a structure in which
presumably the floated quantifier, stranded in a low IP position, is subsequently focusmoved alone to the left periphery (Giuliano Bocci, p.c.). But with an unmarked stress
pattern the structure is clearly unacceptable. We thus have a new kind of argument in
favor of the analysis of A’-movement of the subject from a lower position, basically
along the lines of Rizzi (1982), as revised in Rizzi & Shlonsky (2007) (i.e.,with
subject extraction normally taking place from a lower position distinct from the
“inverted” subject position, a low focus position, according to the analysis of Belletti
(2004), which is not directly connected to the strategy of avoiding that-trace effects;
see also Nicolis (2005) for relevant comparative evidence).
The question arises, though, of why the stranded quantifier is not sufficient, in and of
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itself, for the satisfaction of the Subject Criterion in (30)c, (31)c. In this sense this case
is complementary to the French pattern. Mutatis mutandis, both cases involve a
configuration with a quantifier modifying a nominal expression in the Spec of Subj:
(32) …. [ Q [ nominal expression ]] Subj …
If the whole Spec of Subj in (32) is further moved, a violation of Criterial freezing
results, as is immediately visible from (28). If Q is subextracted from (32), the
structure is fine (modulo the violation of some weaker principle, as in the French case
(29)). If the nominal expression is subextracted from (32), we have a violation of
Criterial Freezing, as in (30)c, (31)c. Why is well-formedness sensitive to the nature of
the element which is subextracted? I think the effect may be understood in terms of
the particular formulation of Criterial Freezing introduced in (14). What is crucial is
that the Criterial Goal does not undergo further movement, while other elements may
be subextracted. In configuration (32), the nominal part (endowed with nominal and
Phi features) is the Criterial goal: so, if the quantifier is subextracted, no problem
arises; whereas, if the nominal expression is subextracted, as in the BP and Italian
cases, Criterial Freezing is violated, under formulation (14)3.
Conclusion
This paper has discussed various kinds of empirical evidence supporting the view that
some major kinds of chains are delimited by s-selectional and scope-discourse
positions.
In particular, scope-discourse positions, expressed in the criterial format, have the
effect of designating the final point of a movement chain, the point where the moved
element is made unavailable to further syntactic computation (“Criterial Freezing”).
This approach explains new facts, such as the freezing effects discussed in sec. 2, and
permits an advantageous reanalysis of classical generalizations emerging from the
study of overt and covert syntax.
In my concluding remarks I would like to address, in a rather speculative manner, the
following question: why should Universal Grammar include principles like Sselectional Merge and Criterial Freezing? One possible line of answer is that such
principles may make sure that core cases of chains, while fulfilling their function of
connecting two types of positions dedicated to interpretive properties, remain
relatively simple formal objects, easy to generate and parse on limited computational
resources. Such principles make sure that the dedicated positions will be unique, one
for each type of semantic property; moreover the dedicated unique positions will also
delimit the chain downward and upward. These properties of uniqueness and
delimitation may significantly facilitate computation. Consider the issue from the
vantage point of the parsing system: when a phrase in a Criterial position is
encountered, the parser “knows”, because of Criterial Freezing, that there is no other
3

Evidently, the quantifier alone is insufficiently specified to count as a possible Criterial Goal in (30)c,
(31)c. Quantifiers like tutti, etc. are presumably richer in featural specification than combien, in that they
are specified for number and gender, as the morphology transparently shows. Still, it can be plausibly
assumed that they are not specified for person (Bianchi 2006). This may suggest that the Person feature
plays a critical role in the satisfaction of the Subject Criterion; alternatively, the Subject Criterion may
require a Criterial goal categorically specified [+N], and quantifiers may not be intrinsically specified as
such.
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Criterial position to worry about for that particular chain; so, once the phrase is placed
in an appropriate memory buffer, the only task the parser has is to look for a suitable
S-selection position; as soon as an S-selection position is reached, the search may stop
for that particular chain, which is sent to the interface systems. Parsing a chain in a
system not constrained by such delimiting principles would require keeping the search
open, for each chain and for both types of positions, till the end of the sentence. So,
the specification of our delimitating principles may involve a considerable
simplification of the task of the parser, and perhaps analogous considerations may
hold for the generator. Moreover, in sec. 2 I hinted at the impact that Criterial Freezing
may have on LF computation: by ruling out criterial satisfaction in passing, it severely
limits the needs for reconstruction and LF adjustment in the computation of scopediscourse properties. In conclusion, the principles discussed in this paper may have
the effect of keeping linguistic representations to a simple, straightforward format, in
line with many other recent proposals in minimalist research.
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This paper discusses some word order inconsistencies in
present-day English and argues that these may be explained
by natural processes in first language acquisition. English is
usually assumed to have lost its verb-second (V2) properties
in the Middle English period, but the paper argues that
English should be considered a mixed V2 grammar, as
subject-auxiliary inversion is still a syntactic requirement in
all questions and a type of inversion also marginally appears
in certain declaratives (with informationally light verbs).
Discussing word order variation across Germanic V2
languages as well as some acquisition data, the paper
develops an approach to language acquisition and change
which is based on micro-cues in the input. This means that
there are many types of V2 grammars, which distinguish between different clause types, patterns of information structure, and natural classes of categories. In this model,
historical gradualism is seen as successive changes affecting
one micro-cue at a time, and the mixed V2 property of
English is considered to represent no exceptional case,
simply a somewhat more restricted V2 grammar than that of
the other Germanic languages.

1. Introduction
Unlike the other Germanic languages, which generally have a strict verb second (V2)
requirement in all main clauses, Standard English is normally characterized as a nonV2 language. This is illustrated by the classical examples of V2 word order in the
German sentences below, where the finite verb appears in front of an adverb in
subject-initial declaratives, see (1), and in front of the subject in non-subject-initial
declaratives and all questions, as in (2)-(4). The standard account of this phenomenon
is that the verb has moved across these elements to the head of the clause, to C, due to
some feature requirement on this position (see e.g. Vikner 1995). The English
glosses/translations clearly indicate that English is not a typical V2 language, at least
not of the same kind as German.
(1)

Anna liest immer Zeitungen
*Anna reads always newspapers
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(2)

Bücher liest sie nur im Sommer
*Books reads she only in-the summer

(3)

Liest sie Zeitschriften?
*Reads she magazines?

(4)

Was liest sie im Winter?
*What reads she in-the winter?

In most generative work on V2, this word order is considered to be the result of a
parameter which may be set for either +V2 or –V2. Thus, languages are considered to
be either V2 languages or non-V2 languages, not something in between. This is also
the case within Lightfoot’s (1999, 2006) cue-based approach to language acquisition
and change. According to this theory, linguistic constructions have designated cues
which are expressed in certain sentence types in the primary linguistic data that
children are exposed to. The cues are abstract pieces of structure, i.e. elements of the
I-language (‘internalized language’, see Chomsky 1986). In Lightfoot (2006: 86) the
cue for V2 is formulated as in (5) and described as a piece of structure “where a
phrasal category occurs in the Specifier of a CP whose head is occupied by a verb.”
(5)

Cue for V2 syntax: :

CP[XP CV...]

For learnability reasons, Lightfoot (1999) argues that Universal Grammar (UG)
must require that the verb is obligatorily in C in this syntactic configuration, as a child
adopting (5) as an optional structure, and as a result producing V2 only sometimes,
say in Dutch or German, would need negative evidence to reach the target grammar.
And negative evidence is arguably not available to children in the acquisition process.
According to the cue-based approach, certain external or language-internal factors
may cause statistical shifts in the input to children, which again may cause the
frequency of the cue to fall below a critical level for acquisition. The result is that
children ignore the cue and develop a grammar without the particular syntactic
configuration, although the grammar of the previous generation had it – at least to a
certain extent. This means that language change should never be gradual, but abrupt
and, in Lightfoot’s terminology, ‘catastrophic’, indicating a difference between the Ilanguage grammars of individual speakers of two generations.
In the history of English, V2 is generally assumed to have been lost during the
Middle English (ME) period. This is illustrated by the V2 word order of (6) from early
Old English (OE) and the non-V2 in (7) from a text written about 500 years later
(examples from Bech 2001: 53 and 56).
(6)

þa he onweg adrifen wæs, cwom he to Cent.
when he away driven was came he to Kent
‘When he was driven away, he came to Kent.’

(Early OE)

(7)

Soo the kynge retorned hym
to the toure ageyne.
so the king returned him(self) to the tower again
So the king returned to the tower again.’

(Late ME)
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However, present-day English displays various kinds of inversion in certain
clause types, most of them remnants of an earlier V2 grammar. In this paper I point
out some of these well-known word order inconsistencies in English and classify it as
a mixed V2 language. First and foremost, there is a syntactic requirement for subjectauxiliary inversion in both yes/no-questions and wh-questions, and all main clause
questions are thus considered to be strictly V2. Second, while V2 is generally assumed
to have been lost in declaratives in the history of English, some cases have survived
with a certain class of verbs, mainly be and other informationally light verbs. That is,
V2 still exists in present-day English, but it is restricted to certain clause and verb
types. Within a cue-based approach to language acquisition and change, the following
questions may therefore be asked: how can a mixed V2 grammar be learnable? And
why could English develop in this way? Answers are sought in a Split-CP model of
clause structure in which several cues can be identified for V2 word order, dependent
on clause type. This model may thus account for many different V2 grammars – a
welcome result, as a comparison with other Germanic languages reveals that mixed
V2 is the rule rather than the exception. The model can also accommodate a system
where ‘optional’ V2 within clause types is dependent on information structure.
Furthermore, some child language data are investigated, and the survival of certain
remnant cases of V2 which cause word order inconsistencies in present-day English
are accounted for by children’s sensitivity to different clause types, patterns of
information structure and natural classes of categories in the acquisition process. This
means that the paper does not discuss why loss of V2 takes place historically, but
focuses on why the change is restricted to certain clause types and why V2 survives
with certain verb types.
The paper is organized as follows: In the next section I sketch some word order
facts of English, showing that it displays word order variation both across and within
clause types and thus, that it could be classified as a mixed V2 grammar. In section 3 I
discuss word order variation across clause types in other Germanic languages, briefly
consider children’s early acquisition of these mixed word orders, and develop an
extended version of Lightfoot’s (1999, 2006) cue-based approach to acquisition and
change which is based on a Split-CP model of clause structure and corresponding
micro-cues in the input. Section 4 considers mixed V2 within clause types in the
history of English and present-day Norwegian dialects, arguing that the distinctions
are based on information structure. Some acquisition data are provided, showing that
these distinctions are also easily learnable. These findings lead to a discussion why V2
survives in certain cases (with some verbs), which is argued to be due to early
acquisition, high frequency and children’s sensitivity to natural classes of categories.

2. English as a mixed V2 language
As mentioned above, English displays various kinds of inversion. In this section, I
focus on two major types, subject-auxiliary inversion in questions, normally referred
to as ‘residual V2’ (Rizzi 1996), as well as a type of inversion found in certain
declaratives affecting the information structure of the sentence. Examples of the
former type are found in (8) and (9), illustrating that this process affects modals and
other auxiliaries, which then invert with the subject in yes/no-questions and whquestions.1 Subject-auxiliary inversion is a syntactic requirement in these clause types,
1
There also exists a type of subject-auxiliary inversion in declaratives, e.g. after negative elements as in
Never have I seen such an idiot. This type of inversion will be disregarded in this paper.
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which is shown by the obligatory insertion of dummy do when there is no other
auxiliary present, as in (9). This kind of inversion is also required with the copula be,
see example (10). It should be noted that the restriction to these verbs is not a feature
of this type of inversion per se, but a result of the fact that English no longer has V-toI movement for lexical verbs (lost in the 16th century, see e.g. Lightfoot 1999). And
only what appears in the I(nflection) position may move on to C.
(8)
(9)

(a) Is she reading newspapers?
(b) Can she read academic prose?
What does she normally read?/*What she normally reads?

(10) Where is the paper?/*Where the paper is?
The second kind of inversion that I focus on here is found in declaratives and
often called Stylistic Inversion constructions. In this kind of inversion not just the
finite verb, but also the non-finite verbs in the verbal cluster (if any) appear before the
subject. Birner (1995) has studied a large corpus of natural language data and
identified a high number of such inversion examples. This kind of inversion is
restricted to intransitive verbs and mainly centers around the verb be, see (11) from
Birner (1995: 242), or occur in what is typically called Locative Inversion
constructions with other verbs than be (see e.g. Bresnan 1994), illustrated in examples
(12)-(14) from Birner (1995: 241).2
(11)

An excellent appetizer is the squib ravioli with garlic sauce.

(12)

They have a great big tank in the kitchen, and in the tank are sitting all of
these pots.

(13)

From the lips of a cab driver came an enlightened expression that I thought
should be shared.

(14)

...inland from the small, pretty harbor town that’s called a haven squats the
town of Heart’s Rock.

However, Birner avoids the term Locative Inversion, as she shows that non-be
inversions are not necessarily locative, illustrated by examples (15) and (16) from
Birner (1995: 244-5).
(15)

Second, to this rule would apply, optionally, a rule we may call Verb
Second...

(16)

By syntax (the technical term for sentence structure) is meant, for example:
Grouping...

Instead, Birner shows that the possibility to invert the verb and the subject in
declaratives depends on information structure. First and foremost, the preposed
2
Like Birner (1995), I exclude here a discussion of similar but distinct inversion phenonomena, such as
quotation inversion or there-insertion.
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element may not represent less familiar information than the postposed constituent,
i.e. the preposed element must be ‘discourse-old’, while the postposed element must
be ‘discourse-new’ (in the sense of Prince, 1992). This is illustrated in (17), where the
preposed element has been mentioned in the immediately preceding sentence, while
the postposed element constitutes new information. In (18), on the other hand, the
reply to the question puts the new information first and postposes the discourse-old
subject, and the result is an infelicitous sentence. Both examples are from Birner
(1995: 237).
(17)

We have complimentary soft drinks, coffee, Sanka, tea and milk Also
complimentary is red and white wine.

(18)

A: Mom, where is my gym shirt? I’m late.
B: #In the hall closet is your gym shirt.

Furthermore, there has been substantial discussion around the type of verb
allowing inversion in English declaratives, e.g. unaccusative verbs or verbs of
existence/appearance (see Birner 1995 for a thorough discussion). However, in
Birner’s corpus there are examples of inversion with verbs such as bubble, decay,
doze, shriek, work, yawn etc., which are clearly not verbs of existence or appearance.
And as also pointed out by Levin and Rappaport-Hovav (1995), the class of
unaccusative verbs does not exactly match the type of inversion verbs, as there are
unaccusatives that do not seem to be acceptable in inversions, see (19), and occasional
inversions occurring with unergative verbs, as shown in (20), from Birner (1995: 246).
(19) *On the streets of Chicago melted a lot of snow.
(20)

From his pulpit preached no less a person than Cotton Mather.

Birner then shows that also the choice of verb in inversion constructions is
dependent on information structure, in the sense that it is allowed only with
informationally light verbs. She argues for a pragmatic constraint on the information
status of the verb in context, which states that “it may not represent new information
in the discourse” (Birner 1995: 246). This is the reason that main verb be is so
frequent in inversions, as it is inherently light. But other verbs can be made informationally light by the context. By providing examples such as (21) and (22) (from
Birner 1995: 253-4), she shows that inversion may apply to an unergative verb such as
work when it is mentioned in previous context, as well as to an unaccusative verb like
melt when it is inferable from context (cf. example (19)).
(21)

I sat alone in an office while across the hall the sound engineer, the pop-eyed,
silent but hyper James Hill, worked behind a heavy wooden door lined with
what looked like foam-rubber waffles. On the third floor worked two young
women ...

(22)

The hot August sun beat down on the children as they walked down the street.
Johnny was spooning up soggy sherbet out of a cardboard cup; in Maria’s
sticky hand melted a chocolate-chip ice cream cone.
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In this section I have focused on two types of inversion phenomena in present-day
English: the well-known syntactic requirement for inversion in all types of questions,
affecting auxiliaries and the copula, and the semi-productive process of inversion in
English intransitive declaratives, which, according to Birner (1995), is subject to a
pragmatic constraint requiring the verb to be informationally light and the subject
correspondingly heavy. Given these word order facts, it is possible to characterize
present-day English as a mixed V2 language, a V2 grammar that is restricted to
certain clause types and certain verb (and subject) types. That is, the C position is
sometimes filled by the finite verb, but not always. From an acquisition perspective, it
is now an important question how the present-day grammar of English can be learnable, given Lightfoot’s obligatory cue for V2, formulated in (5) above. It seems that
English-speaking children are exposed to conflicting input evidence, some for V2 and
some for non-V2. And how could such a system have developed historically?
In the next two sections I attempt to provide some answers to these questions by
considering variation across other Germanic V2 languages as well as some acquisition
data. I then use an extended version of Lightfoot’s (1999, 2006) cue-based approach
to acquisition and change to account for these word order facts. In section 3 I discuss
the restriction on the V2 phenomenon to certain clause types, and in section 4 the
restriction within clause types (to variation dependent on information structure).

3. Word order across different clause types
3.1. Variation
On closer inspection, it turns out that there is great variation within the family of
Germanic languages with respect to V2. As discussed in Westergaard (2007), it is
normally not the case even in ‘classical’ V2 languages that all clause types exhibit V2
word order, as is shown by the following examples from Norwegian: While V2 is
required in subject-initial declaratives, non-subject-initial declaratives and yes/noquestions, as illustrated in (23)-(25), verb movement is normally disallowed across an
adverb or negation in embedded clauses, as well as across the subject in embedded
questions or exclamatives, as shown in (26)-(28).3
(23) Vi reiser aldri til Frankrike./*vi aldri reiser til Frankrike.
we travel never to France
‘We never go to France.’
(24) England drar vi ofte til/*England vi ofte drar til.
England go we often to
‘England we often go to.’
(25) Reiser dere mye?
travel you.PL much
‘Do you travel a lot?’

3
Verb movement across an adverb is occasionally found in some types of embedded clauses in
Norwegian, see e.g. Bentzen (2005) and Hróarsdóttir, Hrafnbjargarson, Wiklund and Bentzen (2006).
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(26) Det finnes folk [som ikke liker å reise/*som liker ikke å reise].
it exist people who not like to travel
‘There are people who donmt like to travel.’
(27) Jeg lurer på [hvor hun er nå]/[*hvor er hun nå].
I wonder on where she is now
‘I wonder where she is now.’
(28) Så rar
du ser ut!/*Så rar ser du ut!
how strange you look out
‘How strange you look!’
Furthermore, that the three latter clause types do not require verb movement is
something that varies from language to language within the V2 family: Icelandic
generally has verb movement across negation and adverbs in embedded contexts, see
(29) from Hròarsdòttir et al. (2006: 1), modern spoken Afrikaans (MSA) displays verb
movement across the subject in embedded questions, see (30) from Biberauer (2002:
37), and Danish has verb movement in exclamatives, illustrated in (31).
(29) Ég veit [af hverju Hedda kaupir oft skó].
I know why Hedda buys often shoes
‘I know why Hedda often buys shoes.’

(Icelandic)

(30) Ek wonder [wat het hy vandag weer aangevang]?
I wonder what has he today again done
‘I wonder what he has been up to today.’

(MSA)

(31) Hvor
er han sød!
where/how is he sweet
‘How nice he is!’

(Danish)

There is also even more word order variation in English than was discussed for
Standard English in section 2. For example, Belfast English is like Modern Spoken
Afrikaans in that it displays verb movement in embedded questions, as illustrated in
(32), and it also has V2 in imperatives, see (33) (examples from Henry 1994: 274-5).
And according to Bhatt (2004), Indian Vernacular English (IVE) is the mirror image
of Standard English with respect to subject-auxiliary inversion in wh-questions: While
main clause questions disallow V2, as shown in (34), embedded questions do in fact
display this word order, see (35) (examples from Bhatt 2004: 1020).
(32) They asked me was I going to the party.

(Belfast English)

(33) Bring you that with you!

(Belfast English)

(34) What he has eaten?

(IVE)

(35) They know who has Vijay invited tonight.

(IVE)
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This means that children learning Norwegian, Iclandic, Danish, etc. as well as
several varieties of English, will be exposed to conflicting evidence in the input, since
the finite verb is not always in the C position, as required by the cue for V2 syntax as
formulated in (5). In the next section we therefore consider some acquisition data.
3.2. Acquisition
Investigations of early child data show that children generally have no problem
acquiring V2 word order in only some clause types. For example, Clahsen and Smolka
(1986) show that, while German-speaking children acquire V2 relatively early in main
clauses, this word order is generally not overgeneralized to embedded clauses.
Furthermore, an investigation of Norwegian child language in Westergaard (2006,
2007) reveals that V2 word order is in place early in those clause types that require it,
as illustrated by the non-subject-declarative in (36) and the yes/no-question in (37).
But so is non-V2, as shown by the embedded question in (38) and the exclamative in
(39).4
(36) så tegne
æ mamma.
then draw.INF/PRES I mommie
‘Then I draw mommie.’

(Ina.02, age 1;10.4)

(37) ser
du nokka?
see.PRES you something
‘Do you see anything?’

(Ann.07, age 2;1.7)

(38) se her ka Ina gjør.
look here what Ina does
‘Look here what Ina is doing.’

(Ina.04, age1;11.22)

(39) kor
store mage
han har.
where/how big stomach he have.PRES
‘What a big stomach he has!’

(Ina.27, age 3;3.18)

Virtually no overgeneralization is found in the data, despite the fact that the
different clause types are attested in the input with very different frequencies. For
example, in a sample of child-directed speech investigated in Westergaard (2006),
yes/no-questions are attested as frequently as 28.4%, while exclamatives only occur in
1.0% of the input – yet, there seems to be no difference between the two constructions
with respect to target-consistent acquisition.
Data from English child language are similar. To my knowledge, no study of
English child language has attested any overgeneralization of subject-auxiliary
inversion from questions to declaratives (or any other clause type, for that matter), see
Radford (1992) and Roeper (1999). And although some English-speaking children
produce questions without auxiliaries for a period of time, as illustrated in (40),
Radford shows that it is generally the case that as soon as auxiliaries appear in
children’s utterances, they also tend to be inverted, as shown in (41) (examples from
the Brown corpus in the CHILDES database, Brown 1973, MacWhinney 2000).

4

The examples are taken from a corpus of Norwegian child language collected in Tromsø by Merete
Anderssen and the author, see e.g. Anderssen (2006).
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Furthermore, once children master subject-auxiliary inversion in questions, this
process is not overgeneralized to other verb types.5
(40) what you writing? (Eve.13, age 2;0)
(41) Sue # what are you folding? (Eve.15, age 2;1)
However, it has been attested that some English-speaking children produce
certain wh-questions with non-target-consistent, i.e. uninverted, word order for a
restricted period of time, as illustrated in (42). This has been given various
explanations in the literature, e.g. Radford (1994), Rowland and Pine (2000, 2003),
Van Valin (2002), Rowland et al. (2003) etc., but given the fact that this tends to be
restricted to modals and specific wh-elements, it is generally not attributed to
overgeneralization from declaratives.
(42) why we can't find the right one? (Adam.26, age 3;3.04)
We may therefore conclude that children do not have any problem with this kind
of conflicting input, where word order varies from clause type to clause type. It thus
seems like children in the acquisition process are sensitive to different types of C
heads, and this idea is developed further in the next section.
3.3. A Split-CP model and language change
Because of the variation found across V2 languages and children’s early acquisition of
this, Westergaard (2007) extends Lightfoot’s cue-based approach to language
acquisition and change to a Split-CP model. The model was originally developed in
Westergaard and Vangsnes (2005), but has been somewhat revised in Westergaard
(2006, 2007). It is naturally inspired by Rizzi’s (1997) original Split-CP model and
later work on Italian syntax (e.g. Rizzi 2001, Benincà and Poletto 2004), but is in
many ways different from those approaches. The crucial aspect of this model for the
issue at hand is that the topmost head in the CP domain in Rizzi’s system, the ForceP,
is divided into several different projections, depending on clause type. The ForceP
thus comes in different flavors, as it were. This means that illocutionary force is
reflected in the syntactic make-up of the CP-domain, so that e.g. a wh-question is an
Int(errogative)P, a declarative a Top(ic)P, a yes/no-question a Pol(arity)P, an
exclamative an ExclP, etc. The distinction between main and embedded clauses is
represented as a defective CP-domain in embedded clauses, reflecting a lack of illocutionary force. Thus, embedded questions are bare WhPs, as they do not have the
interrogative force of main questions, and embedded declaratives are bare FinPs. This
means that all clause types are different with respect to the syntactic projections
available in the CP.
In this model, languages may differ with respect to which C heads require V2,
which means that the model can account for many different V2 grammars. With
respect to acquisition, the functional architecture of this system is assumed to be
provided by UG, but, given the variation across languages, the requirement for V2 in
5

Radford (1992: 40) only mentions two possible exceptions, both involving the verb go, one of them
provided in (i). He argues that this is not a case of overgeneralization to lexical verbs, but rather a
misanalysis of the verb go as an auxiliary.
(i)
goes paci in mouth? (N, 23 months)
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the different clause types must be learned from input. Recall that Lightfoot formulated
the cue for V2 syntax in a model with an unsplit CP as in (5), repeated here for
convenience.
(5’)

CP[XP CV...]

In the Split-CP model there must then be several cues for V2 syntax, one for each
clause type – what I call micro-cues. That is, the cue for V2 in wh-questions is a piece
of structure with a finite verb in the head position of the IntP, the cue for V2 in
declaratives is a structure with a finite verb in the head of the TopP, the cue for V2 in
embedded questions is a finite verb in the head of the WhP, etc. Some examples of
these micro-cues are fomulated in (43)-(45):
(43) Cue for V2 in wh-questions:

IntP[wh Int°V...]

(44) Cue for V2 in declaratives:

TopP[XP Top°V...]

(45) Cue for V2 in embedded questions:

WhP[(wh) Wh°V...]

The Split-CP model can thus account for the variation across V2 languages in the
following way: Standard English has the micro-cue for V2 on the Int° and Pol° heads,
expressed as subject-auxiliary inversion in wh- and yes/no-questions, while it lacks
these micro-cues for the heads Top°, Excl° and Wh°, accounting for non-V2 word
order in declaratives, exclamatives and embedded questions. Belfast English differs
from this in that the micro-cues for V2 are expressed in embedded questions and
imperatives (the Wh° and Imp° heads). And Indian Vernacular English is the opposite
of Standard English with respect to the requirement on the Int° and Wh° heads. A
classical V2 language such as Standard Norwegian expresses the micro-cue for the
Int°, Top° and Pol° heads, accounting for V2 in wh-questions, declaratives and yes/noquestions. Danish differs minimally from Norwegian in that it also expresses the V2
micro-cue on the exclamative head, while a typical non-V2 language such as Italian
lacks all of these micro-cues.
This means that there is no global cue for V2 syntax, but separate cues for each
clause type. In Westergaard (2006, 2007) it is argued that in the acquisition process,
children make a selective search for these cues in the primary linguistic data that they
are exposed to, scanning the relevant contexts only. That is, when searching the input
for word order cues regarding the IntP, children only consider wh-questions, while all
other clause types are irrelevant and therefore disregarded. This also means that when
children have discovered a micro-cue affecting one CP head, this will not
automatically be transferred to other heads. Thus we expect to see no overgeneralization of word order from one clause type to another.
The Split-CP model and the concept of micro-cues in acquisition also has certain
consequences for language change. If the acquisition of different word orders for
different CP heads is unproblematic, then a change in one particular functional head
should not necessarily have a spill-over effect to other CP heads. Within this Split-CP
framework it would then be expected that word order changes should typically affect
only one clause type at a time. This means that what we see in the history of English
in fact represents the standard case, with only declaratives being affected by the loss
of V2, while this word order is retained as a syntactic process in all questions.
According to Vangsnes (2005) and Westergaard (2005b) this also holds for the
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situation in present-day Norwegian dialects, where only wh-questions seem to
undergo a loss of V2, while all other clause types are unaffected, including
declaratives and yes/no-questions (see the next section). A third example of this kind
of selective loss is found in Henry (1994). She describes a change in progress in
Belfast English, where V2 is being lost in imperatives while it stays unaffected in
other clause types, e.g. main and embedded clause questions.
In this section it has been argued that Lightfoot’s cue-based approach to language
acquisition and change must be extended to a Split-CP model in order to account for
different types of V2 grammars. Assuming that children search selectively for these
micro-cues in the input, mixed V2 systems are learnable, and it is in fact
unproblematic for English-speaking children that there is V2 in questions but
(generally) not in declaratives. A consequence of this is that word order change should
typically affect only one clause type, rendering the selective loss of V2 in English
declaratives a standard case.

4. Word order differences within clause types
4.1. Variation across languages and the Split-CP model
In this section I discuss the type of V2 that is normally referred to as Stylistic
Inversion, found in some types of English declaratives and which, according to Birner
(1995) is dependent on a pragmatic rule that requires the verb to be informationally
light. In that connection it should be noted that both V2 and non-V2 word orders were
attested in declaratives already in Old English (OE), as illustrated in (46) and (47),
from Kroch and Taylor (1997: 302). At this time V2 word order is also attested in
sentences where the whole verbal cluster appears before the subject, as illustrated in
(48), from Bech (2001: 53-54). These are similar to the ones that generally survive
into present-day English, cf. section 2.
(46)

& of heom twam is eall manncynn cumen.
and of them two is all mankind come

(OE)

(47)

Ælc yfel he mæg don.
each evil he can do

(48)

Ða wurdon geædniwode on ðam eahteoðan geare þa forlætenan cyrcan.
then were restored
in the eigth
year the deserted churches
‘Then, in the eigth year, the deserted churches were restored.’

In fact, it seems impossible to find a stage in the history of English which is
exclusively V2 in declaratives (see e.g. Swan 1994). In work within generative syntax
(e.g. Lightfoot 1999, Kroch and Taylor 1997), it is often argued that this is due to
grammar competition, more specifically a mixture of two dialects, a northern one with
consistent V2 (due to Scandinavian influence) and a southern one lacking V2. Some
speakers had access to both grammars and used both, it is argued, dependent on
sociolinguistic and stylistic factors.
However, the variation between V2 and non-V2 is not random, nor does it seem
to be dependent on sociolinguistic factors only. As has been noted by many scholars
(e.g. van Kemenade 1987, Pintzuk 1991, Kroch and Taylor 1997), V2 is preferred
with full DP subjects, as in (46) and (48), while non-V2 predominates in sentences
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with pronominal subjects, as in (47). A common analysis of this within the generative
framework is that pronouns in OE are clitics that appear in a position higher than C,
and that sentences like (47) are therefore only apparent counterexamples to the V2
requirement (e.g. Kroch and Taylor 1997).
In contrast to this, it has been argued both by Bech (2001) and Westergaard
(2005a) that the word order choice in OE/ME is dependent on information structure,
V2 being preferred when the subject conveys new or focused information, and non-V2
when the subject is discourse given. Thus, non-V2 is naturally linked to pronominal
subjects, which are normally given information, while V2 is connected to full DP
subjects, which are more likely to convey new information. This analysis follows
Bresnan and Nikitina (2003), who argue that optionality in syntax often leads to the
choice of word order being governed by pragmatic factors.
This kind of word order variation is in fact also attested in other languages. In
many present-day Norwegian dialects there is no strict V2 requirement in whquestions, see e.g. Vangsnes (2005). This is illustrated by the example in (49) from the
Tromsø dialect, which allows both V2 and non-V2 in wh-questions introduced by the
monosyllabic question words, with no significant difference in meaning.
(49) Ka drakk ho?/Ka ho drakk? (V2/Non-V2) (Tromsø dialect)
what drank she
‘What did she drink?’
In Westergaard (2003) a sample of spontaneous speech from one adult speaker
was investigated, and a truly mixed grammar was attested, with a proportion of
approximately 45%-55% V2 vs. non-V2. Moreover, the choice of the two word orders
was found not to be random. In the sample there were statistically significant patterns
of subject and verb choice related to the two word orders, V2 typically being chosen
with the verb be and full DP subjects (or the demonstrative det), and non-V2 with
pronominal subjects and any other verb than be, as illustrated in examples (50) and
(51).
(50) kor er mitt fly? (INV, file Ole.17)
where is my plane
‘Where is my plane?’
(51) kor vi lande henne? (INV, file Ole.17)
where we land LOC
‘Where should we land?’
This finding led to the analysis that V2 was preferred when the subject is
discourse new or focused information (often a full DP, but not necessarily), and nonV2 when the subject conveys given information, thus often personal pronouns, which
are in a sense inherently given. In Westergaard and Vangsnes (2005) and Westergaard
(2006, 2007), this is given a syntactic analysis in terms of a head in the Split-CP
model which is lower than the functional projections expressing illocutionary force
discussed in the previous section. This CP projection, which I call the LowTop(ic)P, is
argued to be sensitive to information structure and it only attracts elements which are
informationally light, i.e. a discourse given subject (often a pronoun) to its Spec
position or an informationally light verb (often be) to its head position. This means
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that the verb is attracted to this functional projection only when the subject is new or
focused information, which accounts for V2 word order only appearing in these cases.
The verb movement seen in declaratives with V2 in OE then arguably involves
the same functional projection as in the examples from the Tromsø dialect, the
LowTopP, as illustrated in the structure in (52). Again this attracts the verb only when
the subject is new or focused information and the verb is correspondingly light.
(52)

TopP

Spec
of them two

Top’

Top°

...
L-TopP
L-Top°
is

...
TP
Spec
all mankind

...

Furthermore, in sentences such as (48), where the whole verbal cluster appears in
front of the subject, one could argue for the following syntactic analysis: After the
new/focused subject has moved out of the VP, to SpecTP, the rest of the VP (being
informationally light) may undergo remnant movement to the Spec of the LowTopP,
as illustrated in (53).
(53)

TopP

Spec
Ða

Top’
Top°

...
L-TopP

Spec
[t
wurdon
geædniwode
... ]
VP i

L-TopP'
L-TopP°

...
TP

[þa forlætenan cyrcan]i

...

Thus, the existence of a lower CP head which is sensitive to information structure
may be used to account for word order variation within clause types, wh-questions in
Norwegian dialects and declaratives in the history of English.
4.2. Acquisition
An important question is now how children fare with mixed input such as this in the
acquisition process. The Split-CP model and the micro-cues discussed in section 3.3.
facilitate acquisition of word order variation across different clause types, but we are
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now dealing with variation within clause types. And again, according to the cue-based
model, the micro-cues should be obligatory. Westergaard (2003) presented some
acquisition data on wh-questions in the Tromsø dialect and showed that children do
not seem to have any problem with this either, as not only do they produce both word
orders from an early age, they also use them with the same patterns of subject and
verb types as in the adult sample, illustrated in (54) and (55). That is, also in the child
data, V2 typically appears with be and full DP subjects and non-V2 with pronominal
subjects and non-be.
(54) kor
e
babyen? (Ina.06, age 2;1.0)
where be.PRES baby.DEF
‘Where is the baby?’

(V2)

(55) ka du skal finne?
(Ina.05, age 2:0.5)
what you shall find
‘What do you want to find?’

(Non-V2)

Children thus seem to have an early sensitivity to information structure. This
means that the model must include even finer micro-cues, where distinctions between
informationally given and informationally new or focused elements must be specified.
The following are examples of how such micro-cues may be formulated, (56) for whquestions in present-day Norwegian and (57) for the situation in declaratives in the
history of English. In both cases the verb appears in the head of the LowTopP if the
subject is marked with a feature indicating that it is new information, here formulated
as [+Foc].
(56) Cue for V2 in wh-questions:

IntP[wh LowTopP[ LowTop°V

XP[+FOC]]]

(57) Cue for V2 in declaratives:

TopP[XP LowTopP[ LowTop°V

XP[+FOC]]]

The fact that a mixed grammar like this is acquired so early and easily by children
can account for the fact that it survives for several centuries in the history of English.
But if this is so simple for children, why does it change? As mentioned above, the
Split-CP model is based on micro-cues in children’s input, and historical change is
considered to take place in small steps, affecting one micro-cue at a time and thus
giving the impression that change is gradual. There may therefore be many causes for
the loss of V2 in English (and many have been explored in the literature, e.g. van
Kemenade 1987, Pintzuk 1991, Kroch and Taylor 1997, Lightfoot 1999, Haeberli
2002, Westergaard 2005a). However, as mentioned above, this issue is outside the
scope of this paper. The next section will therefore address the question of why this
change is not complete, but simply results in a more restricted version of V2.
4.3. Language change and children’s sensitivity to natural classes of categories
In this final section of the paper I explore a possible reason why V2 survives in certain
cases in English, and why exactly with those verbs that were discussed in section 2,
mainly be and other informationally light verbs. But first I present some data to show
that this is not a feature that is specific to English. Westergaard (2005b) investigated a
sample of spontaneous speech from another Norwegian dialect (Kåfjord), which is
similar to the Tromsø dialect in that it allows both V2 and non-V2 in wh-questions.
However, unlike the Tromsø speaker who had a mixed grammar, the Kåfjord speakers
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in the study use a predominance of non-V2, approximately 85-98%. An investigation
of the subject and verb preferences produced reveals that non-V2 occurs with all types
of subjects and verb combinations, indicating that non-V2 is the default, productive
word order in this dialect. V2 only survives in special cases, virtually only with the
verb be.
Other languages also provide evidence that V2 word order is preferred with
specific verbs. According to Poletto (2006), as V2 was lost in Romance, it tended to
survive with auxiliaries as well as with be. Also in Latin, where the verb normally
occupies final position, see (58) from Salvi (2005: 24), there are examples of V2, but
only with the verb esse ‘be’. This is illustrated for a wh-question in (59) and a
declarative in (60), from Salvi (2005: 31-2).6 As these developments in English,
Norwegian and Old Romance are historically unrelated, this indicates that be has a
different status from other verbs in the human grammar.
(58)

quo me
in silvam
venatum vocas?
where I.ACC into wood.ACC to-hunt you-summon
‘Whither dost thou summon me a-hunting in the woods?’

(59)

An
quid est homini Salute
melius?
Q-PART what.N is man.D Salvation.ABL better
‘Eh? What’s better for a man than Salvation?’

(60)

haec
enim ornamenta sunt tibi etiam cum aliis
communia
these.N for distinctions.N are you.D also with others.ABL common
‘for these are distinctions which others can claim as well as yourself’

Let us now return to the question why V2 to a certain extent survives in English,
and why mainly with be? First of all, given the patterns of the mixed grammar in
OE/ME, it is not surprising that if V2 survives at all, it should be with informationally
light verbs (and focused subjects), as this is the context that is already linked to V2 in
the mixed grammar. But why should V2 survive in certain cases and not be
completely lost? This, I would argue, could be related to the language acquisition
process, more specifically to early acquisition and high frequencies in child language.
In classical V2 languages such as German or Norwegian, be is normally the first verb
to be attested in questions and declaratives with verb movement in early child
language, and it is also very frequent. In fact, in many studies on German language
acquisition, e.g. Clahsen, Penke and Parodi (1993/94), early wh-questions with
wo/was ‘where/what’ and the verb sein ‘be’, as in example (61), are excluded from V2
counts, as they are so early and frequent that they are assumed to be formulaic at this
stage.
(61) wo is
de Kugel? (Simone, stage I)
where be.PRES the marble
‘Where is the marble?’
Target form: Wo ist die Kugel?

(German)

6
This could possibly be taken as the beginning of the V2 grammar that was later seen in Old Romance.
However, Salvi (forthcoming) argues against this kind of V2 as a forerunner for V2 in Old Romance.
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Rowland et al. (2003), who have investigated the wh-questions produced by 12
English-speaking children, also find that the copula is an extremely early acquisition
in inversion constructions in English child language.7 A couple of examples from the
Brown corpus are provided in (62) and (63).
(62) what is that ? (Eve.15, age 2;1)
(63) where de> [//] where is a man? (Eve.16, age 2;1)
The copula is attested early also in non-subject-initial declaratives, as shown by
the following examples from Norwegian child language.
(64) der er
mann. (Ina.01, age 1;8.20)
there be.PRES man
‘There is (a/the) man.’

(Norwegian)

(65) her er
sekken. (Ann.03, age 1;10.2)
here be.PRES backpack.DEF
‘Here is the backpack.’
(66) no er
det den. (Ole.01, age 1;9.10)
now be.PRES it that
‘Now it is that one.’
In fact, an investigation of the overall frequency of be in the early Norwegian child
data shows that this verb is attested between 59.2% and 86.5% of the time in nonsubject-initial declaratives before approximately age 2;2, while the corresponding
figure for a sample of adult data (child-directed speech) is only 23.5%. This is
illustrated in Table 1.
Table 1. Frequency of the verb be in non-subject-initial declaratives with V2 in the corpus of
Norwegian child language.
Speaker
Files
Age
% of be
Ina
Ina.01-09
1;8.20 - 2;2.12
59.2% (61/103)
Ann
Ann.01-08
1;8.20 - 2;1.28
76.1% (108/142)
Ole
Ole.01-08
1;9.10 – 2;2.12
85.5% (189/221)
Investigator
Ole.14
Adult
23.5% (28/119)

According to Roeper (in press), children are sensitive to classes of categories.
That is, children seem to be happy to accept grammars where rules only apply to
certain subcategories or classes of a category, and do not generally make sweeping
generalizations that apply e.g. to all nouns or all verbs. As an example, Roeper
discusses V2 in English to V2 in a language like German. While English-speaking
children learn V2 as a rule that is restricted to certain verb types, German-speaking
children start out in the same way, but due to massive evidence in the input, they soon
realize that V2 is a categorial rule in German which applies to all verbs. That is,
English-speaking children learn V2 with be, and do not automatically assume that the
rule also applies to other verbs in the language (unless there is positive evidence).
7

Rowland et al. (2003) find that the copula is the first acquired verb for nine of the 12 children, and the
second for two of the other three children. However, they investigate combinations of wh-word and all
verbs in questions, and thus they also count verbs that do not invert with the subject.
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However, Roeper reports one interesting case of a child who for a brief period (about
a week) overgeneralized V2 to the verbs call and mean, and he provides the following
examples:
(67) a.
b.

what calls that?
what means that?

This indicates that English-speaking children learn V2 with be, and instead of
assuming that this verb is an exception and therefore lexically marked for inversion,
they categorize be as part of a class of verbs and may overgeneralize within this class,
to verbs such as call and mean. Note that these verbs mean more or less the same as
be in (67).
Moreover, to explain some of the examples from section 2, where inversion
appears with verbs such as work or squat in present-day English, I would like to argue
that children do not only pay attention to a well-defined class containing a fixed
number of verbs which always or usually trigger inversion. They must also be
sensitive to the information value of a verb in relation to the subject in particular
sentences. Syntactically, this means that speakers of English can still occasionally
invoke the LowTopP in certain cases and move informationally light verbs to this
projection when the subject conveys new information, resulting in V2 word order.
This means that even quite unusual verbs may appear with inversion in present-day
English. I am repeating here sentence (11) with the verb squat, which presumably is
not lexically marked for inversion. Yet, this sentence is grammatical to speakers of
English, which indicates that this verb may still move to the LowTopP when it is
stripped of its specific meaning and generally means the same as be.
(11’) ...inland from the small, pretty harbor town that’s called a haven squats the
town of Heart’s Rock.

5. Summary and conclusion
In this paper I have discussed two types of inversion in present-day English, subjectauxiliary inversion in questions and so-called stylistic inversion in certain
declaratives. Comparing these word order inconsistencies to word order variation
found across the other Germanic languages, I have classified English as a restricted
V2 grammar. Furthermore, I have presented a Split-CP model of clause structure
where different clause types have different heads in the C domain, represented as
various types of ForceP. Within an extended cue-based approach to acquisition and
change, several micro-cues for V2 word order are developed, one for each clause type.
According to this model, children are sensitive to individual clause types when
acquiring word order involving the CP domain, and there should therefore be no overgeneralization from one clause type to another. This accounts for children’s early
acquisition of word order in different clause types, e.g. V2 in questions and
(generally) non-V2 in declaratives in present-day English. This model may also be
used to explain the loss of V2 in only one clause type in the history of English. A
change in one ForceP head does not affect other heads in this domain, simply because
children in the acquisition process pay attention to the micro-cues.
Furthermore, children are argued to have an early sensitivity to information
structure and to easily learn word order variation within clause types that is dependent
on distinctions between given vs. new information. However, when one word order
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becomes less frequent in the input, the cue for this may drop below a critical level for
acquisition. In this process, children pay attention to further micro-cues that involve
even finer distinctions between natural classes of categories or subcategories. The
verb be can be said to represent a separate class of verbs, and inversion with be is also
acquired early in all V2 languages, including English. Children’s distinction between
classes of categories prevents them from overgeneralizing V2 to other classes of
verbs. The remnant cases of V2 with be (and other informationally light verbs) may
thus be considered to be due to early acquisition and sensitivity to natural classes of
categories. From the perspective of the extended cue-based approach to acquisition
and change, the word order inconsistencies of present-day English may in fact be considered to be the result of a standard kind of historical development.
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